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Abstract:
Narrow spectral holes in the absorption lines of Er^3+ doped crystals have been explored as references
for frequency stabilizing external cavity diode lasers at the important 1.5 μm optical communication
wavelength. Allan deviations of the beat signal between two independent stabilized lasers as low as
200 Hz over 10 ms integration time have been achieved using regenerative spectral holes in
Er^3+Y2SiO5 and Er^3+:KTP, while drift was reduced to ~ 7 kHz/min by incorporating the
inhomogeneous absorption line as a fixed reference. During active stabilization, the transient spectral
hole was continuously regenerated as hole burning balanced relaxation. In contrast, persistent spectral
holes in Er^3+:D^-:CaF2, with lifetimes of several weeks, provided programmable and transportable
secondary frequency references that maintained sub-kilohertz stability over several seconds and
enabled 6 kHz stability over 1.6xl0^3s. The error signal was derived from the spectral hole
transmission using frequency modulation spectroscopy. A servo amplifier applied fast frequency
corrections to the injection current of the laser diode and slower adjustments to the piezo-driven
feedback prism plate.

These stabilized lasers provide ideal sources for spectral hole burning applications based on optical
coherent transients, where laser stability is required over the storage time of the material. Since the
lifetime of the frequency reference is exactly the material storage time, this requirement is
automatically met by using our technique. This was demonstrated in Er^3+:Y2SiO5 and successfully
transferred to high-bandwidth signal processing applications.

The material Er^3+Y2SiO5 was optimized for these applications. The 4I15/2 and 4I13/2 crystal field
levels were site-selectively determined by absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. The excited state
lifetime was measured to be 11.4 ms for site 1 and 9.2 ms for site 2. Zeeman experiments and
two-pulse photon echo spectroscopy as a function of magnetic field orientation were used to determine
the anisotropic electronic g-values for both Er^3+ sites and established a preferred magnetic field
orientation for minimizing homogeneous line broadening by spectral diffusion. The spectral diffusion
was characterized by stimulated photon echo spectroscopy and successfully described with established
theories. In a 0.02 atomic percent Er^3+:Y2SiO5 crystal at B = 0.8 T and T = 1.6 K, line broadening
became significant after 10 μs, increasing the homogeneous linewidth from 7.5 kHz to 75 kHz after
120 μs. Spectral diffusion, primarily caused by direct phonon driven Er^3+ spin-flips in the ground
state, can be controlled to negligible levels with proper magnetic field strength and orientation,
temperature, and erbium concentration. In optimizing Er^3+:Y2SiO5, the narrowest optical resonance
in any solid-state material of 73 Hz was measured. 
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ABSTRACT

Narrow spectral holes in the absorption lines of Er3"1" doped crystals have been 
explored as references for frequency stabilizing external cavity diode lasers at the 
important 1.5 pm optical communication wavelength. Allan deviations of the beat 
signal between two independent stabilized lasers as low as 200 Hz over IOms 
integration time have been achieved using regenerative spectral holes in Er3̂ Y2SiO5 
and Er3+IKTP, while drift was reduced to ~ 7 kHz/min by incorporating the 
inhomogeneous absorption line as a fixed reference. During active stabilization, the 
transient spectral hole was continuously regenerated as hole burning balanced 
relaxation. In contrast, persistent spectral holes in Er3+:D":CaF2, with lifetimes of 
several weeks, provided programmable and transportable secondary frequency 
references that maintained sub-kilohertz stability over several seconds and enabled 
6 kHz stability over LbxlO3S. The error signal was derived from the spectral hole 
transmission using frequency modulation spectroscopy. A servo amplifier applied 
fast frequency corrections to the injection current of the laser diode and slower 
adjustments to the piezo-driven feedback prism plate.

These stabilized lasers provide ideal sources for spectral hole burning 
applications based on optical coherent transients, where laser stability is required 
over the storage time of the material. Since the lifetime of the frequency reference is 
exactly the material storage time, this requirement is automatically met by using our 
technique. This was demonstrated in Er3+IY2SiO5 and successfully transferred to 
high-bandwidth signal processing applications.

The material Er3+IY2SiO5 was optimized for these applications. The 4Ii5z2 and 
4Ii3z2 crystal field levels were site-selectively determined by absorption and 
fluorescence spectroscopy. The excited state lifetime was measured to be 1L4 ms for 
site. I and 9.2 ms for site 2. Zeeman experiments and two-pulse photon echo 
spectroscopy as a function of magnetic field orientation were used to determine the 
anisotropic electronic g-values for both Er3+ sites and established a preferred 
magnetic field orientation for minimizing homogeneous line broadening by spectral 
diffusion. The spectral diffusion was characterized by stimulated photon echo 
spectroscopy and successfully described with established theories. In a 0.02 atomic 
percent Er3+IY2SiO5 crystal at B = 0.8 T and T = 1.6 K, line broadening became 
significant after 10 p,s, increasing the homogeneous linewidth from 7.5 kHz to 
75 kHz after 120 jas. Spectral diffusion, primarily caused by direct phonon driven 
Er3+ spin-flips in the ground state, can be controlled to negligible levels with proper 
magnetic field strength and orientation, temperature, and erbium concentration. In 
optimizing Er3+=Y2SiO5, the narrowest optical resonance in any solid-state material . 
of 73 Hz was measured.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Many classes of solids have inhomogeneously broadened optical absorption 

lines. When a narrow spectral region in such a material is saturated by a laser, 

notches, called spectral holes, are “burned” into the line shape, either transiently or 

persistently modifying the optical properties of the medium. At low temperatures, 

these holes have useful lifetimes ranging from fractions of a second to weeks or 

longer, and these narrow features have been widely used for spectroscopy at 

Montana State University, IBM, and elsewhere. The transient or persistent 

modification of optical properties that arises from spectral hole burning (SHB) also 

offers opportunities to build powerful and interesting devices for signal processing or 

data storage. Many of these devices rely on a combination of spectral hole burning 

and extensions of the concepts of holography to the time domain, leading to 

holography in “four dimensions”.

In this research, the ultra-narrow resonances provided by spectral holes have 

been exploited as references for frequency stabilization of external cavity diode 

lasers (ECDL). In particular, Er3+ doped materials that exhibit SHB in the important 

optical communication band at 1.5 pm were investigated. Relatively short-lived 

(transient) spectral holes with lifetimes of Ti ~ 10 ms and kilohertz hole linewidths 

supplied frequency references that provided stabilities over timescales that are
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especially appropriate for coherent nonlinear spectroscopy and SHB device 

applications. [1,2] Continuously regenerated, lifetime-limited (regenerative) spectral 

hole frequency references in Er3+-Y2SiO5 produced laser frequency stabilities (Allan 

Deviation) of 500 Hz over 2 ms. [3] Further system development allowed 

improvement to 200 Hz over 5 ms using regenerative spectral hole frequency 

references in Er3+=KTP. [4, 5] Persistent spectral holes in Er3+=CaF2, with lifetimes of 

several weeks, permitted extension of laser frequency stability to longer integration 

times, achieving stabilities of 6 kHz over 1600 s while maintaining sub-kilohertz 

stabilities over integration times of several seconds. [6]

For SHB applications using materials optimized for correlators or memories, 

stable laser sources are required at wavelengths and timescales specific to each 

individual material. We have demonstrated that using a spectral hole in a separate 

spatial region or a separate piece of the SHB correlator or memory material 

automatically provides frequency references meeting these requirements. Together 

with previously developed 793nm laser systems [7, 8], these 1.5 pm lasers stabilized 

to spectral holes have been successfully transferred to SHB correlator devices at the 

Montana State University Spectrum Lab, Cone lab, and Babbitt lab. [9, 10]

The material Er3+=Y2SiO5 plays an important role in the arena of SHB devices 

covering the telecommunication band at 1.5 pm. [11] It has been used for SHB 

praof-of-principle demonstrations at Montana State University such as real-time 

address header decoding for optical data routing [12] and spatial-spectral 

holographic correlation. [13] Very recently, the improved material and laser
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frequency stabilization that is reported in this thesis allowed demonstration of much 

higher bandwidth (500 MHz) analog signal processing at temperatures of 4.2 K . 

[10] Other research groups around the world, including the University of Colorado,

the Laboratoire Aime Cotton, Orsay, France, and the Australian National University,
''

are already using this material to develop SHB applications that will include 

massively parallel computing, radio frequency spectrum analysis [14], electro- 

magnetically induced transparency, and quantum information demonstrations [15] 

based on our development.

The importance of Er3+IYiSiOs for SHB applications provided the motivation for 

fundamental research to further explore the parameters that influence materials 

critical to these applications. Spectroscopic investigations using conventional and 

coherent nonlinear methods allowed the characterization and optimization of the 

spectral hole burning in the Er3+IY2SiO5 material [16] and have led to the 

measurement of a 73 Hz linewidth, the narrowest optical resonance, to the best of 

our knowledge, in any solid-state material. Furthermore, the methods developed 

during the material optimization are directly applicable to other Er3"1" doped 

compounds. These studies have advanced our fundamental understanding of these

materials.
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Frequency Stabilized Lasers and Their Applications

Many applications require laser frequency stability that is impossible to achieve 

with a free-running laser, Fortunately, dramatic stabilization is possible with an 

external frequency reference and feedback control of the laser cavity. Such lasers 

find widespread and important uses. Laser frequency stabilization is important in 

long-baseline interferometry for gravitational wave detection [17], ultrahigh- 

resolution spectroscopy of solids, molecules, and atoms [18], optical communication 

systems [19], for solid state optoelectronic devices based on spectral hole burning 

(SHB) [20] such as GHz-scale time-domain optical signal processing [21, 22, 13, 9] 

and network packet switching [23, 12], for precision laser ranging, for spatial 

coordination of satellite arrays, and for optical communication using coherent light 

detection. These stabilized lasers are also suitable for sensitive vibration monitoring 

devices and a variety of other optical and fiber optical sensors.

One of the most prominent applications for which stable laser sources are being 

developed is optical frequency standards based on trapped ions [24, 25,, 26, 27, 28] 

and neutral atoms [29, 30], particles which are nearly at rest in the laboratory frame, 

eliminating Doppler effects while producing very narrow, several-Hz-wide 

resonance lines. Recent developments suggest that an optical frequency clock can 

offer significant improvement over the resolution of the current Cesium microwave
T-

atomic clock. In the tera-hertz domain, optical frequencies provide four orders of 

magnitude higher operating frequencies than microwave references, while the higher
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quality factors of optical reference transitions allow determination of center 

frequencies to greater precision. The recent advent of air-silica microstructure optical 

fiber, which broadens the frequency comb of a femtosecond laser to span the optical 

octave from 532 nm to 1064 nm, furthers the trend toward an all-optical frequency 

standard. For the first time, optical frequencies in the IO15 Hz range can be directly 

measured and compared to microwave standards [31, 32, 33, 34] without the use of 

elaborate frequency chains. These new techniques Will likely lead to new, super- 

accurate clocks based on optical frequencies, with projected performance 

approaching IO"18 accuracy. In addition, a stable frequency in the radio frequency 

(RF) domain can now be derived with improved accuracy using an optical standard. 

Recent reviews of the field can be found in Ref. [35, 36]. The basic ideas how to 

build an optical frequency standard apply to any laser source to be stabilized.

In order to achieve an optical frequency standard, the laser system must include 

the optical frequency reference, must maintain a single spatial and frequency mode, 

and have an actuator that allows frequency tuning with sufficient bandwidth to 

suppress the intrinsic laser noise so that the laser’s short-term linewidth can be 

narrowed to allow interrogation of the optical reference transition. The lasers’ long

term stability derives from the optical frequency reference.

Pre-stabilizing a laser to a reflection mode Of a Fabry-Perot cavity often achieves 

this goal. These laser clocks, frequently called flywheel oscillators, provide a cavity- 

derived reference with sufficient short-term stability to interrogate the atomic or ion 

optical frequency standard of interest. While our research goal did not encompass the
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development of absolute frequency standards, our lasers stabilized to spectral hole 

frequency references have already been considered to become flywheel oscillators of 

an optical frequency standard [37].

During the 19.80’s, a number of technical developments made Fabry-Perot 

cavities an attractive choice to achieve an ultra-stable laser. The Pound-Drever-Hall 

technique [38], a detection scheme capable of exploiting the narrow linewidth of a 

high finesse cavity, proved to be the most effective method of locking a laser to a 

cavity. The lowest relative instability for a laser that is frequency locked to a cavity 

reached SxKT17, measured by locking two lasers to adjacent modes of a single 

Fabry-Perot. [39] The main problem associated with Fabry-Perot cavities is 

vibration-induced and thermally-induced length changes. The thermal instability was 

reduced with introduction of Ultra Low Expansion (ULE) glass [40] or Zerddur [41] 

as cavity spacer materials, providing nearly zero thermal expansion, with expansion 

coefficient of a  ~ 4xl0"8 / K at room temperature. Even more extreme measures 

have been undertaken in the work of Mlynek and Schiller et al. [42] by operating 

optical reference cavities at cryogenic temperatures to minimize thermal expansion, 

which is described by a ^  T3 for T —>0, giving a value of a -SxlQ r13T31K in 

sapphire. Next, the development of very high finesse dielectric mirrors led to 

extremely narrow cavity linewidths, providing a very steep discriminator slope for a 

tight laser servo lock.

It was also appreciated that achieving a tight servo lock is necessary but not 

sufficient for an ultra-stable laser. The stability of the laser frequency can never
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exceed that of the frequency reference. To assess real stability requires a second, 

independent reference cavity stabilized laser. The best absolute Stability for cavity- 

stabilized lasers has been 3xlCT16 [43], which is half an order of magnitude less than 

the SxlO-17 value mentioned previously.

Reduction of perturbations to the reference cavity, mainly due to temperature 

fluctuations and vibrations exciting mechanical modes or causing deformations of 

the cavity, has been the focus of much of the work in the past 15 years, Applying 

these considerations to practical systems should take into account cost, size, 

portability, and degree of complexity.

Spectral Hole Burning and Optical Coherent Transients'

Spectral holes provide alternative references that are complimentary to precision 

atomic resonances or reflection modes of Fabry-Perot cavities. The relative 

immunity of the spectral hole reference to vibrational disturbances greatly simplifies 

the experimental setup. The entire system developed here fits on a 3’ by 

4’breadboard including optics, two sets of lasers, and feedback electronics, cryostat, 

and beat measurement for characterization. Further system development could lead 

to compact, transportable, stable laser sources based on SHB technology, 

miniaturized external cavity diode lasers, and mechanical closed-cycle cryo-coolers. 

Other state-of-the-art stable laser systems based on Fabry-Perot cavities and atomic 

resonances occupy several optical tables and require extreme isolation from the
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environment to stabilize the local oscillator. [43] Note also that the best performance 

with traditional Fabry-Perot cavities, atomic or ion resonances requires cryogenic 

temperatures. [24, 42]

Spectral hole burning is a property found in certain materials, such as inorganic 

and organic solids, and Doppler broadened atomic vapors. Of particular interest for 

this research are rare earth doped solids, which exhibit an inhomogeneously 

broadened absorption at low temperatures. In particular, an individual homogeneous 

packet of rare earth ions in a crystalline or glassy solid manifests an absorption 

linewidth, known as the homogeneous linewidth, Fh. At optical frequencies and 

cryogenic temperatures, this width can be as narrow as 73 Hz, as reported in this 

work. These rare earth ion subgroups comprise part of the broader distribution of the 

strain-broadened absorption line described by the inhomogeneous linewidth, Finh. 

Inhomogeneous linewidths in rare earth doped crystals range from sub-GHz values 

up to hundreds of GHz.

When ions are temporarily or permanently removed from the inhomogeneously 

broadened absorption, a spectral hole is produced. This selective bleaching of a 

particular subgroup of ions may occur when the ions are exposed to a narrow band 

laser. The process of producing a narrow spectral hole in the absorption line is called 

spectral hole burning. Spectral holes may be as narrow as 2 Th, which can approach 

100 Hz, so they provide resonances whose widths are competitive with those of 

super-cavities and isolated single atoms Or ions.
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The large difference between the magnitudes of inhomogeneous and 

homogeneous linewidths can be exploited in optical memories. In the frequency 

domain, the inhomogeneous line is subdivided into “frequency bins”, with each bin 

having a potential minimum frequency width equal to the homogeneous linewidth. 

Binary information can be spectrally addressed while stored in the combination of 

either the presence (binary I) or absence (binary 0) of a spectral hole. The. 

approximate number of spectral holes burned in a single spatial location depends on 

the ratio of inhomogeneous to homogeneous linewidths, which has been measured to 

be as high as IO8 in some materials, [44]

Spectral hole burning in the time domain leads to coherent phenomena, called 

optical coherent transients. The same rare earth materials can be used to store 

temporally structured, optical pulse patterns, with duration limited by the material 

coherence time, T .̂ Stored pulse patterns can be recalled temporally, leading to 

optical memory [45] with a storage duration determined by the material’s hole 

burning mechanisms. Storage times can vary between milliseconds, in cases of two- 

level saturation or population bottlenecks formed by a metastable intermediate state, 

to several weeks, for optical pumping of hyperfine-split sublevels of the ground state 

or optically induced local ion site distortion. Stored pulse patterns can also be used 

for correlation with an incident optical data stream, which leads to optical 

processing. [46] Most applications of coherent transients use photon echoes, treated 

in detail in chapter 2. A review of memory, processing, and routing applications can 

be found in Ref. 47.
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Stable laser technology accommodates frequency and time domain spectral hole 

burning applications as well as spectroscopy. Frequency domain applications reach 

their limit at the laser linewidth, often significantly larger than the associated 

homogeneous linewidth of the particular material. In memory applications, this 

causes considerable reduction of the possible number of holes burned into the 

inhomogeneous line, thus limiting the achievable storage capacity. For optimal 

exploitation of the photon echo and stimulated photon echo, which are the basis for 

time-domain spectroscopy and the associated range of proposed optical devices [47], 

laser frequency stability must exceed the spectral resolution needed to store the 

spectrum of the excitation pulse sequences. The entire pulse sequence length is 

limited by the storage duration for the material.

Lasers stabilized to spectral hole frequency references offer distinct advantages 

in frequency as well as time-domain spectral hole burning applications and 

Spectroscopy. In stabilizing the laser to a spectral hole in a second.piece of the same 

signal processing material, automatic frequency compatibility between the signal 

processing material and the stabilized laser source is provided. There is a natural 

correspondence between the timescales governing optical processing and laser 

frequency stabilization. The relative vibrational immunity of the spectral holes 

provides an important simplification in system design and performance, especially 

when both the frequency reference and spectroscopic sample or SHB device are 

mounted on the same platform.
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Overview of the Dissertation

After this chapter of introduction, Chapter 2 discusses general rare earth material 

properties, spectral hole burning, and optical coherent transient phenomena.

Chapter 3 introduces the basic concepts of laser frequency stabilization. Special 

emphasis is placed on frequency modulation spectroscopy as well as methods of 

measurement and characterization of laser frequency stability. The external cavity 

diode laser system, built for all the research conducted, is described and 

characterized in this chapter.

Chapter 4 reports our results on laser frequency stabilization to regenerative 

spectral holes in Er3̂ YaSiOs and Er3+:KTP, as well as: persistent spectral holes in 

Er3+: CaF2; The reliability of stimulated photon echoes produced by a laser stabilized 

to a spectral hole, spatially separated in the same crystal, is demonstrated.

' Regenerative spectral holes, because of their limited lifetime, differ fundamentally 

from traditional frequency references. They are dynamic references. The interplay of 

the laser field with the dynamic hole reference was experimentally investigated.

Chapter 5 presents a study of the spectroscopic and dynamic properties of 

Er3+--Y2SiO5 and explores optimization strategies for better performance in SHB 

applications. Use of broadband' absorption and site-selective fluorescence 

spectroscopy allowed mapping the relevant energy levels for operation at 1.5pm as . 

well as measuring the fluorescence lifetime of the excited state. Paramagnetic g
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values of the ground and excited states were characterized as a function of magnetic 

field orientation with Zeeman spectroscopy. The g value, is one of the key variables 

in controlling the Er3+ spin dynamics of the material,, which leads to a Iinewidth 

broadening referred to as spectral diffusion. Stimulated photon echo spectroscopy 

was used to characterize spectral diffusion as a function of magnetic field, 

temperature, and erbium ion concentration. Experimental results were successfully 

described by established theories and advanced our fundamental understanding of 

these materials. [48] Conventional and nonlinear spectroscopic methods, when 

utilized together, enabled material optimization for SHB applications and the 

measurement of the narrowest optical resonance in any solid-state material.

Additional information is summarized in the appendices. A complete description 

of the electronic feedback system is included in appendix A. Appendix B describes 

the reference cavity. Appendix C presents a detailed derivation of Bai-Fayer theory 

relevant to describe spectral diffusion in Er3+IY2SiOs.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS-BACKGROUND AND THEORY

The rare earth ions, or lanthanides, form a special group of elements in the 

periodic table. Triply-ionized rare earth ions have a partially filled 4f shell, shielded 

from the environment by the outer lying filled 5s2 and 5p6 electron shells. These 

partially filled shells give rise to narrow spectral lines due to inner shell 4f-4f 

transitions that span the spectrum from the far infrared to the vacuum ultraviolet. [I J 

Even when doped into a crystal host material, the shielding of the 4f levels is so 

efficient, that the “crystal field” acts only as a Weak perturbation to the free ion 

levels. The levels obtained from observed spectra closely resemble those of free 

ions.

Here the discussion is restricted to the Er3+ doped materials that were 

investigated in this research. The Er3+ energy levels arise from the odd-numbered 

4fn electron configuration. For the free ion, the angular momenta /  and Mj are good 

quantum numbers, and the energy levels are 2/+1 fold degenerate and give rise to 

multiplets that are labeled by J. When the ion is incorporated into the crystal, the 

reduced crystal field symmetry causes partial lifting of the 27+1 fold Mj degeneracy. 

For ions with an odd number of electrons, Kramers theorem [2] dictates that all 

levels have electronic degeneracy that can only be lifted by a magnetic field. 

Because of Kramers degeneracy, the crystal field can lift the degeneracy only to a



maximum of !+1A crystal field levels depending on the ions’ site symmetry. As a 

result, the 4I15y2 ground multiple! can be Split into 8 Kramers doublets, the 4Ii3y2 

multiplet into 7. For the laser spectroscopy experiments, a simple two level system 

model is used, where the lowest crystal field-split levels of the 4I15y2 and 4I13y2 serve 

respectively as the ground and excited state. Applying an external magnetic field lifts 

the remaining Kramers degeneracy. This electronic degeneracy and the associated 

electronic magnetic moments lead to strong Zeeman interactions.

Transitions between the 4I15y2 —> 4I13y2 multiplets in Er3+ doped compounds are in 

the 1.5 pm spectral region, where optical fiber transmission losses are a minimum, 

This situation makes Er3+ materials attractive for technological applications and 

explains why so much effort in recent years went into developing Erbium materials 

for all-optical signal processing applications based on spectral hole burning. [3,4, 5], 

Conversely, the well developed infrastructure for 1.5 pm telecommunication devices 

including diode Iasersj with Er-doped fiber amplifiers, high bandwidth detectors and 

modulators, fiber beamsplitters etc., can be exploited for spectroscopy and 

demonstrations.of SHB devices. This interest continued in this work by exploiting, 

optimizing and demonstrating the potential of Er3+Y2SiO5 for applications in laser 

frequency stabilization and high bandwidth, all-optical correlation.

19
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Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Broadening

In rare earth doped materials, two major broadening mechanisms influence the 

observed optical spectra - homogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous 

broadening. Homogeneous broadening is experienced equally by individual ions in 

the crystal and is governed by dynamical processes acting as perturbations on the 

ion’s transition frequency or phase. For Er3+ doped compounds, the homogeneous 

linewidth can be expressed as the sum of several contributions

^ h o m  ^ p o p  Er^Er ^ Phonon ^E r-H o s l  • ( 2 . 1)

The contribution Tpop corresponds to the fundamental linewidth associated with the 

excited state population lifetime, 7/; Tpop relates to the population lifetime, T1, as

Tpop ^TfTl (2.2),

The T1 lifetimes can be extremely long for these rare .earth ion levels and have been 

measured in excess of 10 ms for the lowest 4Ii372 level. Other erbium ions undergo 

phonon-induced electronic spin flip transitions in their ground state and therefore 

modulate the energy levels of the optical transition causing the contribution, Tsr-Er- 

The TEr-Er contributions have been measured, modeled, and optimized in this work 

by choosing a proper Er3+-ion concentration, operating temperature, and magnetic 

field strength and direction. The TPhonon contribution includes dephasing from 

temperature-dependent phonon scattering. Working at cryogenic temperatures 

minimizes higher order phonon contributions. Only direct phonon processes are
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important. Nuclear and electronic spins of the host lattice contribute TEr-Host- Using 

a host such as YzSiO  ̂ that exhibits low or zero nuclear magnetic moment or low 

isotopic abundance of magnetic nuclei, can control these contributions. Changes in 

the local environment due to the optical excitation of neighboring ions, an effect 

termed instantaneous spectral diffusion (ISD), contributes TISd and can be 

minimized by using low optical excitation densities or low ion concentrations. 

Under optimal experimental conditions, the homogeneous linewidth can be ultra

narrow (< I kHz). The values measured in this work approach the fundamental 

lifetime limit. In fact, this thesis reports the narrowest optical transition, 73 Hz, 

observed in any solid-state material.

Due to local strains in the crystal caused by crystal growth, impurities, or lattice 

imperfections and dislocations, each individual optical center experiences a very 

slightly different local environment in the host crystal. These strains and 

imperfections cause the center of the homogeneous linewidth of individual optical 

centers to subtly shift in frequency space, leading to a distribution of transition 

frequencies. The combination of many homogeneously broadened lines, each with a 

Lorentzian absorption profile centered at its own resonant frequency, results in a 

much broader, often Gaussian, frequency distribution with a width called the 

inhomogeneous linewidth, Tm -

Depending on rare earth dopant concentration and crystal composition, the 

inhomogeneous linewidth can be as much as IO8 times broader than the individual 

homogeneous linewidth in some material systems [3-8,11], and may be even



broader in rare earth doped glasses. As the crystal composition is changed, the 

absorption frequency may be “tuned” over a considerable range. Figure 2.1 shows 

inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening; each homogeneous line or “packet” 

represents a subgroup of .ions experiencing the same local environment in the 

crystal. The erbium materials investigated in this work have inhomogeneous 

linewidths between 150 MHz and 10 GHz.

Spectral
hole

frequency

Figure 2.1 Line broadening and spectral hole burning. Each homogeneous line 
corresponds to a subgroup of ions experiencing the same local strain 
environment in the crystal. The envelope over all homogeneous linewidths 
defines the inhomogeneous line. A narrowband laser is used to selectively excite 
a subgroup of ions underneath the inhomogeneous profile from the ground to the 
excited state at the laser frequency ^ ser. A spectral hole is created at the laser 
frequency ^ ser and can be seen as a reduction in absorption.



Spectral Hole Burning

Homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening leads to a phenomenon called 

spectral hole burning (SHB). In order to bum a spectral hole into the 

inhomogeneously broadened transition, a narrowband laser selectively excites a 

subset or packet of ions underneath the inhomogeneous profile, as shown in 

Fig. 2.1. Ions resonant with the laser are pumped from the ground state to the 

excited state, thereby bleaching the absorption and leaving behind a spectral hole, 

which can be seen as a reduction of optical material absorption at the laser 

frequency. This process of saturating a particular homogeneous packet in a material 

is one mechanism for spectral hole burning. The hole lifetime is determined by the 

lifetime of the population reservoir when SHB proceeds by this mechanism. In the 

case of Er3+ materials such as Er3+IY2SiOs, Er3"1":KTP or Er3+IY2O3, hole burning 

does take place by population storage in the excited state of the two-level system, 

with the hole lifetime determined by the lifetime of the excited state, the lowest 

level of the 4Ii3z2 multiplet. Since 4Ii3z2 lifetimes for the above materials are 

nominally 10 ms, ions relax back into the ground state where the laser may excite 

them again. Under continuous laser illumination, this process takes place until a 

balance between spontaneous hole relaxation and hole burning occurs. Hole 

burning, where the hole lifetime is limited by Ti of the excited state or an 

intermediate bottleneck state [6], is called transient spectral hole burning.

23
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When the hole lifetime surpasses Ti and extends over much larger timescales, 

such SHB is called persistent. Longer spectral hole lifetimes have been measured at 

1.5 pm in Er3+:D":CaF2, where a different photo-physical hole burning mechanism 

changes the local environment of the optical center. This spectral hole burning 

mechanism involves photo-induced D ion migration into nearby interstitial sites. 

Spectral holes in Er3+:D":CaF2 with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 

~40 MHz have been measured to be persistent without change for at least forty- 

eight hours. [7] Based on temperature-dependent studies of this material, it is 

reasonable to expect the persistence to be much greater.

In SHB materials covering the 1.5 pm wavelength region explored to date, 

transient holes, such as those found in Er3LY2SiO5 and Er3LKTP, have proven to be 

orders of magnitude narrower in frequency than persistent holes, such as those in 

Er3LD": CaF2, which is the Only material known to date exhibiting persistent spectral 

hole burning at 1.5 pm.

As mentioned previously, the ratio of inhomogeneous linewidth to 

homogeneous linewidth can be extremely large. This becomes important, for 

example, in the context of frequency domain optical memory. Binary information 

can be stored using spectral holes, such as those found in Eu3LY2SiO5 [8] that are 

being used in the development of massive optical memories at Montana State 

University.
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Photon Echoes

In 1981 T. Mossberg discussed the possibility of storing data as a temporal 

stream in the time domain. [9] This method of data storage is equivalent to burning 

the Fourier transform of the data stream into the inhomogeneous line. Coherent 

phenomena in the time domain, called optical coherent transients, include photon 

echoes of various types, optical nutation, and free induction decay. Optical coherent 

transients can overcome the resolution limit imposed by inhomogeneous broadening 

[11]. A large body of literature on coherent transients; exists and the reader is 

referred to Ref. [10, 11, 12] and to references therein for a detailed theoretical 

treatment. A brief summary relevant to the work presented in this thesis will be 

given. '

Photon echoes are the optical analogue of spin echoes, long known in nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) [13], and Were first observed by Kumit et al [14] and 

Abella et al. [15] in ruby. The photon echo technique, uses a sequence of short 

pulses to indirectly measure the homogeneous line width without significant spectral 

selection by the laser. The spectral width of the pulses may be large compared to 

the homogeneous linewidth, thus relaxing the need for an ultra-stable laser source. 

The effect of inhomogeneous broadening is removed by the pulse sequence itself.
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Two Pulse Photon Echo

In a two-pulse photon echo experiment, two laser pulses, separated by a time 

delay, excite the sample, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The first pulse creates a coherent 

superposition of the ground and excited states. After the first pulse, this coherent 

superposition state has a macroscopic oscillating dipole moment, whose re-radiation 

is the free induction decay. [16] As time elapses, this dipole moment quickly 

dephases as the ions accumulate phase according to their frequency offset from the 

laser frequency within the inhomogeneous distribution. The second pulse, at time, r, 

acts to exchange the amplitudes of ground and excited state in the coherent 

superposition, which leads to a phase reversal for each individual ion; the ions 

begin to rephase. After a waiting period, % following the second pulse, the net 

phase shift cancels for each ion, leading to a rephasing of the coherence in the form 

of a macroscopic oscillating dipole, detected as the photon echo. To optimize the 

strength of the photon echo signal, the first pulse should be a 7t/2 pulse to excite the 

sample to a coherent superposition state with equal amplitudes, meaning it should 

be of area

©= \{finE {t)lh )d t= ^  (2.3)

with the transition dipole moment, fin , and the electric field strength, E, of the 

pulse. The second pulse should be a Tt-pulse to exactly interchange amplitudes and 

phase factors for the ground and excited states.

i
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T i -  pulse

tz/2  - pulse

photon echo

I
I "V

time

Figure 2.2 A typical two-pulse photon echo sequence. The first excitation pulse is 
chosen to be of area tt/2 and the second pulse of area n follows pulse I after a time 
delay of v, note the optical absorption of the pulses. The two pulse photon echo occurs 
after a time delay % after the 7t-pulse. This figure shows an experimental trace; the 
shape and heights of the transmitted excitation pulses are modified by coherent 
absorption by the sample.

I 2 3

photon
echo

J L .....

stimulated
photon
echo

<---- -------------------->i

time

--------------

Figure 2.3 A typical stimulated photon echo pulse sequence. The first two excitation 
pulses are separated by a time delay ti2 and pulse 2 and 3 are separated by the waiting 
time T. The stimulated photon echo occurs after a time delay tiz after pulse 3, a two 
pulse echo can be observed after a time delay tn  after pulse 2; note that the excitation 
pulse area is ~ tt/2 for all 3 pulses causing the stimulated photon echo to be stronger 
than the two pulse photon echo.
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As T is increased, a reduction in intensity of the echo reflects, the decay of 

coherence during the time, Ir, as the result of stochastic processes in the crystal. 

Measuring the photon echo intensity, as a function of the time delay, ^ between the 

two pulses, yields for ideal two-level systems a single exponential decay as 

exp(-4r / T2) whose time constant allows determining the dephasing time, T2. The 

homogeneous linewidth can be determined from the dephasing time T2 by

r  —hom
I

(2,4)

and provides a method to measure very narrow, sub-kilohertz linewidths with a 

laser, whose linewidth can be several 100 kHz. In some material systems [8] the 

Observed decays depend on the power of the pulses used due to instantaneous 

spectral diffusion (ISD). The measured values of the linewidth must then be plotted 

as a function of pulse power and extrapolated to zero power to obtain the true value 

for T2\ for such cases, tt/2 and 7i-pulses are not optimum. The optical Bloch 

equations and the optical Bloch vector model provide a visual picture of the 

population dynamics and the coherence of an ensemble of ions in the interaction 

with an excitation pulse sequence of the laser field. [10]

In the presence of spectral diffusion, where the homogenous linewidth evolves 

on a timescale of the pulse sequence, observed echo decays are non-exponential and 

can be described by the Mims [17] expression

/(t) = /0exp:
TV 1M j

(2.5)
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first introduced in the context of electron spin echoes and later used in the analysis 

of photon echoes. [18] The parameter, x, describes the deviation from a pure 

exponential, while Tm corresponds to Th, in the specific case of x = I. An effective 

homogeneous linewidth can be extracted from the phase memory time, Tm, as 

I
ĥom -  ~ z r  ■ (2.6)

Stimulated Photon Echo

Stimulated photon echoes conveniently allow studying spectral diffusion. The 

stimulated photon echo requires a three 7t/2-pulse sequence and can be thought of as 

a modified two-pulse echo, where the second 7t-pulse is broken up into two r e 

pulses, separated by the waiting time, T. The pulse separation between pulses one 

and two is ti2. Figure 2.3 shows a typical stimulated photon echo pulse sequence. 

As in the two-pulse echo case, the first pulse creates a coherent superposition state. 

After a period, Z72, the phases of the Superposition states evolve, according to the 

frequency offset from the laser frequency within the excited packets. Rather than 

completely reversing the phases with pulse two, the second pulse has an area of rt/2 

and thus stores ions that have accumulated less than n in phase in the excited state 

and ions that have accumulated more than n in phase in the ground state. As a 

result, the total phase information is stored as a population grating between ground 

and excited state with a frequency period given by M j2 ■ This grating decays due to
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population decay with the lifetime of the excited state, T1, and gets smeared Out due 

to frequency shifting interactions (i.e. spectral diffusion) during the waiting time T. 

The grating can be probed with a short 7t/2-pulse after the waiting time, T, which 

causes a rephasing of the stored coherence after a time delay, t12, and the stimulated 

photon echo is emitted. The stimulated photon echo amplitude contains information 

about dephasing during the two ^-delays and spectral diffusion and population 

decay during the waiting time,-T. Systematic measurements of the stimulated echo 

decay as a function of the waiting time allow mapping out the time evolution of the 

homogeneous linewidth as excited ions undergo, spectral diffusion.. Results for 

Er3+IYzSiOs are presented in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3

LASER FREQUENCY STABILIZATION-BACKGROUND AND THEORY 

Frequency Modulation Spectroscopy

The laser frequency stabilization technique reported uses ultra-narrow spectral 

holes as a laser frequency reference. To detect the center of the spectral hole, 

frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy provided a very sensitive method. FM- 

spectroscopy was described and refined about 20 years ago by Bjorklund [I, 2,] as a 

means to sensitively detect weak absorption features, such as spectral holes, and 

independently by Hall [3, 4] in the context of servo locking a tunable laser to a high 

finesse cavity [5], Both techniques are closely related optical analogs of methods 

developed in the microwave region by Pound in the 1940’s. [6] The following, 

section presents the basics of general optical FM-spectroscopy theory following 

references [7,'8, 9], The FM-Iineshapes were calculated, and the error signal slope 

was determined as a function of modulation frequency and modulation index.

Figure 3.1 shows the basic setup for FM-spectroscopy [I]. The output of a 

single-mode laser of carrier frequency, coc, passes though an electro-optic phase 

modulator (EOM) driven sinusoidally by an applied electric field at the RF- 

modulation frequency, a>m, with a modulation index, M. The modulation index, M,. in
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radian units is related to the modulation amplitude, 2nSv, and modulation frequency.

nv> b y

, ,  InSv Sv

The optical field after passing through the EOM is given by 

E(t) = E0.expz"(tocf+ M .sintiy), 

which can be written using a Bessel series expansion as

(3.1)

(3.2)

E(i) = E0exp(z<yci) ^ / n(M)exp(mtymi ) . (3.3)

i

Fast
Photodetector

Sample

Phase
Shifter

DC-Signal

. Mixer

Low Pass 
Filter

RF
Oscillator

Phase
Modulator

SingleFrequency

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the experimental setup for frequency modulation (FM) 
spectroscopy based on phase sensitive detection. Solid lines denote optical signals, 
and dashed lines denote electrical signals.
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The phase modulation generates frequency sidebands, spaced above and below the 

laser carrier frequency, coc, at integer multiples of the modulation frequency, com, as 

shown in Fig. 3.2. Because J^(M) -(-1 )n Jn(M) , the lower frequency components 

with odd n are 180° out of phase with the upper sidebands, with the even-order 

sidebands exactly in phase. Upper and lower sidebands of the same order are 

matched in amplitude.

COc + 2 COm

Frequency

Figure 3.2 Spectrum of the electric field after passing the phase, modulator. 
Frequency sidebands appear spaced above and below the laser carrier frequency COc 

at integer, multiples of the modulation frequency COtn. Lower frequency components 
with odd n are exactly 180° out of phase with the upper sidebands; and the even 
order sidebands must be exactly in phase. Upper and lower sidebands of the same 
order are matched in amplitude.
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The choices of modulation index, M, and modulation frequency, com, define two 

major regions of operation, FM-spectroscopy and wavelength modulation (WM) 

spectroscopy. In FM-spectroscopy, the modulation index is chosen so that the light 

spectrum consists of a strong carrier and only one significant pair of sidebands. The 

intensity, I1, of the sideband relative to that of the carrier, I0, for M< I is 

approximately given by

L =
I 0 X 2  y

(3.4)

The modulation frequency is best chosen large compared to the linewidth, T, of the 

spectral feature. This serves to put the resonance information at an RF frequency

where laser noise is minimal and the detection becomes shot noise limited.
$

In the region of WM spectroscopy, a strong modulation index, M, is chosen, so 

that many sidebands appear, even larger in amplitude than the carrier at COc itself. 

The number of side bands contributing significantly to the sum for M » I is roughly 

approximated by

- M  < n < M . ' (3.5)

Going back to Fig. 3.1, the beam emerging from the EOM then passes through 

the sample of length, L, spectral half width half maximum (HWHM), F, intensity 

absorption coefficient, a, and index of refraction, n, with the latter two being 

functions of the optical frequency. Hence, each frequency sideband, con, of the 

optical field will experience a different attenuation and phase shift, which can be 

accounted for by introducing a complex transmission function
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T(Wj = BxpC-^-Zf)J, (3.6)

with dn, being the amplitude attenuation, and <pn, being the optical phase shift for 

frequency component, con. The transmitted optical field is then

Et {t) = E0 exp(zwcJ  Y j{ (o n)Jn(M)exp(mwmJ . ' (3.7)
n=—oQ

Without the presence of an absorptive feature, the FM-spectrum does not distort and 

a null Signal can be detected arising from a perfect cancellation of the RF signal due 

to the upper and lower sidebands beating against the carrier. With an absorptive 

feature present, the perfect balance is broken and the effect of attenuation and phase 

shift experienced differently by each sideband leads to a disturbance of the phase 

modulated light, resulting in a time varying intensity. A signal at the modulation 

frequency, wm, can be recorded with a fast photodetector as indicated in Fig. 3.1. 

Supplee et al. [7] have calculated the detector signal for arbitrary modulation index, 

M, as .

Ea>m (0| = E02 exp(-2tij[l + 2 cos Co j Y j (£- J Z - I

J Z = O

+ 2 sin OJj Y  J ,Jn+l (0-n-!
n=0

-4+1 + 5-n - S n)

- ( L + (L i-& ]

(3.8)

The signal consists of a DC part (constant) and two time Varying components, 

modulated at CQm due to a beating of adjacent frequency sidebands. Terms coming 

from higher order sidebands interfering with each other (~2com, ~3com, etc.) have 

been omitted because the detection bandwidth is at com. Use of an AC-coupled 

photodiode allows exclusive detection of the time-varying part of the signal. Phase
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sensitive detection with a mixer and phase shifter allows isolation of both the 

absorptive (~cos COmf) and dispersive(~sincomf) components. A mixer is a nonlinear 

device whose output is the product of its inputs. Choosing the detected optical signal 

as one input and the modulation signal of the local oscillator at com as the other input, 

the mixer output will contain a signal at the sum and difference frequencies of the 

input signals. The difference frequency signal, which will be at DC, can be further 

isolated with a low pass filter. In practice, the phase shifter is important to 

compensate for unequal delays between signals and to detect the pure absorptive or 

dispersive FM-signal. Intermediate settings of the phase shifter produce mixed 

Iineshapes and, as later described, allow implementing a hybrid locking technique to 

improve the long-term laser frequency stability (see section: incorporating the 

inhomogeneous absorption line as a fixed reference in Chapter 4).

In the case of FM-spectroscopy, the Bessel series expansion can be terminated 

after the first set of side bands so that expression (3.8) simplifies to [1,7,8]

= K  exp(-250)[l + M (&, - S1)coscoj + M ( ^ 1 + - l ^ s m c o j ] ,  (3.9) 

In FM-spectroscopy, W m  is chosen large compared to F (wm » F), so that the 

spectral feature can be probed by an isolated sideband where either the carrier 

frequency, wc, of the laser or alternatively the RF modulation frequency, wm, is 

scanned across the optical transition. The coswmt component then directly displays 

the absorption profile when the upper or lower sideband resonates with the optical
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transition, whereas the sin&V component displays three dispersion curves, one for 

each frequency component resonant with the spectral feature as shown in Fig. 3.3.

In the case of a Lorentzian line shape, a good representation for the 

homogeneous linewidth given by a spectral hole, attenuation and optical phase shift 

can be written as

S (co) — A

</>icd) = A

F2 Y

(<y—£2) + F

ico — £2)F

2 (3.10)

(311){co-ciy+r

with A denoting the maximum absorption, £2, the line center frequency and. Fj the 

half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the Lorentzian. From these expressions, the 

theoretical FM-Iineshapes for absorption and dispersion signals can be computed. 

All the lmeshapes presented have been computed using relation (3.8), (3.10) and 

(3.11) by taking the.first 100 sidebands in the Bessel series expansion into account. 

The above expressions (3.10) and (3.11) have been normalized using A = 01, F = I  

and £2 = 0. Ordinate axes were normalized in units, where Cf0 / 2£'02 = I , and the

abscissa ranges from -  30 to + 30 in units where the absorption peak HWHM, T, has 

been set equal to I.
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Figure 3.3 Calculated FM-signals for F =  I, M = I, and OJm -  10. (a) FM- 
absorption signal (~cosojmt). (b) FM-dispersion signal (~sina)mf). The FM- 
dispefsion signal serves as an error signal for laser frequency stabilization. The 
lock point is indicated at the line center zero crossing. The phase was adjusted 
for positive error signal slope.
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Figure 3.3(a) shows an FM-absorption and Fig. 3.3(b) an FM-dispersion signal 

for M = I and COm = 10. Note the spectral features due to the second order sidebands 

at a frequency of ± 20. The amplitude of the FM-dispersion signal serves as an 

excellent error signal. The lock point, the resonance center of the spectral feature, 

corresponds to the zero crossing of the FM-dispersion signal. Active feedback is 

provided whenever a non-zero error signal is produced. If the laser drifts to the right 

off the line center, a positive voltage is measured. When the laser drifts to the left off 

the line center, a negative voltage is measured. Those voltages can be electronically 

translated into a correction signal, which drives the transducer element(s) of the 

laser. The. steep slope of the error signal ensures a tight lock, so that small deviations 

from the lock point translate into large error signal voltages. A frequency window of 

2 COm about the lock point provides the correct phase for the error signal and assures 

reliable relocking, even in the presence of large environmental disturbances. [5] As 

mentioned earlier, the modulation frequency is chosen at RF to minimize intrinsic 

laser and detection noise allowing a high degree of sensitivity. The AC response of 

the error signal derived from a regenerative spectral hole has been measured and 

calculated in Chapter 4.

Maximizing the. Slope of the Error Signal

The error signal slope is a measure of its sensitivity to laser frequency 

fluctuations and should have maximum gain, K (V/Hz), for practical laser frequency
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stabilization applications. Given a spectral feature like a narrow spectral hole of 

fixed width, F, serving as a frequency reference, issues to be resolved include 

determination of modulation frequency, COm , and modulation index, M, to maximize 

the slope of the error signal. Often experimental constraints restrict a free choice of 

these parameters, but one would like to know which of the two parameters would 

give room for further improvement. •

To develop an intuition for the FM-signals as a function of modulation frequency 

and modulation index, a number of lineshapes have been computed, as shown in 

Fig. 3.4, using the normalizing procedure described above, with each subplot having 

the same abscissa and ordinate scales. Figure 3.4(a) shows calculated FM-absorption 

signals, (~coscomf), for a fixed modulation index M = I as a function of frequency for 

the modulation frequency, c o m , range between 0.1 and 10. For COm = 2 and higher, the 

sideband structure begins to emerge. The FM-absorption signal can be used as an 

error signal for small modulation frequencies relative to the absorption linewidth, F. 

For modulation frequencies up to COm ~ 0.67, the FM-absorption signal provides a 

steeper slope than the FM-dispersion signal; a maximum slope is obtained for 

c o m  ~ 0.54.
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FM-absorption signal FM-dispersion signal

a) = 2

Mm = 0.5

a)m = 0.25

Frequency Frequency

FM - dispersion signal

FM - absorption signal

Modulation frequency (um

Figure 3.4 Calculated FM-signals for modulation index, M= I, as a function of 
modulation frequency, (om. Each subplot has the same abscissa and ordinate 
scales; the frequency axes (abscissas) are given in units where the absorption 
peak width has been set to F=  I. (a) FM-absorption signal (~cos(Omt). (b) FM- 
dispersion signal (~sin(Dmi). (c) Calculated FM-signal slopes for modulation 
index M = I at the line center zero-crossing as a function of modulation 
frequency.
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Figure 3.4(b) shows the calculated FM-dispersion signal (~sincomt) for comparison. 

At larger modulation frequencies (O)m = 5), the expected error signal emerges. To 

compare the FM-absorption and FM-dispersion signals for their suitability as an 

error signal, the FM-signal slopes for fixed modulation index M = I have been 

calculated at the linecenter zero crossing, as a function of modulation frequency, 

with results shown in Fig. 3.4(c). The FM-dispersion signal slope is maximized at 

com -1.69, a larger value than the FM-absorption slope, and remains large for 

increasing com. With the additional advantage of an increased locking window.

Figure 3.5 shows FM-signals computed for fixed modulation frequency OJrn =5, 

as the modulation index, M, increases from M = 0.01 to M = 10. Figure 3.5(a) shows

the FM-absorption signal. Increasing M to approximately I causes the power In the
i

first set of sidebands to increase. Further increase of M  causes the power of the next 

pair of sidebands to increase, leading to a transfer of power from the inner sidebands 

to the outer sidebands, with the total number of significant sidebands to appear given 

by relation (3.5) above. The slope at linecenter goes through a maximum but does 

not change its sign. Figure 3.5(b) contrasts the FM-absorption signal with the FM- 

dispersion signal As M  increases, the sideband power transfers from.the inner to the 

outer sidebands. The slope at linecenter steadily increases up to M = I, proceeds 

through a maximum, and after reversal of sign reaches a second smaller peak.
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FM-absorption signal FM-dispersion signal
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Figure 3.5 Calculated FM-signals for modulation frequency (Om = 5 as a 
function of frequency, the modulation index, Af, varies between subplots. Each 
subplot has the same abscissa and ordinate scales; the frequency (abscissas) are 
given in units where the absorption peak width has been set equal to F= I. (a) 
FM-absorption signal (~coscomt). (b) FM-dispersion signal (~sina)mt).
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 quantify the error signal slope as a function of modulation 

frequency, a)m, and modulation index, M, that have been varied between 0 and 10. 

Lines representing dotted plots show the envelope of maximum slope that can be 

used as a guide in choosing the right combination of M  and for a given linewidth,

r.

. Figure 3.6(a) shows the slope of the FM-dispersion signal as a function of 

modulation frequency, while the modulation index, M, is varied for each subplot. 

The overall achievable FM-dispersion signal slope increases with the modulation 

index from M = 0.1 to M = 1.08. A further increase in M leads to a decrease in slope. 

The FM-dispersion signal slope is optimized at M = 1.08. This number is consistent 

with the analytical result by Day et al [10] obtained for a Pound-Drever-Hall error 

signal in the small modulation index approximation. The observed maximum is very 

broad and an increase of modulation frequency beyond the optimum value of 

com -1.69 does not degrade the slope.

Figure 3.6(b) shows results obtained for the FM-absorption signal. High FM- 

absorption signal slopes can be achieved for small modulation frequencies and high 

values of the modulation index (the wavelength modulation spectroscopy limit); 

however, the maxima in this range are rather narrow and practical implementation 

presents a difficult technical challenge. A decreased locking window and an 

increased contribution of intrinsic laser noise to the detector signal, due to the small 

RF modulation frequency, give added disadvantages for those cases.
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Figure 3.6 Calculated FM-signal slopes at line center as a function of modulation 
frequency, (um. The modulation index, M, has been varied between the subplots, 
the dotted line shows the maximum slope, (a) FM-dispersion signal slope, (b) 
FM-absorption signal slope.
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Figure 3.7 Calculated FM-signal slopes at line center as a function of modulation 
index, M. The modulation frequency, Wm, has been varied between the subplots, 
the dotted line shows the maximum slope, (a) FM-dispersion signal slope, (b) 
FM-absorption signal slope.
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The FM-dispersion signal is the preferred error signal to use. Figure 3.7(a) shows 

the FM-dispersion signal slope as a function of modulation index, as the modulation 

frequency varies between subplots. Maximum slope occurs for M -1.08 and 

com ~ 1.69, as already inferred from Fig. 3.6(a). The FM-dispersion signal slope 

actually undergoes sign changes as inferred from Fig. 3.5(b). Figure 3.7(b) shows the 

corresponding FM-absorption signal slope as a function of modulation index, with 

the modulation frequency varying in the subplots. Optimum FM-absorption signal 

slope can be achieved by using a high modulation index and small modulation 

frequency, which has the distinct limitations described above.

In conclusion, the general theory of FM-spectroscopy has been laid out. The FM- 

signal lineshapes and the corresponding computed error signal slopes have been 

presented as a function of modulation index and modulation frequency, allowing the 

user to tailor and optimize the FM-signal to a specific application.

Measuring and Characterizing Laser Frequency Stability

“ Of course, the real test of the achieved performance can only, be accomplished 

with a second, independent detector system. Disappointment is the experimenters’ 

first reward for this measurement” J. L. Hall (1986)

This section discusses methods for measuring the frequency stability of a laser. 

The aim is to provide some physical insight regarding different measurement
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techniques used in characterizing frequency standards, different noise types common 

in frequency standards, and existing relations between frequency domain and time 

domain quantities relevant to this work. Since time and frequency domain 

characterization of oscillators is a very extensive subject, only a brief overview is 

given and the reader is referred to references [11, 12], that describe and cite key 

papers in this field.

Measurement Techniques •

Two basic diagnostic techniques are commonly used to characterize the 

frequency stability of a laser, error signal analysis (Fig. 3.8) and beat note analysis 

(Fig. 3.9). Error signal analysis requires only one .laser beam and a suitable 

frequency reference such as a narrow spectral feature or a reference cavity for 

deducing a calibrated error signal. This method is limited in that it obtains only 

information about laser stability relative to the frequency reference and does not 

reveal noise on the discriminator itself.
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Figure 3.8 Experimental setup to characterize the frequency stability of a laser 
using error signal analysis.
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Frequency
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Spectrum
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Figure 3.9 Experimental setup to characterize the frequency stability of a laser 
using beat note analysis.
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Error signal analysis is a useful tool to gather information about gain and bandwidth 

of the servo loop or to measure the spectral noise density of the free running laser. In 

error signal analysis only the spectral noise density is readily available, other 

quantities, such as laser linewidth and Allah deviation, can be obtained by 

mathematical manipulation of the data [13], with some limitations.

The preferred method, beat note analysis (Fig. 3.9), requires two independent 

lasers, where the second laser serves as a local oscillator, and allows one to obtain 

the linewidth, spectral noise density and Allan deviation. However, obtaining 

information on the absolute frequency stability of the laser carries a significant 

economic cost incurred by the requirement of a second independently stabilized laser 

system. To ensure that no common mode signal is hidden, elaborate steps to 

decouple the two stabilized sources have to be taken [14]. In beat note analysis, 

unmodulated beams split off from each laser are overlapped on a fast photo detector. 

The measured photocurrent contains a signal that oscillates at the difference of the 

two optical frequencies (beat note).

Fourier transform techniques calculating the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the 

beat signal, as indicated by the spectrum analyzer in Fig. 3.9, help to identify noise 

sources, which often arise from electrical grounding (60 Hz) or shielding problems 

(RF-pickup) in the servo loop.
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Frequency Domain-The Spectral Noise Density

The spectral noise density of frequency fluctuations, Sv (f), characterizes 

frequency standards in the frequency domain. Sv(f) describes the mean squared 

frequency fluctuations, (y 2̂ , occurring at some rate within a narrow bandwidth, B, 

around the Fourier frequency,/, giving

^  (Z) = - ^ - .  (3.12)

The spectral noise density, a measure of the power present at different frequencies, f, 

around the nominal carrier frequency value, is quantified with a spectrum analyzer 

and has the dimensions of [Hz2ZHz]. A frequency discriminator translating optical or 

beat frequency fluctuations [Hz] into amplitude fluctuations [V] has to be employed 

to measure the spectral noise density of the frequency fluctuations of the laser. The 

vertical scale [dBm] of the spectrum analyzer has to he calibrated using the slope, 

D [Hz/V], of the frequency discriminator, and the measured spectrum has to be 

divided by the measurement bandwidth, B [Hz], of the spectrum analyzer. Applying 

the relation

s , ( f )  = ------- 5 — 5 - (3.13)

with the conversion from power [dBm] to Volts [V], turns spectrum analyzer units 

[dBm] into spectral noise density units [Hz2ZHz]. The DC spike of the power 

spectrum on the analyzer is an artifact of the spectrum analyzer. The root-mean-
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square (rms) variation of the laser frequency may be calculated from the spectral 

noise density using

(3.14)
0

In situations with a bandwidth specific to the problem, the upper and lower bounds 

on the integral have to be adjusted accordingly. The equation

^ ( / )  = ( 2 # ) % ( / )  (3.15)

relates the spectral noise density of frequency fluctuations, Sv, to the spectral noise 

density of the phase fluctuations, Sfp. In the literature, spectral noise density is often 

quoted as the rms spectral noise density, -yjSv( f ) , measured in units H zI^H z . In 

addition, the normalized spectral density, S1lz(Z)Zv02Zand phase spectral density, 

S(p (f), are occasionally used. A power law model often can approximately describe 

the spectral noise density of frequency standards over a band 0 < Z — f h of Fourier

frequencies rather than sharp values, whereZzi is an upper cutoff frequency as

z, z,
s v( f )  = ^ jK f a = "7§' + - 7" + fy> 4A /  j tK f 2 ■ (3,16)

a=-2 J J

Five noise types can be classified by the exponent, a, on the Fourier frequency, Z for 

the spectral density Sv(f) with C tr =  -2 random walk frequency noise, C t r =  - I  flicker 

frequency noise, a  = 0 white frequency noise (random walk phase noise), a =  I 

flicker phase noise and oc = 2 white phase noise. These noise types are illustrated in 

Fig. 3.10.
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Fourier frequency f [Hz]

Integration time t [s ]

Fig.3.10 Illustration of the power law model for the spectral noise density as a 
function of frequency (a) and the Allan deviation as a function of integration 
time (b); note double logarithmic scales. [20]
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Elliot et al [13] have derived a relationship to calculate the laser linewidth from 

the spectral noise density, assuming a laser with white noise spectral density, Sv, 

only up to a bandwidth, B, and no noise above this frequency. If the rms frequency 

fluctuations Svrms «  B , then the laser line shape is Lorentzian with linewidth

Al/, =TtSv.. (3.17)

If Svrms »  B , a Gaussian line shape is predicted with linewidth

Ay, = 2 . 3 5 ^ .  (3,lg)

In practice, at low frequencies the spectral noise density of oscillators tends to show 

random walk frequency noise and flicker frequency noise, invalidating the above 

relations, and a full numerical integration of the rather complicated expressions in 

Elliot’s paper [13] has to be done.

Time Domain - The Allan Variance

Because it was found that the classical variance diverged for some types of noise 

commonly found in frequency standards, D. W. Allan [15] introduced what has 

become known as the Allan variance, (T2y ( r ) , to characterize frequency stability of

oscillators in the time-domain. The Allan variance is the measure for instability 

recommended by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU); references [11, 15, 16] give detailed

information.
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The Allan variance assesses the stability of a frequency standard over a time 

interval, % commonly referred to as the integration time. In an Allan variance 

measurement, a frequency counter determines the average frequency, /„, over a 

specific time interval, r, (Fig. 3.9) which is recorded by a computer for subsequent 

statistical analysis. For each time interval, t, a series of IV measurements are made. 

The Allan variance for a finite number of measurements is then estimated using the 

formula

I /v-i
. (3 19)

Division by IV-1 normalizes O 2y to the number of entries in the sum, and division by

2 facilitates comparison to the classical variance in the case th e n ’s are random and 

uncorrelated (white noise). Only for white frequency noise (a=  0) does the classical 

variance equal the Allan variance. The process is repeated for different values of r. 

Fewer samples are typically available for large integration times, r. To avoid large 

variations, a minimum of 3 samples is required, meaning that an Allan deviation for 

a 10 minute integration time requires at least 30 minutes of data recording. The 

longer the data set duration, the better the confidence in the estimate.

The Allan deviation or root Allan variance is given by taking the square root of 

the Allan variance

(Ty (T) =  ^ a 2y(T) . (3.20)
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Plotting the Allan deviation versus the integration time, t, yields the Allan deviation 

curve, which allows inference about the type and level of noise present in the 

system.

Almost exclusively, Allan variance plots are actually Allan deviation plots in the 

literature. To compare laser systems operating at different frequencies, dividing the 

Allan deviation by the laser frequency, V0, produces the fractional Allan deviation,

(O/V

Similar to the case of spectral noise density, the nomenclature of frequency noise 

distributions can be associated with a truncated power law model

The classification is shown for the Allan deviation in Figure 3.10(b). .

From frequency domain measurements, time domain predictions can be made 

using the relation

where//, is the high frequency cutoff for the applicable measurement system, i.e. the

conversions from Allan variance to spectral noise density are impossible. This 

relation is useful when only one laser system is available [17, 30, 26, 28], Since we 

had the luxury of two independently stabilized lasers and wanted to avoid potentially 

inaccurate conversions, we only used original experimental data for publications.

(3.21)

Sin4 (^-ZT)
(3,22)

measurement bandwidth. The conversion process loses some information. Generally,
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Table I summarizes the most common noise types found in frequency standards 

and their relation to the spectral noise density, Sv (f), and Allan deviation, (Ty(T). [18]

Table I Common noise types found in frequency standards and their relation to the 
spectral noise density, Sv (/), and Allan deviation, o>(z). [18]

Type of noise a p O y (T )

Random walk frequency -2 1/2
Tl̂  3 " 2 ■

Flicker frequency -I 0 h - J - 1 21n 2

White frequency 0 -1/2

‘A
\F

\
to

 I ̂

Flickerphase I -I K f 1

White phase 2 -I
A h2A x i *'

The External Cavity Diode Laser

The semiconductor laser was invented by Basov et al. [19] in the early 1960’s 

and its ease of operation has made it one of the most widely used laser systems 

covering wavelength windows from ~ 635 nm (AJGaInP) to IO pm (Pb-salt). Diode 

laser wavelength coverage is not continuous, and; performance characteristics vary 

widely depending on the wavelength. Semiconductor lasers operating at the optical 

transmission frequencies of optical fibers, at 229 THz (1.3 pm) and 193 THz
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(1.55 (im), have become particularly important in the optical telecommunication 

industry, because they can be mass-produced, have low power consumption, and are 

reliable. For the commercially most important wavelengths, in addition to traditional 

Fabry-Perot-type lasers, more complex resonator structures on the semiconductor 

chip have been developed leading to distributed feedback (DFB) and distributed 

Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers. For these lasers, the selective reflectivity of the 

distributed grating determines the lasing oscillation wavelength. Recently, diodes 

emitting blue light (GaN) have become commercially available, of particular 

importance in optical data storage systems; because the storage density is inversely 

proportional to the square of the wavelength of the light used, approximately four 

times higher data storage can be achieved than with near-infrared laser diodes. [20] 

High-power, wide-stripe laser diodes that run multimode have become important as 

pump sources in solid-state lasers, fiber amplifiers, and tapered amplifier systems.

Many scientific applications, in particular high-resolution laser spectroscopy, 

require the laser to operate narrowband, in a single spatial and frequency mode, over 

the spectral range of interest. Linewidth narrowing, continuous tuning, and stable 

operation can be accomplished by using dispersive optical feedback to the laser 

diode.

The external cavity diode laser (ECDL) system used for all of our Stabilization 

and spectroscopy experiments was developed at Montana State University. Gregg 

W. Switzer and J. L. Carlsten first developed the local design for application in a 

miniature water vapor lidar system suitable for measurement of water vapor in the
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Martian atmosphere at a wavelength of -  935 nm. [21] G. C. Dodge further refined 

and modified the mechanical design to allow easy pivot point adjustment and 

operation at 1550 nm. Two external cavity diode lasers (named Max & Moritz) were 

assembled, aligned, and characterized by the author. Performance characteristics of 

the laser system will be discussed in subsequent sections, and information on 

electronic drivers and feedback circuitry is presented in appendix A,

Principle of Operation

Free running solitary laser diodes have relatively large linewidths on the order of 

10’s of MHz, very large relative to atomic transitions, due to a low optical cavity 

quality factor, a result of the facet reflectivities of R ~ 30 % and cavity lengths of 

~ 100 (am. Injecting a current between the n and p cladding layers in the active 

region of the diode generates laser light. Current injection produces electron-hole 

pairs that recombine and emit photons with high quantum efficiency. The 

semiconductor material band gap, a function of temperature and carrier density, 

determines the nominal emitted wavelength, and a broad gain curve typically leads 

to multimode operation. Single wavelength operation requires careful selection of 

operating temperature in conjunction with the diode laser injection current. 

Wavelength tuning with temperature is often accompanied by sudden jumps in 

amplitude and phase (mode-hops) as the laser oscillation jumps to the next cavity

mode.
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External cavity diode lasers, in contrast, allow single mode operation and tuning 

to any wavelength within the gain curve of the laser diode as long as tuning of 

wavelength selective elements can be synchronized. Ideally, the laser diode itself 

becomes a pure gain element; an external resonator acts as a mode selector, allowing 

gain for only one mode of the external cavity. Apart from excellent tuning 

characteristics, external cavity diode lasers have linewidths on the order of 10’s of 

kHz over a few milliseconds, sufficient for many applications in spectroscopy and 

important as a starting point for active frequency stabilization, since servo 

requirements needed to suppress the inherent frequency noise become less 

demanding.

The Littman-Metcalf optical feedback configuration, [22] first introduced for dye 

laser oscillators, was chosen for the lasers constructed and used in this work because 

it has distinct advantages: a) there is no output beam steering - important for the 

alignment of subsequent optical elements, b) double passing the dispersion grating at 

grazing incidence gives better spectral resolution, and c) using a knife-edge prism 

instead of a plane mirror as the retro reflector makes the cavity configuration 

mechanically more stable by making the tilt degree of freedom unimportant.

The Littrow configuration, in contrast, operates on only a single pass of the 

dispersing grating and provides higher optical output power. Beam steering, 

however, needs compensation, which makes the beam mechanically unstable and 

causes difficulties in producing long continuous scans.
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ECDL Construction and Characterization

Since the laser diode in an ECDL should act only as a gain element, longitudinal 

facet modes caused by the miniature Fabry-Perot resonator are not desirable. Single 

angled facet (SAP) diodes offer an alternative, and they were used instead of anti- 

reflection coated diodes. [23] In SAF-diodes, the wave-guide region was grown so 

that it intersects the cleavage plane at normal incidence on the back facet and at an 

angle of ~ 7 degrees at the front facet. Photons reflecting off the front facet are 

absorbed in the substrate material; this together with the low reflectivity of the 

angled facet of R ~ 2XlCT5 removes the Fabry-Perot cavity for this diode structure. 

The particular GaInAsP / InP diodes used were custom grown by Quantum 

Photonics, Inc. and packaged in a standard 9 mm can with the output facet open to 

potential outside contamination. Electrical pin outs were only provided for laser 

anode and laser cathode, without a photodiode that monitors the output of the lasers’ 

back facet. The gain peak occurred at ~ 1535 nm, very close to the optical transitions 

of interest, extending ~ 30 nm in either direction (measured @150 mA, T = 20° C). 

The diodes were driven forward biased with a low noise laser driver constructed by 

the author (see Appendix A).

The optical configuration of the laser is shown in Fig 3.11 (figure courtesy of G. 

W. Switzer [21]). The highly divergent laser light emitted from the SAF-diode is 

collimated using an aspheric collimating lens with numerical aperture NA = 0.55 and 

focal length 3.1 mm (Thorlabs). An 8 mm wide region of a gold-coated holographic
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grating with 1000 lines/mm obtained from American Holographic, Inc. disperses the 

collimated light at a grazing incidence of 87 degrees. The grating efficiency was 

measured to be ~35 % into the first diffraction order.

Prism

1st Order

Laser
Diode

Collimating
Lens

Diffraction
Grating

Figure 3.11 Schematic of the external cavity diode laser in the Littman- 
Metcalf configuration (figure courtesy of G. W. Switzer). [22]
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A knife-edge roof prism, custom made by Continental Optics, Inc. and anti

reflection coated by Optosigma, was used to retro-reflect a selected wavelength of 

the first order back into the diode for oscillation. All other wavelengths exit the 

cavity below lasing threshold. Using a knife-edge roof prism removes the 

requirement of a critical tilt adjustment needed with a plane mirror. The 0th order of 

the diffraction grating has about 50 % efficiency and serves as the optical output 

coupler.

The ECDL’s constructed using SAF-diodes exhibit unparalleled performance 

relative to those with anti-reflection coated diodes. The side-mode suppression ratio 

(SMSR), defined as the ratio of optical power in the highest intensity mode to the 

next highest intensity mode, was measured by coupling part of the laser light into an 

optical spectrum analyzer Model HP7095OB. Figure 3.12 shows the ECDL 

spectrum near 1535 nm, the center wavelength of the diode’s gain peak, while 

operated at 100 mA injection current. As a result of the low reflectivity of the angled 

facet, a side-mode suppression ratio of ~ 51 dB relative to the central mode was 

achieved, a significant improvement over commercially available ECDL’s which 

typically show SMSR of 40 - 45 dB.

The optical output power of the ECDL named “Max” measured as a function of 

injection current (Pi-curve) is shown in Figure 3.13 along with the Pi-curve for the 

plain diode without feedback. Threshold current is 43 mA with a slope efficiency Of 

0.12 mW / mA. The optical output power reaches 4 mW at 75 mA. To extend the 

lifetime and to avoid heating and damage resulting from high optical power densities
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on the facets, both lasers were operated with 60 mA injection current, giving 

~1.9 mW optical output power for applications. This performance was lower than 

expected when the diodes were purchased. Amplifying the laser output with an 

Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFAj readily produced higher output power.
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Figure 3.12 ECDL-spectrum near 1535 nm showing a side-mode suppression 
ratio of -  51 TB. The width of the peak was limited by the 0.5 nm resolution of 
the optical spectrum analyzer.

-51 dB Side-Mode 
Suppression Ratio

@ 1535 nm, 100 mA
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without optical feedback 
with optical feedback

43 mAthreshold

I 100 1

Injection Current (mA)

Figure 3.13 Optical output power versus injection current (PI. curve) for the 
ECDL “Max”. At a threshold current of 43 mA the ECDL “Max” begins 
lasing.

As mentioned earlier, diode laser output characteristics are strongly temperature
, . . . ' ; 

dependent. Hence, flawless diode laser operation requires strict temperature control.

This was achieved by placing the aluminum base plate of the laser cavity onto two

Melcor 15 X 30 mm thermo-electric coolers with feedback for a control circuit

provided by a calibrated 10 k£2 thermistor placed close to the coolers. A Wavelength

Electronics model LFI-3526 T- controller exhibiting excellent stability (< 2 mK over

I h, < 5 mK over 5 h) controlled the temperature and was tuned to stabilize the

coolers at just below ambient room temperature of ~ 19°C. Maintaining near
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ambient room temperature of the laser cavity avoids condensation on the diode laser 

facets. Due to the lethargic response (minutes) of the lasers’ large thermal mass 

aluminum Components, temperature tuning was not used for active laser frequency 

stabilization.

Frequency tuning the laser in single mode is important for spectroscopic 

applications, and tuning transducers provide the leverage for frequency stabilizing 

the ECDL. The output laser wavelength of the ECDL was tuned by changing the 

angle of the feedback prism plate. The prism plate contains a fine pitch screw that 

rests on the top of a 20 mm piezo-electric tuning (PZT) stack (Thorlabs) held in the 

base plate. The screw provides coarse wavelength tuning, whereas applying a 

voltage to the PZT stack provides continuous tuning. Mode-hop-free tuning of the 

laser requires the physical length of the cavity and the wavelength selected by the 

cavity to change simultaneously. The grating pass band must exactly synchronize 

with the accompanying change in cavity length. This requires very careful 

positioning of the prism plate pivot point using orthogonal dovetail slides to adjust 

the pivot point’s vertical and horizontal position. [24] When adjusted correctly, all 

mode hops were eliminated over the full range of the diode’s gain bandwidth. The 

reliability of this technique eliminated retuning of the external cavity during 

1.5 years of operation.

At an injection current of 70 mA, coarse tuning (Max) covered a range of 66 nm, 

between 1493 nm and 1559 nm. Continuous tuning over ~ 47 GHz was possible by 

applying a 150 V DC-voltage ramp to the PZT stack and is shown in Fig. 3.14.'
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Measuring the laser output frequency with a Burleigh WA 1500 wavemeter, gave a 

PZT transducer transfer function of K = 0.3 GHz / V. The prism plate assembly , was 

made as light as possible to reduce errors from inertia. Repetitive scans at up to 

I kHz have been demonstrated, limited by mechanical resonances to be investigated 

in the following sections. Since changing the feedback-prism plate angle Is a 

mechanical process, the response on tuning is rather slow. In contrast, tuning the 

laser by modulating the injection current to the laser diode is very fast, and a 

transducer transfer function of K = 30 MHz/mA has been achieved. Knowledge of 

the tuning limitations is crucial in the context of laser frequency stabilization.
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Figure 3.14 Continuous tuning curve for ECDL “Max”. Continuous tuning is 
demonstrated over ~ 47 GHz, center wavelength ~ 1535 nm, I = 60 mA.
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ECDL Transducer Response

Assessing the ECDL transducer response and the actual frequency noise present 

on the free-running ECDL are important steps in designing a proper servo loop 

necessary to suppress laser frequency noise. Figure 3.15 shows the experimental 

setup used to measure the transducer frequency response. This setup was similar to 

that for measuring the spectral noise density of the free running laser described 

below. A low finesse Fabry-Perot cavity (Burleigh) Was used as a discriminator to 

convert frequency modulation (FM) into amplitude modulation (AM). This cavity 

had a length of 15cm, giving a free spectral range (FSR) of ~1 GHz. The cavity 

finesse, F, of ~ 2.1 was determined by scanning the cavity across the laser line width 

and calculating the ratio of the free spectral range to the cavity transmission band. In 

order to measure the transducer response of the ECDL, the laser was manually tuned 

to operate at the side of the transmission fringe, so that laser frequency fluctuations 

could be translated into amplitude fluctuations, detected by a New Focus 1811 

InGaAs photodiode. An HP network analyzer, Model HP 3589A, with its source 

Output connected to the current modulation input port of the laser diode driver (see 

appendix A) measured the injection current frequency response of the ECDL. The 

HP network analyzer also measured the frequency response of the PZT driven 

feedback prism plate through the Thorlabs MDT 691 PZT-amplifier. The detector 

output was connected to the input port of the network analyzer. Logarithmic scans of 

the network analyzer were performed, covering 10 Hz to 100 MIz for measuring the
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PZT frequency response and 10 Hz to 100 MHz for measuring the injection current 

frequency response. Results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 3,16 (a) and 

(b) for the PZT amplitude and phase, and Fig. 3.16 (c) and (d) for the injection 

current amplitude and phase, respectively. .

Low finesse  cavity

Detector

ECDL Isolator

PZT
amplifier

Current
modulation

Source

Network
analyzer

Figure 3.15 Experimental setup used to measure the transducer response of the 
ECDL with a low finesse cavity as a frequency discriminator.
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Figure 3.16 Transducer response of the tuning elements of the ECDL, relative 
amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the piezo-driven (PZT) feedback prism plate 
assembly, relative amplitude (c) and phase (d) of the diode current modulation.
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The PZT displayed a fairly flat response up to about I kHz. Beyond I kHz, a 

significant resonance occurs, which leads to a phase shift of 180 degrees. This 

resonance was attributed to a mechanical resonance in the feedback prism plate 

assembly of the ECDL, and similar resonances have been observed in other 

laboratories. Independent spectral noise density measurements, reported in the 

following section, further supported this conclusion. To properly design the feedback 

servo circuit, the transducer tuning elements’ resonant frequencies must be known 

and avoided. Positive feedback to the laser, caused by a phase shift of more than 

180°, could lead to severe laser oscillations. The low bandwidth PZT loop was 

designed to keep the high bandwidth loop of the laser diode’s injection current 

frequency control in the center of its dynamic range. Therefore, the unity gain point 

was confined Iq a value below I kHz (see appendix A).

The frequency and phase response to changes in the injection current showed a 

fairly flat response up to about I MHz. At I MHz the amplitude of the response had 

decreased by ~ 20 dB. Hence, with high bandwidth feedback electronics available, 

intrinsic noise suppression up to these I MHz frequencies can be accomplished 

without inordinate technical difficulty. Indeed, the injection current servo, detailed in 

appendix A, provided bandwidths in the order of ^ I MHz.
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Spectral Noise Density of the free running ECDL

Error signal analysis allowed a direct measurement of the spectral noise density 

Sv( f )  of the free running laser using a static discriminator slope D [V/Hz], which 

converted the frequency modulation [Hz] on the laser, caused by frequency 

fluctuations, into amplitude modulation [V], a conveniently measurable quantity. To 

obtain a large discriminator slope, D, a narrow optical transition in isotopically pure 

(99.9 % 7Li) 170Er3"1*:YLiF4 was chosen as the frequency reference. [25] Roger M. 

Macfarlane of IBM and Richard S. MeltzCr from the University of Georgia, Athens, 

kindly provided this crystal, which was grown by Arlette Casanho. During the 

measurement, the laser frequency was compared to the center frequency of the 

transition, using an error signal proportional to the frequency difference between the 

two frequencies. The experimental setup, shown in Fig. 3.17, was based on FM- 

spectroscopy of a narrow inhomogeneously broadened ~ 150 MHz (FWHM) 

Er:3"1":YLiF4 transition. This heterodyne technique overcame the problem of low 

frequency AM of the laser, which could have been wrongly interpreted as FM noise, 

by detecting at the high RF modulation frequency, where intrinsic laser intensity 

noise was very small. The ECDL, optically isolated by a Faraday rotator (OFR 

Model 10-4-1550-VLP), was externally phase modulated by a broadband New Focus 

electro-optic phase modulator Model 4002 driven at 109.5 MHz by a PTS 500 

frequency synthesizer through a Custom-made resonant tank built by the author (see 

appendix A).
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Figure 3.17 Experimental setup for measuring the spectral noise density of the free running laser.
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The sideband frequency was chosen to optimize the error signal slope within the 

125 MHz bandwidth of the New Focus 1811 InGaAs photo detector. The laser 

frequency was monitored with a Burleigh WA 1500 wavemeter, which allowed 

calibration of the error signal to within the 0.1 ppm accuracy of the wavemeter. For 

this purpose linear scans of the laser frequency were provided by applying a saw

tooth voltage ramp to the PZT driving the feedback prism plate of the laser. A 

Stanford Research Systems SR 345 function generator amplified by a Thorlabs 

model MDT 691 PZT amplifier generated the ramp. In order to optimize the signal, a 

A/2-waveplate in front of the cryostat allowed for adjusting the polarization of the 

beam. The detected transmitted light was heterodyned with the 109.5 MHz local 

oscillator, and the phase shifter was adjusted to obtain the dispersive error signal. 

Spectral analysis of the error signal above I kHz was performed with an HP- 

spectrum analyzer Model HP E4411B while a Wavetek spectrum analyzer Model 

5820 was used for frequencies below I kHz. The optical power of the laser beam 

was adjusted using the X/2-waveplate/polarizing beam splitter (PBS) combination to 

140 pW. The Er:3"1":YLiF4 crystal was placed in an Oxford SpectroMag cryostat at 

T = 10 K to avoid any spectral hole burning. The crystal was oriented with its c-axis 

parallel to the laser’s A:-vector and perpendicular to the external B-field. To separate 

the narrow optical transitions contained in the multiplet located at 6534 cm'1, a Small 

magnetic field of B = 0.2 T was applied. The error signal yielded a linear slope at 

line center of D -  3.746x10"7 V /Hz, which was used to convert the spectrum
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analyzer output [dBm] into spectral noise density, S1XX), of the laser frequency

fluctuations [H z!4H z ]. T o  measure the spectral noise density of the free running 

ECDL, the laser was manually tuned to the center of the Er:3+:LiYF4 transition using 

the PZT. No active servo feedback was engaged for this measurement. The error 

signal was spectrally analyzed using specific analyzer resolution bandwidths 

appropriate to the different frequency measurement intervals; sufficient frequency 

overlap between individual measurements was assured.

Figure 3.18 shows the result of this measurement on a log-log plot of the rms 

spectral noise density versus frequency. Three noise types common to frequency 

standards, indicated by asymptotes of distinct slopes, can be distinguished according 

to the power law model relation (3.16) for the spectral noise density. For frequencies 

up to tens of Hz, random walk frequency noise (a=  -2, slope = -I) was prevalent, 

followed by flicker frequency noise { a —-I, slope = -1/2) for frequencies up to tens 

of kHz. The white noise. frequency floor ( G f =  0, slope = 0) was reached at 

frequencies at approximately 100 kHz. Structural resonances. in the laser cavity 

caused narrow-band frequency noise. A distinct bump was observed at ~ I kHz and 

can be assigned to a mechanical resonance in the feedback prism plate assembly of 

the external cavity excited by acoustical laboratory noise, prevalent in the kHz range, 

coupling into the laser cavity. This issue was already evidenced in the PZT 

transducer frequency response (see previous section). To alleviate this problem, 

passive acoustical isolation of the laser was required. An acoustical isolation box



was constructed to cover the optical setup for locking experiments in Er3"1": KTP (see 

section: Laser frequency stabilization to regenerative Spectral holes in Er3*: KTP in 

Chapter 4). The sharp features at 60 Hz and 120 Hz are due to pickup from the 

power supply.
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Figure 3.18 Spectral noise density of the free running ECDL as a function of 
noise frequency; note double logarithmic scales.
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The substantial amount of noise present at low frequencies exhibiting a ~ 1/f and 

~ 1/f2 frequency dependence, typical for external cavity diode lasers 

[26,27,28,29,30], indicated the need for a servo loop of high gain at these 

frequencies. However, a relatively low bandwidth (~1 MHz) electronic feedback 

loop should be sufficient to suppress this laser noise compared to the feedback 

bandwidths of tens of MHz needed to suppress the noise found in solitary diodes [31, 

32]. The injection current servo is documented in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 4

LASER FREQUENCY STABILIZATION TO SPECTRAL HOLES

The availability of ultra-narrow SHB resonances down to 15 Hz in rare earth 

doped crystals, the relative immunity of spectral holes to environmental disturbances 

such as vibrations, and the portability and compactness of a stable laser system using 

SHB references with a closed cycle cryo-cooler are important features that should 

enable application in a variety of fields beyond those normally associated with 

spectral hole burning. Stabilization of mode locked lasers [1] to spectral holes also 

should be practical and will have applications in signal processing situations and in 

other contexts that require short pulses, frequency combs, or optical clocks. The 

SHB frequency references are well suited to applications where multiple frequencies 

are required and where the programmability of SHB materials allows programmable 

frequency differences up to the multi-GHz range or, if disordered solids are used, to 

the THz range. With the development of suitable photon-gated (or two-photon) SHB 

materials, the production of long term secondary frequency standards based on SHB 

may become practical. [31]

The importance of stabilization in real time optical signal processing in SHB 

materials is underscored by the observation that early moderate-speed 

demonstrations have been limited by laser frequency jitter that led to a loss in signal 

fidelity. [2,3,4,5,6 ,7] These problems can occur at several levels: a) uncontrolled
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phase variations between programming pulses when repeated pulse sequences are 

used for writing or refreshing spectral interference gratings, b) the more extreme 

case where the jitter exceeds the Fourier width of the exciting pulses so that the 

processed pulses fail to overlap spectrally with the programming pulses, and c) the 

case where the jitter exceeds the Fourier width of the exciting pulses so that the 

exciting pulses fail to overlap. These problems can be overcome by . the use of a 

second piece of the same signal processing material as an SHB frequency reference 

providing automatic frequency and phase compatibility between the signal 

processing material and the stabilized laser source over the time scale of interest. 

[12] The limits on device performance are set then by material parameters rather 

than by instability of the laser. [12,14] The relative vibrational immunity of the 

spectral holes provides an important simplification in system design and 

performance for either spectroscopy or SHB devices [8,9]. This advantage is even 

greater when both the frequency reference and spectroscopic sample or SHB device 

are mounted on the same sample holder. This has been demonstrated here for 

Er3+IY2SiO5. Lasers stabilized to spectral holes are already playing an important role 

in proof-of-principle demonstrations of a variety of SHB devices [5]; the latest of 

which, a high-bandwidth correlator, demonstrated in Er3+IY2SiO5 at 4.2 K. [10]

Laser frequency stabilization to persistent spectral holes [11] and regenerative 

spectral holes [12] burned in the absorption lines of Tm3+-doped insulating crystals 

at 798 nm and 793 nm provided excellent stability. In spectral hole burning materials 

covering the 1.5 pm wavelength region explored to date, regenerative (transient)
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holes, such as those found in Er3+IY2SiO5 and Er3+:KTP, have proven to be orders of 

magnitude narrower in frequency than persistent holes, such as in Er3+:D':CaF2, the 

only material known to date exhibiting persistent spectral hole burning at 1 .5  pm. 

Er3+-doped SHB crystals exhibiting regenerative SHB (Er3+=Y2SiO5, Er3+=KTP) and 

persistent SHB (Er3+=D-=CaF2) have been used here to extend laser stabilization to 

the important 1.5 pm telecommunications band where Er3+-doped crystals [13,14,29] 

have the frequency selectivity required for optical storage, real-time address header 

decoding for all-optical packet routing, [6,7] and all-optical correlation. [3,4,5]

Our demonstrations were carried out with crystals cooled to liquid helium 

temperatures, but higher temperature operation with I kHz frequency stability at 

4.2 K has been demonstrated using Er3+=Y2SiO5 and projection of operation up to 

20 K can be made for the deuterated CaF2 [11,32], Alternatively, using a narrow 

inhomogeneous absorption line as . a frequency reference, such as the ~ 150 MHz 

wide line found in isotopically pure Er3+=LiYF4 or a part per million diluted 

Er3+=Y2SiO5 already allowed operation at 15 K.

Laser frequency stabilization to regenerative spectral holes in Er3+=YoSiOs

The stabilized diode laser - Er3+=Y2Si0 5 system described here exploits the 

regenerative SHB technique. [12] A transient spectral hole is continuously 

regenerated by the stabilized laser and provides a frequency reference at an 

arbitrarily chosen location in the inhomogeneous Er3+=Y2SiO5 absorption profile.
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The stability of the laser will then be determined by the dynamical properties of the 

SHB material together with the design of the locking system.

To substantially improve the long-term frequency stability, we have extended the 

locking technique by using a combination of the error signal contributions from the 

spectral hole and the inhomogeneous line. The reduction of longer-term drift to 

7 kHz / min over several minutes obtained with the extended technique represents a 

substantial improvement over the 600 kHz ,/min reported for Tm:YAG.[12] In the 

old and new cases, anticipated refinements to the feedback system and frequency 

modulators may be expected to provide further substantial improvement over both 

the.long and short term stability reported here, which is already IO3 times better over 

important integration time scales than that for commercial lasers. As shown in 

Ref. 12, this provides new capabilities to probe dynamics in the neighborhood of the 

active rare earth ions in SHB materials and to reveal small scale level structures and 

dynamics out to the tens of milliseconds scale or even longer.

Methods and Apparatus

The SHB crystal chosen as a frequency reference was Er3"1": YaSiOs with an Er3* 

concentration of 0.005 atomic percent. This material exhibits transient spectral hole 

burning on the 4Ziszz (I) —»AI 13/2 (I) transitions at 1536.14 nm (site I) and 

1538.57 nm (site 2) by population storage in the excited state of the optically active 

ion. [13] The homogeneous linewidth for this crystal was determined from the
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optical dephasing time T2 obtained from two-pulse photon echo experiments at 1.6 K 

and B = 0.2 T, and the measured value Fh- S  kHz is consistent with previously 

published results. [13] The homogeneous linewidth at 0.5 T is about half that at 

0.2 T. In principle, the minimum line width of a shallow spectral hole burned by a 

narrow-band laser is 2  Th due to convolution Of burning and reading cycles; deeper 

holes can be expected to become broader, since there is less saturation of material 

absorption in the wings of a hole than at the center.

The frequency locking experiments reported here were performed using the 

strongest absorption transition from the lowest Zeeman-split level for site I in 

moderate magnetic fields of B = 0.2 to 0.5 T; the 0.2 T magnetic field value was 

chosen to simulate field strengths that have been obtained using compact I cm 

diameter Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets. [4,7] The inhomogeneous linewidth 

Fmh = 500 MHz = 0.017 cm"1 is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where a single spectral hole 

has also been burned into the line.

Two frequency reference crystals were cut from the same crystal boule 

(batch # 7-167) to give an inhomogeneously broadened absorption of ~ 50 % at line 

center. Crystal dimensions were 5 mm (and 4 mm) along D1, 6  mm (and 5 mm) 

along D2 and I mm (and 1.2 mm) along b. Each crystal was oriented with its Dj-axis 

parallel to the magnetic field, the lasers’ k-vectors parallel to the 6 -axis, and the 

lasers polarized with E  along D2. Both crystals were immersed in superfluid helium 

at 1.6 K in a single Oxford Instruments SpectroMag cryostat with a superconducting 

magnet that provided for adjustment of the magnetic field. The laser beams were
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spatially separated, and the crystals were masked so that each crystal was exposed to 

only one beam. The spectral holes were created with irradiances of 100 pW / cm2 

using ~ 3 mm beam diameters. Beam irradiance was controlled using a A, / 2-plate 

and a prism polarizer.

Laser Frequency Offset (GHz)

Figure 4.1 Transmission spectrum of 0.005% Er3^Y2SiO5 scanned by a diode laser 
showing the entire inhomogeneously broadened absorption profile at zero applied 
field (B = 0 T). The arrow indicates a spectral hole burned by a second laser.

\
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The experimental apparatus shown in Fig. 4.2 was similar to that described in 

Ref. 11 and Ref. 12. Two external cavity diode lasers in the Littman-Metcalf 

configuration [15], as described in Chapter 3, were used for locking the laser 

frequency to the spectral hole with the Pound-Drever-Hall technique. [16] The error 

signal was derived from the spectral hole transmission using frequency modulation 

(FM) spectroscopy as described in Chapter 3, [17] with the two lasers modulated by 

New Focus 4002 broadband external electro-optic modulators (EOM) driven at 

27 MHz and 30 MHz, respectively. These frequencies greatly exceeded the spectral 

hole widths but were far less than the inhomogeneous absorption linewidth 

Finh = 500 MHz. The primary laser side bands had a modulation index M = 0.4, and 

secondary side bands were small but observable. The sharp resonance of the spectral 

hole in the inhomogeneous absorption line creates a corresponding dispersion in the 

refractive index. Figure 4.3(a) displays the transmission spectrum through a single 

spectral hole in the inhomogeneously broadened absorption profile for a ,phase- 

modulated laser (including side bands), and Fig. 4.3(b) plots the demodulated FM- 

spectroscopy error signals obtained simultaneously for three values of relative phase, 

that could be continuously adjusted using a custom built phase shifter (see appendix) 

between the local oscillator and the EOM. In the stabilization system, each locking 

laser bums a hole in its reference crystal, primarily at the carrier frequency but also 

at the frequencies of the FM-sidebands.



Cryostat

Figure 4.2 Experimental apparatus for laser frequency locking to spectral holes and beat frequency measurement 
of laser stability by combining the beam from the laser shown and that from an independent second laser system.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Transmission spectrum, as probed by a phase-modulated laser 
with sidebands, of a single spectral hole burned in the inhomogeneously 
broadened absorption profile by an unmodulated second laser, in an applied field 
of B = 0.2 T. (b) Error signals derived from the spectral hole and the 
inhomogeneous line using different phase delay settings. The spectral hole is not 
limited to line center as chosen for illustration in this particular figure but can 
also occupy other positions in the inhomogeneous line.

The FM-error signal was processed by a servo loop that provided both fast 

corrections to the injection current of the laser diode and reduced bandwidth signals 

to the piezoelectric control of the laser’s external feedback prism plate. Control of 

the prism plate angle keeps the current servo within its operating limits. A detailed 

description of the servo electronics and locking apparatus constructed by the author
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is given in the appendices. Due to laboratory constraints, the two lasers were on one 

table, and the reference crystals, magnet dewar, and locking beam detectors were on 

a separate table. Neither table was pneumatically floated, so the results reported here 

demonstrate the immunity of this locking technique to vibrations. By contrast, most 

other frequency references require extreme vibration isolation measures to reach this 

short-term stability.

Evaluation of the frequency stability of a single laser at sub-MHz resolution is 

difficult if one lacks a frequency standard at the appropriate wavelength for 

comparison. For that reason, two independent lasers were constructed and locked to 

two separate SHB crystal references. The frequency stability was determined by 

beating unmodulated portions of the two stabilized laser beams on a New Focus 

1811 photodiode detector, recording the beat frequency measured by a Stanford 

Research SRS 620 frequency counter, and carrying out subsequent statistical 

analysis of the time dependence of the beats using a computer. Allan deviations for 

integration times up to 50 ms were directly measured with the frequency counter, 

whereas for longer integration times the Allan deviation was calculated from the 

recorded heterodyne beat frequency data, which was recorded at 50 ms time 

intervals. All data acquisition programs were written in Labview.

Results and Discussion

The stability over broad time scales is characterized by the Allan deviation [18] 

of the heterodyne beat frequency as introduced in Chapter 3. Performance of the free
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running lasers is shown in Fig. 4.4(a), while that of the lasers locked to regenerative 

spectral holes using the method of Ref. 12 is shown in Fig. 4.4(b). Shbrt term 

stabilization giving a 500 Hz Allan deviation for a 2 ms integration time was 

achieved with the conventional adjustment, of the phase sensitive error signal, that is, 

with the detector signal and local oscillator in phase at the mixer as illustrated by the 

(j) = 0° signal of Fig 4.3(a). Under these conditions, the dominant contribution to the 

error signal comes from the spectral hole. Comparison of the curves in Fig. 4.4(a) 

and Fig. 4.4(b) shows that slow frequency drift (integration times longer than 

1 0 0  ms) of the stabilized lasers in these early experiments approached that of the 

unstabilized laser. Much of this drift is attributable to slowly-varying DC voltage 

offsets in the feedback servo loop arising from residual amplitude modulation at the 

optical phase modulators, and temperature drift in the feedback electronics [1 2 ] and 

modulators. The servo offsets cause the laser to lock off-center to the spectral hole 

and consequently cause the regenerated spectral hole to drift continuously until the 

drift in the voltage offset undergoes a change of sign. Further development of the 

feedback servo system should substantially reduce these slowly varying offsets and 

thus reduce this long-term drift.
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Figure 4.4 Allan deviation values for the beat between two lasers: (a) lasers free- 
running (triangles), (b) locked to spectral holes in different crystals using straight 
quadrature detection of the error signal at applied field B = 0.5 T (squares), and (c) 
locked to spectral holes using the strategy of intermediate phase detection of the 
combined error signal from the spectral hole and inhomogeneous line at applied 
field B = 0.2 T (circles). Filled symbols, 300-sample Allan deviations measured 
directly by a frequency counter; open symbols, values computed directly from beat 
frequency data [cf. Fig. 4.5].

Incorporating the Absorption Line as a Fixed Referennr

A new locking strategy was devised, however, to reduce drift even with the 

existing servo system by simultaneously exploiting the high resolution short term 

frequency reference of the spectral hole and the long term stability of the
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significantly broader inhomogeneous absorption line. Figure 4.3(b) illustrates the 

variation of the error signal as the relative phase between the detector signal and the 

local oscillator is varied through 90 degrees at the mixer, with the multiple sharp 

features due to the narrow spectral hole superimposed on the broad background of 

the inhomogeneous line. The relative position of these two contributions on the 

frequency axis depends on the arbitrarily chosen position of the spectral hole. Crystal 

transmission is increased at the frequency of the spectral hole, so the transmission 

property of the hole and inhomogeneous absorption line have opposite signs. Their 

pure absorptive and dispersive FM contributions also have opposite signs in simple 

limiting cases. The shape of the FM signals, however, also depends on the 

relationship between the modulation frequency vm and the width of the relevant 

spectral feature. There is broad latitude for making this choice, since the hole width 

~ 2 Fh can be from IO5 to IO8 times narrower than the inhomogeneous line width 

Finh- In the present case, the line widths of the hole contribution and inhomogeneous 

line contribution lie at opposite extremes relative to the modulation frequency: 

Fh «  vm «  Finh. The two contributions to the error signal at line center are then 

strongly phase dependent and are maximized for different quadratures -  the 

dispersive case for the spectral hole and absorptive case for the inhomogeneous 

profile. These phases are represented as 0° and 90° respectively in Fig. 4.5(b) and 

correspond to the S2 and SI phases.of Ref. 17. For a phase angle of (|) = O0 the 

inhomogeneous line signal is negligible and the locking signal is derived primarily 

from the spectral hole and for a phase angle of ([) = 90° the signal from the
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inhomogeneous line is maximized, but the contribution from the spectral hole has 

vanished at the line center of the hole. By choosing an intermediate phase 

0°< <j) < 90°, both contributions to the error signal contribute to locking stability; a 

steeply sloped signal from the spectral hole drives the short term stability while at 

the same time a signal of lower slope from the inhomogeneous line opposes long 

term drift.

With this procedure, the introduction of a static DC offset in the servo loop leads 

to an equilibrium lock point where a balance occurs between the sloping contribution 

from the inhomogeneous line and the DC offset. While not a perfect solution, this is 

preferable to the original situation where a DC offset caused the locking to be 

displaced toward one side of the hole and consequently caused a steady drift in hole 

position and laser frequency as regenerative hole burning took place asymmetrically. 

Drift in hole position and hence in laser frequency can still occur with the present 

strategy if the DC offset is slowly varying, but the impacts on stability are reduced. 

This tendency to settle into an equilibrium position instead of continuing to drift not 

only improves the long-term frequency stability but also provides a means to choose 

an arbitrary frequency within the inhomogeneous absorption profile as the 

stabilization frequency. To adjust the locking frequency, either the DC offset level or 

the local oscillator phase (and hence the contribution of the inhomogeneous line to 

the error signal slope) may be adjusted. The system initially drifts towards and then 

settles at the equilibrium frequency, where the offset cancels the FM signal. This 

behavior was verified by computer Simulation and by direct observation using a
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probe laser to monitor the position of the spectral hole and the locked laser within 

the inhomogeneous line.

The impact of this new hybrid locking strategy on frequency stability is shown in 

the Allan deviation plot of Fig. 4.4(c). There is no degradation of the short-term 

stability, and the long-term stability is improved dramatically for integration times of 

1 0 0  ms to greater than 1 0 0 0  s, with the improvement exceeding, two orders of 

magnitude at the longer times. Evolution of the heterodyne beat frequency over a 

period of 30 minutes (1800 s) is shown in-Fig 4.5(a) when both lasers were free 

running and in Fig. 4.5(b) when both lasers were locked using the new strategy. For 

integration times of I s and longer, the drift has been reduced to about 7 kHz/min 

over several minutes. For small integration times (solid circles, triangles, and squares 

of Fig. 4.4), the frequency counter directly measured the Allan deviation values; for 

long integration times (open circles, triangles, and squares of Fig. 4.4), the Allan 

deviation was computed from the beat frequency data of Fig. 4.5, acquired at 50 ms 

intervals. The inherent sub-MHz free-running stability of the lasers is already 

sufficient for many spectroscopic applications, but an improvement over the free 

running case of about two orders of magnitude has been accomplished for time 

scales of 100 ps - 10 ms and for times longer than one minute. Minimum Allan 

variances of 200 Hz have been recorded, although the 500 Hz value in Fig. 4.4 is 

typical for performance at this stage of system development.
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Figure 4.5 Change in heterodyne beat signal between (a) free-running and (b) 
independently locked lasers to separate spectral holes and inhomogeneous lines 
in different crystals at field B = 0.2 T, the lowest trace is an expanded view.

For somewhat stronger long-term resistance to drift the modulation frequency 

could be increased to provide a larger inhomogeneous line contribution to the slope 

at the desired locking frequency; this increases the amplitude of the contribution 

from, the inhomogeneous line with little effect on the contribution from the spectral

hole.
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The Er3+IY2SiO5 homogeneous resonance width in a magnetic field of 

0.2 to 0.5 T is narrower [14] than that from the preceding work [12] on Tm3+: YAG, 

so it might be expected to provide lower short-term root Allan variance values than 

Tm3+: YAG using the same technique and apparatus. In this case, however, the 4f11 

electron configuration of the Er3+ ion leads to strong Er3+ magnetic moments, 

whereas the Tm3+ ion with configuration 4f10 has an electronic singlet ground state 

with ‘quenched’ angular momentum and no first order magnetic moment. Electron 

spin flips of nearby Er3+-ions in the ground state as well as nuclear spin flip-flops by 

Y3+ nuclei lead to fluctuations in the local fields and thus to measurable spectral 

diffusion [14,19] of the Er3+-ion population that making up the spectral hole 

frequency reference. The 0.2 to 0.5 T applied magnetic field reduces electron spin 

flips by reducing thermal population of the upper component of the Er3+ Kramers 

doublet ground state, but it does not eliminate them completely. It also suppresses 

the far weaker spectral diffusion due to Y3+ (or Er3"1") nuclear spin flip-flops. 

Evolution of the spectral hole width by spectral diffusion limits the currently 

achieved frequency stability of the hole on time scales longer than 2  ms and hence of 

the locked laser. A detailed study of spectral diffusion in Er3+: Y2SiO5 is presented in 

Chapter 5.

Further sources that limit stability are residual amplitude modulation [20] 

produced by the electro-optic phase modulator and thermally induced drift in the 

locking circuitry and modulator, all of which introduce variable offsets to the error- 

signal, causing the laser to lock slightly off the center of the spectral hole. In the
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previous implementation [1 2 ], this produced unrestrained long-term frequency drift 

of the spectral hole. With the new method reported here, it results instead in smaller 

changes to the equilibrium lock point in the inhomogeneous line profile. As noted 

above, further improvements from passively and actively stabilizing the temperature 

of the feedback electronics are expected to improve system performance.

Improved Photon Echo Stability for Applications

Time-domain spectroscopy and a wide range of proposed SHB optical devices 

[3,4,5,6 ,7,8 ] are based on the photon echo and stimulated photon echo, the 

capabilities of these techniques can be improved with the level of frequency 

stabilization reported here. For optimal exploitation of the stimulated photon echo, 

laser frequency stability to better than the spectral width of the broadest excitation 

pulse, or in the limiting case to better than a homogeneous linewidth, is required for 

the storage time of the material, which is defined by the decay time of a transient 

spectral hole for the transition being probed. With lasers stabilized to spectral holes, 

this requirement is naturally and automatically met.

Here we demonstrate this improvement by measuring stimulated photon echoes 

on the 4Zi5Z2 (I) —> itI13a (I) site (I) transition of Er3+W2SiO5 using a stabilized 

1536 nm laser, an Er-doped fiber amplifier, and the echo apparatus to be described in 

Chapter 5 and in Ref. 12. Approximately 5 mW of unmodulated continuous-wave 

laser power was available for producing echo excitation pulses after continuous
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wave amplification of the laser by the Er-doped fiber amplifier, which was located 

outside the servo loop for laser stabilization, A portion of the un-amplified laser 

output was used to frequency-lock the laser to a regenerative transient spectral hole 

in the same transition as described above. Echo excitation pulses were produced 

using two acousto-optic modulators in series to improve the on/off contrast ratio and 

to cancel any net shift in the laser frequency, since the Er3+--Y2SiO5 spectral lines are 

narrow. The resulting photon echo signal was gated from the transmitted beam by a 

third acousto-optic modulator to discriminate against the exciting pulses. The echo 

was detected with a fast New Focus .1811 InGaAs-photbdiode. To generate 

stimulated photon echoes, three 2  p,s excitation pulses were incident on the crystal,' 

with the delay ti2 between the first and second pulses fixed at 19 ps. The strength of 

the stimulated echo was measured as a function of the delay t23 between the second 

and third pulses.

With the laser frequency locked to a transient spectral hole, stimulated photon 

echoes could be measured consistently for t23 delay times of several hundreds of 

microseconds, giving the data in Fig. 4,6(b). The limiting factor for measuring 

echoes with longer t23 delay times was the detector signal-to-noise ratio, rather than 

laser frequency jitter, even though additional jitter may have been introduced by the 

Er-doped fiber amplifier. After 800 |is total delay time the stimulated echo signal 

was buried in the noise. In contrast, when the stimulated echo decay was measured 

with the laser free running, the reproducibility of the stimulated, echo became 

unreliable after only 200 p.s, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a).
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Figure 4.6 Stimulated photon echo decay on the 4Ii5/2 (I) —> 4Ii3/2 (I) transition in 
Er IY2SiO5. Each point represents a single shot, (a) Measured with a free running 
laser, (b) Measured with a laser stabilized to a spectral hole and inhomogeneous 
line at field B = 0.2 T.
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All the data points of Fig. 4.6 were single-shot acquisitions of the stimulated 

photon echo without thresholding to reject low-intensity echoes. Figure 4.6(a) 

demonstrates that frequency jitter was the cause of the echo, signal amplitude 

fluctuations when a free-running laser was used, since occasionally an optimum echo 

was produced when the laser frequency of the third pulse happened to match that of 

the first two. An envelope of “good” echoes can be seen, but most points fall well 

below this. Clearly, averaging the data in Fig. 4.6(a) over multiple shots would lead 

to a much different and erroneous echo decay rate.

Frequency response of a regenerative spectral hole

Regenerative SHB materials provide a fundamentally different type of frequency 

reference from Fabry-Perot cavities or isolated atomic references, because the 

incident laser probe field can modify the spectral hole reference. This is a 

fundamental difference between ungated SHB frequency references and static 

traditional frequency references such as the familiar Fabry-Perot cavity or atomic 

references.

The interplay of the dynamics of materials and the stabilization process has been 

investigated numerically and experimentally, and these results have been used to 

optimize the system performance. [21,22] The spectral hole width and hole lifetime 

are important parameters for the use of spectral hole burning as a means for laser 

frequency stabilization. The hole width dictates the short-term performance of the 

system, whereas over longer time scales the hole lifetime is important. When the
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hole lifetime is increased for a specific hole width, the memory time of the spectral 

hole is increased -  it remains a valid frequency reference over longer periods.

Regenerative spectral holes are expected to exhibit a different frequency response 

over the low frequency range up to the spectral hole width compared to static 

frequency references, such as a Fabry-Perot cavity. This is because regenerative 

spectral holes will lose their memory for times longer than the hole lifetime leading 

to a roll off in gain relative to the cavity, which has a flat frequency response.

Methods and Apparatus

Experimentally the frequency response was measured in a two beam experiment 

by probing a regenerative spectral hole that was burned with a laser stabilized to a
' i

spectral hole in the same transition in a different location of the same crystal 

(Fig. 4.7). To generate a probe beam, part of the stabilized laser beam was split off 

with a X/2-waveplate and polarizing beam splitter after the EOM, which was 

operated at 109.5 MHz.
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Figure 4.7 Experimental setup used to measure the frequency response 
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Both beams were adjusted to have the same spatial profile and optical power of 

50 (iW therefore generating identical error signals by FM spectroscopy. The first 

beam was used to lock to a regenerative spectral hole. The second beam was used as 

a probe beam and modulated with a second EOM putting on noise sidebands with a 

modulation index of 7t/42 radians; the optical power in the noise sidebands was 

estimated at 220 nW per sideband. This second phase modulation was varied in 

frequency to linearly probe the error signal response over the range of 100 Hz to 

1.6 MHz. Both beams went through the same 0.001 at. percent Er3+IY2SiO5 crystal 

(batch #1-544) spatially separated with a beam spot size radius of 1.07 mm 

otherwise experiencing identical conditions. The crystal was oriented with its 6-axis 

(2 mm) parallel to the lasers’ ^-vector, and its Braxis (12 mm) parallel to the 

external magnetic field of B = 0.3 T. The laser light polarization was adjusted in both 

beams using a X/ 2  wave plate to be parallel to the crystals 15 mm longD2 direction. 

The crystal was immersed in a liquid Helium bath operated at a temperature of 

T = 1.7 K. Generation of the noise EOM drive frequency and capture of the signal at 

this frequency was accomplished by using two different techniques depending on the 

frequency range being examined. This was required by the limited frequency ranges 

of the different instruments. In the range DC-SOO kHz, the EOM was driven by the 

Stanford Research Systems DS 345 function generator (24 dBm output into 50 Q., 

10 Vpp amplitude) and the signal monitored using an EG & G Princeton Applied 

Research lock-in analyzer Model 5204. In the range 10 kHz -1.6 MHz, the Hewlett 

Packard spectrum analyzerZ-tracking generator E4411 B (OdBm output) drove the
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EOM with amplification provided by a Minicircuits ZHL-6A amplifier. This also 

yielded a 10 Vpp amplitude signal at the EOM. The same spectrum analyzer 

monitored the error signal. Sweeping the phase modulated noise sidebands over the 

spectral range of interest allowed measurement of the phase-modulation spectrum of 

the error signal. The frequency response of the error signal was obtained after 

scaling the phase modulation spectrum by a factor of lnlf. Since the phase 

modulation signal goes to zero at DC, the signal to noise ratio imposes a lower limit 

on the measurable error signal response. The low frequency response of the hole can 

be inferred beyond this limit by taking the ratio of the spectral noise density 

measured relative to the regenerative spectral hole and that measured relative to a 

static reference, in this case, a 150 MHz FWHM inhomogeneous line in isotopically 

purified Er3+IliYF4. This assumes that the same noise is present in both 

measurements. This measurement is the source of the experimental data in Fig. 4.8 at 

frequencies below 300 Hz. The narrow features in the low frequency error signal 

response are artifacts of this technique. The feature at -700 kHz can be attributed to 

a piezo-electric resonance of the EOM.

Discussion

By employing the time domain model, which describes the material in terms of 

the optical Bloch equations (developed by Dr. G. I. Pryde and C. W. Thiel and to be 

described in detail elsewhere [22, 23]), it was possible to obtain the frequency 

dependent response of the error signal, shown as open circles in Fig. 4.8. The
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calculated AC-response of a Fabry-Perot cavity [24,25,26] is given by a dashed 

curve for comparison; it has the shape of a low-pass filter. The cavity transmission 

band of half width at half maximum (HWHM) -  16 kHz for this calculation was 

chosen to have the same width as that of the spectral hole. Over the range of the 

measurement, the model and experiment agree, and they are both in coincidence 

with the response of the Fabry-Perot cavity.

. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . I 1 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 1 r  1 1 1 1 1 1 I I T-TTTTTT]-- -- -- - 1 T T T T n r i ----- - 1— I I I l l l l | - - - - - - - -T

1 0 1 1 0 2  1 0 3  1 0 4  I O 5  1 0 6

modulation frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.8 Frequency response of the error signal generated from a regenerative 
spectral hole frequency reference in 0.001 % Er3̂ Y2SiO5; experimental 
measurement (solid line) and using the model (open circles), compared with the 
calculated response of a Fabry-Perot cavity (dotted line) of the same linewidth.
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It is clear that the high frequency roll off is close to 20 dB / decade, which is ideal 

for servo design since the accumulated phase shift from the reference is limited to 

90°. At lower frequencies, the predicted roll-off of the gain is observed; consistent 

with the idea that the system is losing its memory as a frequency reference because 

of the limited hole lifetime. In principle, servo gain can partially compensate the low 

frequency roll-off [27], but not low-frequency noise on the reference itself. Passive 

reduction of this noise becomes essential for good long-term performance of 

regenerative spectral hole burning references with short hole lifetimes. Of course, 

linear drift can be removed after the fact, as with lasers stabilized to traditional 

references [28]. A new technique has been devised that incorporates the 

inhomogeneous absorption line itself as a fixed reference, dramatically improving 

the long-term stability. However, this technique is only applicable to materials with 

narrow < I GHz wide inhomogeneous absorption lines.

Laser frequency stabilization to regenerative spectral holes in Er3+:KTP

Potassium titanyl phosphate, KTiOPCL (KTP), is an important nonlinear electro

optic material primarily used as a frequency doubling crystal and for optical 

waveguides. Here we report the achievement of 200 Hz laser stabilization utilizing 

Er3"1": KTP with an Er3+ concentration of 0.004 at. percent as a spectral hole burning 

frequency reference.
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Methods and Apparatus

The Er3+:KTP crystal was kindly provided by Roger C. C. Ward of the 

Clarendon Laboratory, University of Oxford, England. It was oriented with its a-axis 

parallel to an external magnetic field and its b-axis parallel to the laser k-'vector. The 

lowest energy 4Ii5Z2 —> 4Ii3/2 Er3+ transition has been observed to exhibit six distinct 

sites near 1537 nm. [29] The site with the strongest absorption, located at 

1536.87 nm (6506.69 cm"1), exhibits transient spectral hole burning by population 

storage in the excited state of the optically active Er3+ ion; laser stabilization 

experiments were performed using the absorption transition between the lowest 

Zeeman split levels. Fig. 4.9(a) shows the transmission through the ~ 2 GHz 

(FWHM) wide inhomogeneously broadened line for a magnetic field of B = 0.25 T 

and temperature T = 1.9 K. The origin of the shoulder appearing at higher frequency 

is most likely due to absorption from a spectrally similar site, as indicated by 

fluorescence decay experiments. A narrow spectral hole, indicated by an arrow, has 

been prepared by a second laser and can be placed anywhere within the 

inhomogeneously broadened line. The homogeneous linewidth has been 

characterized using two pulse photon echoes measured as a function of delay time 

between the two excitation pulses. The measured dephasing time corresponds to a 

homogenous linewidth of 2 -3  kHz for small magnetic fields below B = 0.4 T.
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Figure 4.9 (a) Transmission spectrum of 0.004 % Er3LKTP at 1537 nm showing 
the entire, inhomogeneously broadened 4Ii5z2 -> 4Ii3z2 optical absorption scanned 
by a diode probe laser. The arrow indicates a spectral hole, which has been 
burned by a second laser, (b) Transmission of a phase-modulated probe laser 
through a single spectral hole created by a second laser, using an applied 
magnetic field of B=0.25T. (c) Demodulated FM-error signal derived from the 
spectral hole in (b).
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The experimental setup and techniques are similar to the previous demonstration 

using Er3+: Y2SiO5. The lasers were modulated with modulation index M ~ 0.4 at 

27 MHz and 30 MHz, respectively, values greatly exceeding the spectral hole width. 

Fig. 4.9(b) shows the transmission through a spectral hole burned by a second laser 

and Fig. 4.9(c) the corresponding demodulated FM error signal probed with a phase- 

modulated laser; detector signal and local oscillator are in phase. To obtain a good 

signal to noise ratio in the detection under low laser locking iiradiance, it is 

beneficial to choose a large frequency reference crystal. Crystal dimensions were 

12.87 mm along a, 14.89 mm along c, with a 5.18 mm optical path along b.\ both 

lasers were locked to the same crystal. To avoid spatial overlap or interaction of the 

two independently locked laser beams, a mask with separated 4 mm apertures was 

placed over the crystal. A small magnetic field of B ~ 0.25 T has been conveniently 

applied by sandwiching the sample holder between two permanent Nd-Fe-B magnet 

disks of diameter 5 cm greatly simplifying the experimental apparatus. The mounted 

crystal was immersed in liquid helium at T =  1.9 K. The entire two-laser optical 

setup, including the cryostat, fit on a 3’ by 4’ optical breadboard, which was placed 

on vibration damping foam on a commercially available pneumatically floated 

optical table. An acoustical isolation enclosure box [30] made of medium density 

fiberboard lined with W 1 thick polyester embossed sound control mat covered the 

experiment to provide passive acoustical isolation from ambient acoustic noise.

The laser iiradiance of ~ 100 pW/cm2 at the crystal was split from the laser beam 

using a 1/2-plate / prism-polarizer combination, leaving most of the laser output
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power to be used for experiments requiring a stabilized source or to saturate an 

Erbium doped fiber amplifier for higher power applications. Using higher irradiance 

at the locking crystal leads to a deeper spectral hole, which in turn becomes broader 

due to stronger material absorption in the wings of the hole than at the hole center. 

During active stabilization, each laser bums a spatially and spectrally separated 

transient spectral hole into the inhomogeneously broadened absorption profile. Error 

signal feedback to each laser leads to a continuous regeneration of the transient 

spectral hole until a balance between spontaneous hole relaxation and hole burning 

occurs.

The relative frequency stability of the two stabilized lasers was characterized by 

the statistical Allan deviation [18] of the optical beat frequency since no absolute 

frequency reference was available.

Results and Discussion

The Allan deviation for (a) the free running lasers and (h) actively stabilized 

lasers is shown in Fig. 4.10. With the laser locked to transient spectral holes in 

Er3"1": KTP an improvement in the Allan deviation over the free running lasers to 

250 Hz has been achieved for integration times between I ms and 100 ms, 

demonstrating the potential of Er3"1": KTP at the current stage of system development. 

During quiet periods, Allan deviations of 200 Hzat 10 ms integration time have been 

measured. The structure of the Allan deviation curve is reproducible.
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Integration Time (s)

Figure 4.10 Allan deviation for the heterodyne beat frequency between two 
lasers: (a) lasers free-running, (b) independently locked to transient spectral 
holes in the Ii5z2- A 3y2 transition in Er3+:KTP at 1537 nm.

Long-term drift of the laser, evidenced by an upturn of the Allan deviation at longer 

integration times, has been greatly reduced by choosing an intermediate phase 

setting at the mixer between detector signal and local oscillator. This technique 

combines the excellent short-term stability of the spectral hole with the good long

term stability of the inhomogeneous line as described above; long-term drift of the

beat frequency between the two lasers has been suppressed to ~ 10 kHz per minute. 

The demonstrated short-term stability is showing a clear improvement to the
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previously reported results using transient spectral holes in Er3̂ Y2SiO5 and is the 

best result achieved in Er3+-doped compounds. As in the case of Er3+--Y2SiO5, 

spectral diffusion plays, a major role in the achieved performance.[13,19] Even 

though the transient spectral hole provides a narrow ~ kHz reference, the narrow 

hole Width could not be fully exploited over longer periods because of the T%-limited 

hole lifetime. In addition, the strong Er3"1" ion magnetic moments in the ground state 

are perturbed by local field fluctuations due to electron spin flip-flops between 

nearby Er3+ ions in the ground state. These perturbations lead to a broadening of the 

homogeneous linewidth over time. The small magnetic field of B = 0.25 T applied 

slows this spectral diffusion process by thermally depopulating the upper Zeeman 

component of the Er3+-ion ground state but does not eliminate it completely.

Technical limitations are similar to the ones described above for Ef3+:Y2SiO5. 

Environmental disturbances due to vibration and acoustical noise sources have been 

partially addressed by floating the optical table and covering the experiment by the 

acoustical enclosure described in the section; Methods and Apparatus; improvements 

to the servo system and laser diode drivers have been made as well. Performance 

without these modifications is indicated by the minimum 500 Hz Allan deviation 

observed for Er3+Y2SiO5 in Fig. 4.4. [19]
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Conclusions

The concept of laser frequency stabilization using regenerative transient spectral 

hole burning has been extended to the technologically important 1.5 |am wavelength 

region. Stable laser sources based on this method improve both spectroscopic 

capability and the performance of SHB devices such as all-optical network routers 

and address header decoders. Moreover, by stabilizing the laser source to the Same 

SHB material that is already employed in the SHB device, system complexity is 

significantly reduced. A hybrid method to control long-term frequency drift has been 

demonstrated, using an intermediate phase delay in the phase sensitive detection of 

the frequency locking error signal that exploits contributions from the narrow 

spectral hole and from the inhomogeneous absorption profile. This stabilization 

method is particularly well suited for spectroscopy and for optical data processing 

devices based on time-domain spectral hole burning. Substantial improvement in 

stimulated photon-echo reproducibility was demonstrated, showing the impact of 

this technique on spectroscopy of rare earth materials.

As materials having gated persistent spectral holes with very long lifetimes are 

developed, [31] the locking techniques reported here for regenerative SHB can be 

applied to produce sources with long term stability and perhaps provide highly 

portable secondary frequency standards.
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Laser frequency stabilization to persistent spectral, holes in Er3+:D":CaFo

Here we report stabilization of external cavity diode lasers to persistent spectral 

holes at 1523 nm in Er3+:D":CaF2 which we believe is the first demonstration of a 

programmable frequency reference in the important 1.5 pm telecommunication band 

based on persistent spectral holes. The results presented here extend the excellent 

performance of spectral hole stabilized lasers to integration times of tens to hundreds 

of seconds as indicated by a 5.7 kHz Allan deviation over 1600 s integration time, 

opening up new regimes for spectroscopy and interferometry applications. Persistent 

spectral holes in Er3+:D":CaF2 are qualitatively, different from persistent spectral 

holes found in other materials due to their extremely long lifetime; no measurable 

degradation of the persistent holes in Er3+:D":CaF2 has been detected over 48 hours 

in the absence of continuous laser radiation, which suggests that the lifetime could 

be indefinitely long. A reference frequency programmed as a persistent spectral hole 

in Er3LD :CaF2 could potentially be used as a long-term Secondary frequency 

standard in a scheme where a flywheel oscillator infrequently probes the persistent 

spectral hole to maintain its long-term stability.

Methods and Apparatus

Er3+:D":CaF2, to our knowledge, is the only material known to exhibit persistent 

spectral hole burning [32] in the spectral region at 1.5 pm. The crystals used in these
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experiments have a 0.05 atomic percent Er3"1" concentration and were prepared by 

Glynn D. Jones at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. The 

introduction of deuterium (D ) ions into Er34" doped CaF2 crystals leads to a 

substitution for F" ions on interstitial or lattice sites in the vicinity of the Er3"1" centers, 

giving rise to additional absorption lines. Among these, the R center, one of the 

strongest multiple D'-ion centers, has been shown to exhibit persistent hole burning 

on the 4Ii 5/2 —> 4Ii 3/2 Er3"1" transition located at 1523 nm and is used here for this laser
fl

frequency stabilization demonstration. [32] The spectral hole burning mechanism is 

known to involve excited D ion migration into nearby interstitial sites [33]. Spectral 

holes of ~ 40 MHz (FWHM) have been measured to be fully persistent for at least 

forty-eight hours. That together with the high activation energy of the hole burning 

process implies that the hole lifetime could be indefinitely long if the sample is held 

at liquid helium temperature. Thermal cycling of the material leads to a full recovery 

of the original hole shape depending on the temperature reached and time held; 

shallow holes burned at 1.7 K were largely recovered after thermal cycling up to 

70 K for 10 minutes. These properties make Er3+:D":CaF2 an interesting candidate 

for a secondary programmable transportable frequency reference since the 

absorption profile can be modified in a controlled way. For instance laser beat 

frequencies or information can be recorded in the crystal with arbitrary frequency 

separations in the form of persistent spectral holes burned anywhere within the 

absorption profile and read out at a later time or location as long as the sample 

temperature and pressure is maintained. Fig. 4.11 (a) shows a transmission spectrum
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of Er3+:D":CaF2 and illustrates a number of spectral holes that have been stored into 

the inhomogeneous absorption line of the R center. The use of this material as a 

frequency reference is feasible up to a temperature of 30 K where the hole width 

reaches 320 MHz (FWHM). Commercial closed-cycle cryocoolers can readily cool 

below 10 K, supporting the practical operation of materials like Er3+:D":CaF2 without 

cryogenic fluids.

It should also be pointed out that the R-site hole burning mechanism is a property 

of the host, rather than being dopant-specific, providing greater wavelength 

versatility by replacing the Er3+ ions with other suitable rare earth ions, such as 

Tm3+, Pr3+ [33],

Laser frequency stabilization was implemented as described above. The lasers
i

were externally modulated with electro-optic phase modulators. Custom-built 

resonant tanks were constructed by the author (see Appendix A), which allowed 

tailoring the modulation frequency and modulation index to the specific material 

parameters. The primary sidebands chosen had a modulation index of M = 0.4, and 

the modulation frequencies of 93 MHz and 109.5 MHz for the two lasers were 

chosen to lie outside the ~ 40 MHz FWHM of the spectral holes used as frequency 

references. Fig. 4.11(b) shows a transmission spectrum through a single spectral hole 

burned into the R absorption line and the corresponding demodulated FM error 

signal (Fig. 4.11(c)).
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Figure 4.11 (a) Transmission spectrum of Er3+:D":CaF2 at 1523 nm. A number 
of spectral holes have been burned into the inhomogeneously broadened 
L5/2 —> Ii3/2 optical absorption for demonstrating the programmability of the 

material. Spectral hole burning is not limited to the center of the line. The 
arrow indicates a spectral hole, which is enlarged in (b). (c) Demodulated FM- 
error signal derived from the spectral hole in (b).
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To demonstrate high performance under simple conditions, the entire setup was 

implemented on a 3? by 4’ tabletop breadboard placed on an unfloated optical table 

without any acoustical isolation.

The two lasers were independently stabilized to spectral holes in separate 

reference crystals; each crystal was masked to avoid any coupling by stray light from 

the other beam and was immersed in a single liquid Helium Oxford Optistat bath 

cryostat held at T =  1.9 K.

Since width and depth of the programmed persistent spectral hole determine the 

slope of the error signal for active laser frequency stabilization, careful preparation 

of the initial persistent spectral hole is important. An increase in hole width as a 

function of bum time was observed due to hole burning centers having only a partial 

frequency overlap of their homogeneous linewidth with the laser, which leads to a 

lower effective transition probability and therefore hole, burning on a longer time 

scale. [34] Also, the hole depth increases and eventually saturates as a function of 

bum time due to the finite number of centers at the laser frequency; as the persistent 

spectral hole bums deeper its width increases due to earlier saturation in the center 

than in the wings of the hole.

A tradeoff between hole depth and hole width has to be made in preparing the 

initial persistent spectral hole. Good results were achieved in using persistent 

spectral holes of FWHM ~ 40 MHz, prepared by illuminating the sample for 

20 seconds with incident light intensities of ~ 300 pW/cm2. Since the short-term 

laser linewidth. of the free running laser is much less than the narrowest spectral hole
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width in this material no active stabilization was engaged in preparing the initial 

spectral hole. The laser irradiance was controlled using a polarizing beam 

splitter/half-waveplate combination.

The persistent spectral hole in each crystal was recorded at a similar frequency to 

allow the beat frequency between the two lasers to lie well within the 125 MHz 

bandwidth of the beat signal detector; otherwise the beat frequency can be chosen 

arbitrarily by the relative frequency between the two spectral holes. Laser irradiance 

enters into the locking stability in two opposing ways. High irradiance leads to good 

signal to noise ratios on the locking detectors but modifies the spectral hole shapes 

through continued hole burning; this degrades the reference by making the holes 

broader and deeper especially when the locking is inadvertently off center relative to 

the hole. To alleviate this trade off, large samples (~ 9 mm diameter) were chosen, 

allowing the use of a 4.8 mm beam diameter to preserve the signal to noise ratio 

needed for the servo feedback loop and to minimize continuous modification of the 

spectral hole. For active stabilization, the laser illumination was reduced by one 

order of magnitude to ~ 30 pW/cm2 to minimize hole burning during locking. The 

laser frequency stability was characterized as described before.

Results and Discussion

Results for the achieved laser frequency stability are shown in Fig 4.12, with the 

Allan deviation for the beat between (a) the free running lasers contrasted (b) with 

that for the spectral hole stabilized lasers. The free running lasers show frequency
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stability comparable or even better than similar commercially available systems and 

are already sufficient for many applications in spectroscopy. With the laser locked to 

~ 40 MHz (FWHM) wide persistent spectral holes, an improvement in the Allan 

deviation over the free running lasers of at least one order of magnitude has been 

achieved for integration times longer than 2  ms; for integration times longer than 

300 s the improvement reaches more than three orders of magnitude.

(a) Z

Integration Time (s)

Figure 4.12. Allan deviation for the heterodyne beat frequency between two 
lasers: (a) lasers free-running, (b) independently locked to persistent spectral 
holes in the 4Ii5/2 —> 4Ii3/2 transition in Er3+: D":CaF2 at 1523 nm
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Sub-kilohertz Allan deviations down to 680 Hz have readily been reproduced over a 

wide range of integration times without requiring vibration isolation of the laser or 

the crystal frequency reference. This demonstrates laser frequency stabilization to a 

persistent spectral hole to better than 6 parts in IO5 of the ~ 40 MHz hole width or 

better than 3 parts in IO12 of the optical frequency. The measured Allan deviation 

curve is reproducible.

Characterization and optimization of spectral hole burning references by 

experiment and simulation [21,22] show that the Allan deviation over short 

integration times is determined by the width of the spectral hole leading to a high 

signal to noise ratio and consequently good short-term stability, whereas stabilization 

over long integration times is determined by the lifetime of the spectral hole. The 

Er3+:D":CaF2 material used for this demonstration is not ideal, since the width of the 

spectral holes (~ 40 MHz) is much wider than found in many other rare earth doped 

material systems and is therefore limiting the short-term stability. The long lifetime 

of the persistent Er3+:D":CaF2 spectral holes leads, however, to a good long-term 

stability demonstrated in Fig. 4.13, where a subset of the beat frequency change over 

10 minutes between the (a) free running and (b) actively stabilized lasers is shown. 

Laser frequency drift has been reduced to less than I kHz per minute. The achieved 

stability demonstrates the relative immunity of the spectral hole frequency reference 

to environmental disturbances like vibrations and acoustical noise.

It should be noted that the initial spectral hole becomes broader and bums deeper 

over time during continued laser locking illumination. This results in a reduced
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precision of the frequency reference over long stabilization times. To overcome this 

problem a hybrid locking technique could be considered where the short-term 

stability is given by a flywheel oscillator, stabilized to a regenerated transient 

spectral hole or Fabry-Perot, and long term drift is controlled by comparing its 

frequency to the frequency of the programmed spectral hole.

Figure 4.13 Subset of the change in heterodyne beat frequency between (a) free 
running and (b) independently locked lasers to persistent spectral holes in
separate crystals over a period of 10 minutes; the lowest trace is an expanded 
view.
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Technical limitations in our demonstrated laser frequency stability are similar to the 

ones described in the case of Er3+IYaSiOs locking. Already significant improvements 

over longer time scales have been made since locking to persistent spectral holes in a 

similar material, Tm3+ID-1ICaF2. [11] has been reported.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have extended the use and performance of persistent spectral 

holes as programmable laser frequency references to the important 1.5 pm optical 

communication window, achieving sub-kilohertz laser frequency stability over broad 

time scales. A compact laser frequency stabilization that utilizes rather inexpensive, 

low maintenance external cavity diode lasers has been demonstrated. The system is 

not limited to low optical power applications, since Erbium doped fiber amplifiers or 

injection locked high power laser diodes can be used to boost the output power. 

Other sources like DFB-Iasers can be stabilized using this technique.

Suitable spectral hole burning materials for laser frequency stabilization and 

spectral hole burning based optical processing are under constant. development 

spanning a wide wavelength range, facilitating the stabilization of other sources and 

proving the versatility of the technique. Materials combining very narrow few- 

hundred-Hertz-wide holes [35] with long lifetimes of several weeks and minimal  

spectral diffusion will provide good stability over a wide range of integration times.
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Permanent hole burning references with gated spectral holes under development will 

provide portable compact secondary frequency standards.
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CHAPTER 5

SPECTROSCOPY AND DYNAMICS OF Er3+--Y2SiO5

Introduction and Motivation

The optical material Er3+IY2SiO5 has recently received considerable attention for 

spectral hole burning applications in the important 1.5 pm optical communication 

band. This material has also been investigated for solid-state laser applications [1] 

because of its good chemical and thermo-mechanical properties as well as the 

potential for high rare-earth doping. In 1997, Macfarlane et al. [2] measured the first 

two-pulse photon echoes and observed dephasing times up to 580 ps, triggering a 

number of important SHB proof-of-principle device demonstrations. These 

demonstrations were motivated by the desire to develop SHB technologies that 

would enable all-optical memory, switching, and processing at communication 

wavelengths [3, 4], These potential SHB devices would store information encoded in 

optical pulse sequences by employing stimulated photon echoes. With this approach, 

the maximum temporal length of a recorded data stream is limited by the material 

coherence lifetime, T2, requiring long coherence lifetimes for some practical device 

applications. Even with continuous programming and accumulation [5, 10], T2 

remains an important parameter. The importance of T2 for SHB applications



provides a motivation for fundamental research to fully explore the parameter space 

that influences the coherence lifetime so that optimized materials may be developed.

The material YzSiOs is well known as an excellent host for achieving ultraslow 

optical dephasing at low temperatures. [6] These extremely long T2 values are 

expected because the constituent elements in Y2SiO5 have small magnetic moments 

(- 0.137 pN for 89Y) or small natural abundance of magnetic isotopes (4.7 % with -  

0.554 Pn for 29Si, 0.04 % with -  1.89 Pn for 17O). [2] By minimizing the magnetic 

moments in the host lattice, dephasing due to nuclear and electronic spin fluctuations 

can be dramatically reduced.

In any Er3+ material, the primary sources for homogeneous broadening are 

magnetic interactions between the large electronic magnetic moments of the erbium 

ions. Lowering the Er3"1" concentration can minimize these.

The complex magnetic dipole interactions between both electronic and nuclear 

spins have been the subject of research over the last six decades in the context of 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) as 

well as optical experiments. [7, 8, 9j. In the literature, ions, and their corresponding 

spins, are commonly divided into two groups, where the ions directly being probed 

in the experiment are referred to as the A-ions, and the remaining ions present in the 

environment, but not directly probed, are referred to as the B-ions. To achieve long 

dephasing times, it is necessary to suppress the spin-flip broadening caused by the 

environment B-ions and the optically active A-ions. Motivated by the need to 

minimize spin-flip broadening, we have characterized the spin-flip induced spectral

133
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diffusion. The approach taken in this work is to characterize the effects of erbium 

ion concentration, magnetic field strength and orientation, and temperature on the 

spectral diffusion to develop a systematic strategy to optimizing the SHB material.

This chapter presents the conventional and nonlinear spectroscopy of 

Er3+:Y2SiC>5 relevant to SHB applications. Early sections cover the site-selective 

spectroscopy to determine the crystal field level structure and to identify spectral 

hole burning transitions at 1.5 pm. Crystal field levels were mapped out for the 4I15z2 

ground state and the 4I15z2 excited state. Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy 

was used to measure the excited state lifetime, which determines the maximum 

achievable coherence times in the material. Full rotational Zeeman experiments Were 

performed in the three separate optical planes of the crystal to determine the ground 

state and excited state g values for both sites, revealing a preferred direction for 

applying the external magnetic field.

Coherent nonlinear spectroscopy was used to determine material properties not 

accessible by conventional methods, such as the coherence lifetime, T2, and its 

spectral domain counterpart, the homogeneous linewidth, Thom. Two-pulse photon 

echoes were measured as a function of magnetic field orientation in the optical 

extinction planes and supplemented the Zeeman experiments. The time evolution of 

the homogeneous linewidth due to spectral diffusion was studied with stimulated 

photon echo spectroscopy as a function of magnetic field, erbium concentration, 

temperature, and crystal orientation. The spectral diffusion observed in Er3+:Y2SiO5 

can be successfully described in the. framework of established theories [18] with the
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explicit inclusion of a direct phonon process driving the Er3+ spin-flips, as presented 

in detail in appendix C.

The spectroscopic studies described in this chapter led to significant material 

optimization for SHB applications while improving our fundamental understanding 

of these materials. This has enabled (to the best of our knowledge) the measurement 

of the narrowest optical resonance in a solid with a homogeneous linewidth of 1 

Thom = 73 Hz. Photon echoes are reported at elevated temperatures of up to 5 K, 

which is particularly important to facilitate operation with mechanical cryo-coolers 

to eliminate the requirement for liquid Helium. The SHB device potential of 

Er3+IY2SiO5 was demonstrated for a high bandwidth 0.5 GHz correlator at T = 4.2 K 

[10].

The crystals were grown by Scientific Materials Inc. of Bozeman, Montana using 

the Czochralski method. The Er3+- concentrations varied between 0.001 and 2 atomic 

percent. The crystal Y2SiO5 belongs to the space group C^h with eight formula units

per monoclinic cell. The Y3+ ions -occupy two crystallographically inequivalent sites 

of Ci symmetry [11] and the Er3+ ions substitute for Y3+ host ions without charge 

compensation. All crystals were transparent and appeared colorless. The material 

Er3+=Y2SiO5 has 3 mutually perpendicular optical extinction axes, the 6 -axis 

equivalent with the (0 1 0 ) direction, and the Dj and D2 axes correspond to optical 

extinction directions when the sample is viewed along (0 1 0 ) between crossed 

polarizers. [1] All crystals were oriented, cut and optically polished perpendicular to 

the three optical extinction axes.
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Conventional spectroscopy

Spectroscopy on Er3+̂ S iO s  has been previously reported by Li et. al. [1] on 

highly doped (up to 10 at. percent Er3+ concentration) powder and single crystal 

samples for temperatures between T = IOE arid 300 K in the context of solid-state 

laser material development. Absorption and emission measurements yielded 16 

crystal field components of the 4Ii5z2 ground state for the two crystallographical sites 

and 14 components of the 4Ii5z2 excited state. Crystallographic site identifications 

reported by Li et al. are uncertain. Their assignments were made according to line 

strength and assuming that both sites have similar energy level structure slightly 

shifted with respect to each other without the use of site-selective spectroscopy.

For that reason, broadband absorption experiments and site-selective 

fluorescence experiments were used to resolve this issue. Absorption measurements 

located the excited-state crystal field levels, and site-selective fluorescetice 

confidently assigned the excited and ground state level structure to each 

crystallographic Er3+ site. A number of the previous assortments have been 

superceded.by our more detailed and precise measurements.

Methods and Apparatus

Figure 5.1 shows the experimental setup used for absorption and site-selective 

fluorescence measurements.
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Figure 5.1 Experimental setup for broadband absorption and site-selective fluorescence.
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For absorption, a 2 % Er3+IY2SiO5 crystal (batch#0-84) was immersed in a 

liquid Helium bath held at T =  1.95 K using an Oxford Instruments SpectroMag 

cryostat with four windows providing optical access. The chosen Erbium 

concentration proved ideal to avoid over-absorption. Sharp absorption lines were 

detected. The crystal was aligned with its 6 -axis (2 mm) parallel to the light ̂ -vector. 

Other crystal dimensions were 3 mm along D1 and 4 mm along D2. For absorption 

measurements, an f = 150 mm lens (not shown) focused an image of a 55 W 

tungsten filament inside the crystal. A color filter (not shown) was placed in the 

beam path between the filament and cryostat with band-pass between 950 nm and 

2900 nm to eliminate visible light that could be transmitted at second order by the 

spectrometer. A Glan-Thompson polarizer (not shown) selected the light 

polarization. An f = 150 mm lens (not shown) collimated the light transmitted 

through the crystal. The light was then focused with an f = 2 0 0  mm lens (not shown) 

on the entrance slit of a SPEX model 1000M spectrometer. The spectrometer 

grating had 600 lines / mm blazed at 1.5 pm, giving 1.6 nm / mm dispersion at the 

exit slit. Entrance and exit slit width were 2 0  pm, giving a bandpass of 0.32 A or 

0.14 cm'1. The exit slit of the spectrometer was imaged onto either a liquid Nitrogen 

cooled Hamamatsu NIR photomultiplier tube (PMT) Model R 5509-72 or a liquid 

Nitrogen cooled Advanced Detector Corporation Gemanium detector Model 403 L 

(not shown). The detector signal was further amplified using the vertical plug-in of 

an analog Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope, digitized by a 12-bit National Instruments 

Model AT-MIO-16F-5 analog to digital converter (not shown) and recorded with a
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data acquisition computer that also Controlled the spectrometer grating position. 

Signal averaging was accomplished by reading the analog to digital converter for a 

fixed number of times, typically 1Q0 0 , at each setting of the spectrometer.

Interference fringes caused by the Germanium detector window as well as a rich 

absorption spectrum of water lines partially obscured the recorded absorption 

spectra. Water molecules in the beam path absorbed light in the spectral region of 

interest resulting in sharp absorption lines superimposed on the Er3"1" absorption lines. 

The water lines conveniently allowed calibrating the measured absorption spectrum 

using the water line atlas. [12] The interference fringe background was reduced 

using a wedge-shaped YAG window in place of the original and was removed using 

a software routine. [13] Final calibrations of the spectra were verified using the 

narrowband ECDL as a marker in the spectrum whose wavelength was determined 

with the Burleigh WA 1500 wavemeter to very high precision..

Operating at T = 1.95 K ensured that only the lowest crystal field level Zi of the 

4I i 5/2 J-multiplet was initially populated. Absorption measurements mapped the 

crystal field levels of the 4Ii3/2 J-multiplet. The o3.bserved absorption spectra contain 

two interspersed sets of absorption lines from both Er3"1" sites, with each site 

experiencing slightly different crystal field splittings in the Y2SiO5 host.

In order to unambiguously assign the observed absorption lines to a specific 

crystallographic site, and to site-selectively map out the energy levels of the 4I1572 J- 

multiplet, site-selective fluorescence experiments were performed. In these 

experiments, a narrowband laser was used to individually excite each absorption
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line. The fluorescence from the 4Ii372 to the 4Ii572 level carries a distinct signature 

depending on whether it was excited from an absorption line belonging to site I or 

site 2. Two distinct fluorescence spectra were observed when individually pumping 

all absorption lines with the narrowband ECDL, and this allowed each crystal field 

level of the 4Ii572 ground state and 4Ii372 to be assigned to site I or site 2. For these 

experiments, a 0.001 % Er3+: Y2SiO5 crystal (batch # I -544-Top) was aligned with its 

Di axis parallel to the laser k  vector. The fluorescence was collected from the b-D2 

plane at an angle of 90° with respect to the laser beam. Crystal dimensions were 

3 mm, 5 mm, and 4 mm along b, Di , and D2. Monitoring the ECDL'wavelength with 

a Burleigh WA 1500 wavemeter ensured site-selective pumping. Laser absorption of 

the individual 4Ii372 levels was also verified by scanning the ECDL over the 

respective absorption line and detecting the transmitted intensity with a New Focus 

Model 1811 InGaAs PIN-photodiode. The fluorescence spectra were obtained by 

scanning the spectrometer and recording the detector signal with the data acquisition 

computer.

Results and Discussion

Figure 5.2 shows a polarized E HD2 absorption spectrum at T =  1.95 K for the 

2 % Er3̂  Y2SiO5 crystal. Water lines and interference fringes have been removed 

from the spectrum for clarity. The spectrum contains very sharp well-separated 

absorption lines; 13 out of the possible 14 lines of the 4I1372 J-niultiplet were 

observed. Line centers were determined by fitting the absorption lines.
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Figure 5.2 Polarized E  H D2 lamp absorption spectrum of 2% Er3+IY2SiO5 at T =  1.95 K. Water lines and interference 
fringes have been removed for better visibility. Absorption line centers are given in wavenumbers and numbers in 
parenthesis show the crystallographic site assignments from site-selective fluorescence experiments (see text). Laser 
site-selective excitation was not possible above 6700 cm'1.
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Energies in wavenumbers are indicated above each line and site assignments are 

given in parentheses. The levels above 6700 cm"1 could not be selectively assigned 

due to limits of the site-selective fluorescence experiment, described below.

Figure 5.3(a) shows the fluorescence spectra excited from the 4Ii3z2JYi level of 

site I at a temperature of T = 10 K. Figure 5.3(b) shows that all of the eight possible 

lines for each site were clearly identified. Fluorescence line centers were obtained 

from a Gaussian fitting routine and are labeled in the graph. Due to the limited 

tuning range of the ECDL, it was not possible to pump levels above 4In^Y 4, so 

levels above 6700cm"1 could not be assigned to a site using this method.

The crystal field level structure of Er3+IY2SiOs determined from absorption and 

site-selective fluorescence experiments is shown in Fig. 5.4. The level structure 

obtained by Li et al. [1] is given for comparison. The ground state 4I15z2 crystal field 

levels have been labeled Z1-Zg and the 4I12z2 excited state crystal field levels with Y1- 

Y4; higher lying Yn assignments are undetermined. The large discrepancies of the 

levels Li et al. determined in their simpler experiment are evident. Differences can 

be ascribed to the superior spectral resolution, experimental conditions, calibration 

techniques, and sample quality used in our experiments. Spectral lines in absorption 

and fluorescence are sharp, well-separated and clearly resolved, while site-selective 

fluorescence experiments allowed unambiguous site assignment. Table 2 

summarizes the crystal field level structure of the Er3+IY2SiO5 4I15z2 and 4I13z2 

manifolds obtained in this work.
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Selective excitation o f fluorescence for site I 
0.001 % Er3+:Y2SiO5, T = I O K  

laser @ site I: 6508.39 cm'1
6508.39

6469.02

6424.09

6028.77
6338.67' 67 6405.93

A__JU5998.81 6088.82

6100 6300

Wavenumber (cm"1)

6471.54Selective excitation o f fluorescence for site 2 

0.001%  Er3+:Y2SiO5 , T = 10 K  

laser @ site 2: 6498.14 cm"1

6498.14

6435.296184.98

6372.38
6151.53

X  3.5 6330.496086.15
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Figure 5.3 Site selective fluorescence spectra of 0.001 % Er3+IY2SiO5 at 
T=I OK;  linecenters are given in wavenumbers, (a) Laser excitation from site I 
4Ii3/2’Yi, (b) Laser excitation from site 2 4Ii3/2:Yi.
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Figure 5.4 Crystal field levels of 4Ii5z2 and 4I1372 raultiplets of Er3+IY2SiO5 as 
determined from absorption and site selective fluorescence excitation for site I 
and site 2. The right columns show values from Li et al. for comparison.
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Table 2 Crystal field levels of Er3+̂ S iO s  as determined from absorption and site 
selective fluorescence experiments.

Label Site I Site 2 unassigned
4Iisza energies (cm"1)

Y4 6625.08 6622.51

6871.68
6852.95
6800.03
6752.56
6726.97

Y3 6599.14 6594.50
Y2 6549.82 6565.65
Yi 6508.39 6498.14

4Iisza energies (cm'1) Z8 509.58 411.99
Z7 - ■ 479.62 346.61
Z6 419.57 313.16
Z5 169.72 167.65
Z4 102.46 125.76
Z3 84.3 62.85
Z2 39.37 26.6
Zl ; 0 0

Lifetime Measurements

This section describes investigations of the fluorescence dynamics of the 

metastable 4Iisza: Yi excited state for Er3"1" in both crystallographic sites. Knowledge 

of the excited state lifetime, Ti, is important since it establishes an upper bound for 

the coherence lifetime, T2, given by T2 < IT1. In the experiment, a laser pulse was 

used to pump the 4IiszaiZi to 4Iisy2=Y2 transition of a single site. Rapid nonradiative 

relaxation from Y2 to Yi within the 4Iisz2 J-multiplet of that site results in 

fluorescence occuring from 4IiszaiYi to 4Iisy2=Zi-Zg, This fluorescence intensity was.
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recorded as a function of time with the PMT and spectrometer that was tuned to 

individual ground state levels. The 4Ii5/2.' Zi to 4Iisza-' Y2 transition was pumped to 

allow the laser and fluorescence signal to be spectrally , separated.

Methods and Apparatus

Figure 5.5 shows a schematic of the experimental setup used to investigate the 

fluorescence lifetime of the metastable 4Ii3z2 state. The same Er3+I Y2SiO5 crystal and 

orientation was used as described earlier for fluorescence experiments. The low 

0.001 % Er3+ concentration minimized radiative energy trapping effects that can 

artificially lengthen fluorescence decay times.

The ECDL light source provided 1.8 mW of single-frequency light that saturated 

the output of an ILX Model FOA-8100 Er fiber amplifier (EDFA) at 35 mW. A 

Crystal Technology Model 3165-1 acousto optic modulator (AOM) gated I ms 

duration pulses at IOHz repetition rate from the amplified laser beam to excite 

fluorescence. A X/2-plate (not shown) in front of the cryostat defined the orientation 

of the linear polarization. A PTS-500 RF synthesizer (RF-source) amplified by a 

40 dB Minicircuits ZHL-5W-1 amplifier drove the AOM at 165 MHz. Laser pulses 

were obtained by switching the RF-power to the AOM with a Watkins-Johnson SI 

RF-switch controlled by a Hewlett Packard model 8013B pulse generator at the RF 

switching threshold. The required pulse sequence was provided by the HP pulse 

generator, triggered by a Stanford Research model DG 535 delay generator.
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' Figure 5.5 Experimental setup to measure the 4I i3z2 fluorescence lifetime for Err3+IY2SiO5.
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Fluorescence from the crystal was collected at 90° to the laser beam geometry 

and focused onto the spectrometer entrance slit with the spectrometer tuned to the 

respective 4Iisz2: Zn transition. The spectrally resolved light leaving the spectrometer 

exit slit was detected by the PMT in a time-resolved fashion. The signal from the 

PMT was captured on a Tektronix TDS 520 D digitizing oscilloscope triggered by 

the DG 535 delay generator. A Burleigh WA 1500 wavemeter continuously 

monitored the laser wavelength. The transmitted intensity through the crystal was 

monitored with a New Focus 1811 InGaAs photo detector to verify absorption lines 

for pulsed excitation. For this purpose, the ECDL was scanned and the AOM 

operated in continuous wave mode.

Results and Discussion

Figure 5.6(a) shows the measured 4ImrYi -> 4Ii5z2IZi fluorescence decay for 

site I and Figure 5.6(b) for site 2, both at a temperature of T = 10 K. The observed 

fluorescence decays were exponential over several decades and exponential least 

squares fits to the data are shown as solid lines. A fluorescence lifetime of 

Ti = (11.44 ± 0.01) ms was obtained, for site I, whereas Ti = (9.20 ± 0.01) ms was 

obtained for site 2 from the exponential fit. Exciting the Zj-Y2 inhomogeneous line 

on the low energy side yielded a 0.2 ms shorter lifetime. A decrease of 0.5 ms in 

lifetime was observed by increasing the sample temperature to T = 40 K.
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0.001 % Er3+IY2SiO5, T = 1 0 K
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Figure 5.6 Fluorescence lifetime decay for 0.001% Er3+IY2SiO5 

iInn(Xx) —> T 15/2 (Z1) transition at T=I OK;  (a) site I, (b) site 2. Straight 
lines correspond to exponential least square fits to the data.
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The lifetimes were unaffected by varying the spatial location of excitation (edge 

versus center).

In contrast, pronounced variations in the fluorescence lifetimes of a 10 % 

Er3+:Y2SiO5 crystal were observed by Li et but without distinguishing

between crystallographic sites. Li et al. observed a very strong geometrical effect by 

moving a slit in front of the crystal along the excitation direction and found a linear 

increase of the lifetimes from 10 ms to 17 ms with increasing excitation path length. 

Measuring the fluorescence temperature dependent lifetime in 1% Er3+: Y2SiO5, they 

obtained variations between 13 ms at T =  12 K and 8 ms at T = 300 K. Li et al. 

attributed these variations to a radiative energy trapping process, during which the 

emitted photon is reabsorbed (trapped) and then reemitted, slowing down the overall 

observed fluorescence. Increasing the crystal temperature reduces the absorption 

coefficient, and therefore reduces the probability of trapping but it also changes the 

population of the individual levels in the 4Ii3/2-multiplet. Increasing the excitation 

path length increases the number of ions participating in the reabsorption process, 

which enhances the probability of trapping. The large spread in Li et al. results does 

not allow a direct comparison to our measurements.

The ultra-low Erbium concentration of 0.001% used in our experiments 

minimized effects associated with trapping as the small variation in fluorescence 

lifetime with temperature and excitation energy suggest. Hence, the values of 

11.4 ms for site I and 9.4 ms for site 2 provide an accurate result and establish an 

upper bound for the fluorescence lifetime of the 4Ii5/2:Yi level in Er3+:Y2SiO5.
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Stimulated photon echo T-decay experiments discussed in the nonlinear 

spectroscopy section set a lower limit for the fluorescence, lifetime by measuring a 

Ti of 9.8 ms for site I.

Zeeman experiments

Practical operation of Er3̂ YzSiO5 in SHB devices demands the application of an 

external magnetic field in order to obtain long dephasing times. A magnetic field 

lifts the Kramers degeneracy by splitting each doubly-degenerate crystal field level. 

The level splitting, characterized by the g value, is a key variable influencing the 

microscopic dynamics in Er3̂ Y2SiO5. Maximizing the level splitting relative to the 

thermal energy, k T , can “freeze out” the thermal population in the upper Zeeman 

level and thus reduce dephasing due to electron spin fluctuations of neighboring Er3+ 

ions. Zeeman spectroscopy is used to determine the relevant ground and excited state 

g values that influence the optical dephasing. Controlling the level splitting is an 

important part of the material optimization strategy.

Implementing such a strategy was made difficult by the extraordinary complexity 

encountered in Er3̂ Y2SiO5, which has two distinct crystallographic sites that both 

exhibit low Ci site symmetry. This complexity results from the anisotropic level 

splitting of individual Kramers doublets and magnetic inequivalence for each 

crystallographic site. Hence, Zeeman experiments were carried out as a function of 

magnetic field orientation to find a direction that simultaneously maximizes g for all
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levels important for optical dephasing. The results of these measurements led to the 

identification of a preferred magnetic field orientation that minimized dephasing, 

and thus optimized Er3+IY2SiO5 for practical SHB-device applications.

As we discussed in the previous section, the crystal field partially lifts the 2/+T 

degeneracy of the free ion, yielding up to /+1/2 crystal field levels. Because of 

Kramers degeneracy, all crystal field levels determined in the previous section are 

doubly degenerate and have first order magnetic moments. The 4I1572 ground J- 

multiplet consists of 8 Kramer’s doublets and the 4I1572 excited state J-muliplet 

consists of 7 Kramer’s doublets. Application of an external magnetic field lifts the 

remaining degeneracy, and each crystal field level splits into two.Zeeman sub-levels. 

Figure 5.7 schematically shows the Zeeman splitting for the ground (g) 4I1572: Z1 and 

excited state (e) 4I1572: Y1 levels, where g and e label the ground and excited state 

and + and - the upper and lower Zeeman components. The letters a, b, C, and d 

indicate the four different optical transitions that are possible between the levels. The 

g-factors for the ground gg and excited state ge can be found from the transition 

energies using

Se =
(Ea- E h)+ (En- E d)

2/4,# (5.1)

and

£g 2/j.bB (5.2)

Transition energies, a, usually given in wavenumbers, can then be obtained from
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(5.3)

(5.4)

where g is the particular g value for the site of interest, a 0 is the zero field transition 

energy between the 4Ii5̂ Z i -> 4Inh=Y] crystal field levels, jU B  is the Bohr magneton 

and B is the magnetic field strength.

c rM  “  c rO ± ' ~ ( ^  +  S e x c ' t B  

aOtC = crO ± - ^ ( g s ,

4 11 3/2 - Yi
e 6+ ^

— < l
< ■>V

9  SeVnB

a
9  ^

C
>

d
' t  

g+ i
4 11 5/2  ̂ Zi g'  SgP1BB

T

Figure 5.7 Transition labelling scheme for Zeeman laser absorption 
experiments.
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Application of a magnetic field splits each Kramer’s doublet differently, 

characterized by an anisotropic g-tensor unique to each doublet. For small magnetic 

fields, the splitting scales linearly with the applied magnetic field strength. This can 

be described by an effective spin Hamiltonian of the form

particular levels and crystal site symmetry. The g-tensor is a symmetric tensor of 

rank 2 that has six independent components in general. [14] In the principal axis 

representation, the components correspond to the lengths of the three major axes and 

the three angles that determine the orientation of the axes with respect to the 

crystallographic site. For high symmetry sites, crystal symmetry dictates the 

orientation of the g-tensor and the number of independent components can be 

dramatically reduced. The Er3+IY2SiO5 system, however, is of Ci crystal site 

symmetry and no simplification is possible. Each crystal field level has distinct 

values of gx, gy and gz that have to be specified by 3 angles relative to the local axes 

of the crystallographic site. The Zeeman Hamiltonian of equation (5.5), rewritten in 

components of these principal g-tensor values and components of the external 

magnetic field, becomes

g 2 ), (5.5)

with S as the effective spin (S = ±’/2), and g the g-tensor determined by the

(5.6)
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It is customary to write the projections of the applied magnetic field B on the 

principal g-tensor axes. In the case of the two crystallographic sites of E r3+Y2SiO5, 

none of the principal g-tensor axes lies within a crystallographic plane or optical 

polarization extinction plane; such as D1-D2, B-D1 and b-D2 Of the crystal. Hence, a 

magnetic field constrained to lie in one of these planes selects the projection of the 

principal g-tensor axes onto this plane. Figure 5.8 illustrates the projections for the 

case of the magnetic field B lying in the b-Dj plane with gx and gy the principal axes 

of the ellipse.

D 1

....
.....

Figure 5.8 Projections of the magnetic field B onto the primary g - tensor axes 
for the case of B lying in the B-D1 plane. The angle (Preferences the magnetic 
field B to the 6-axis and the angle .areferences the gx -axis to the 6-axis.
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The angle O references the magnetic field B orientation' to the 6 -axis, and is 

measured in the experiment. The angle or references the g^-axis to the 6 -axis and is 

unknown. The projection of B onto gx and gy follows from trigonometry as

and allows writing g in terms of these projections. From Zeeman experiments, g is 

obtained as a function of <P and a three parameter fit to this relation, according to 

equation (5.7), determines gx, gy. and a. In order to reveal the full g-tensor, these 

projections (cuts) must be measured in all 3 optical polarization extinction planes 

(P1 -D2 , b-Di and 6 -D2) and simultaneously fit to reconstruct unambiguously the g- 

tensor. The g values were determined according to equation (5.1) and (5.2) by 

measuring all transition frequencies for transitions a, b, c, das a function of <P.

Methods and Apparatus

Very sharp inhomogeneous lines with FWHM of ~ 500 MHz and the 

continuously tunable ECDL enabled laser absorption experiments with an accuracy 

approaching electron paramagnetic resonance techniques. Figure 5.9 shows the 

experimental apparatus for laser Zeeman absorption experiments. The crystal sample 

was mounted on a rotating sample rod that allowed orientation dependent 

measurements to be performed by rotating the sample in a constant horizontal 

magnetic field perpendicular to the laser beam. Figure 5.10 shows a schematic of the 

experimental configuration.

(5.7)
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Figure 5.9 Experimental setup for laser Zeeman absorption; ECDL 2 serves to calibrate the optical frequency.
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During sample mounting, a He-Ne laser beam perpendicular to the optical crystal 

plane of interest was reflected off the crystal. Observation of the back-reflected light 

while the crystal was rotated, was used to make adjustments to the crystals’ 

alignment until incoming and reflected beams would coincide. The sample rod was 

build by T. L. Harris and N. Williams using a brass geared shaft and sample holder 

provided by M. J. M. Leask of the Clarendon Laboratory at the University of 

Oxford, England. The mounted sample could be rotated in the horizontal plane with 

a reproducibility of about ± 0.2°. Since the crystals were cut and polished along: the 

optical extinction axes, orientation dependent Zeeman laser absorption experiments 

were carried out with the external magnetic field in the Di-D2, Ii-D1 arid b-D2 plaftes. ■

Figure 5.10 Experimental configuration for full rotational. Zeeman measurements 
illustrated for the D2-D2 plane. The lasers k  vector is parallel to the 6-axis of the 
crystal and the magnetic field is initially parallel to the D1 direction lying in the 
D1-D2 plane. Rather than rotating the magnetic field the crystal is rotated.
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The crystal was placed inside an Oxford Instruments SpectroMag cryostat 

providing magnetic field strengths up to B = 7 T. The sample temperature could be 

varied between T = 1.5 K and room temperature using the built-in temperature 

controls. In order to observe all possible transitions between the Zeeman-split 

ground and excited states, thermal population in the upper Zeeman component of the 

ground state (g+) was desired, which required operation at a minimum of T = 5 K. 

Since several tunable ECDL lasers were available, we had the luxury of using one 

laser to scan the spectrum and display it on the oscilloscope, while a second laser 

was manually tuned to each absorption peak and used as a frequency marker that 

could be very accurately measured by the Burleigh wavemeter. Scanning ECDL I 

over the spectral region of interest allowed the laser absorption spectra to be 

recorded. The frequency was scanned by tilting the piezo-driven feedback prism 

plate with a Stanford Research Systems DS 345 function generator (not shown) that 

provided a 10 Vpp triangular wave, amplified to 150 Vpp by a Thor Labs Model MDT 

691 Piezo Driver. Transmitted light through the crystal was detected with a New 

Focus 1811 photo detector and displayed in real-time on a Tektronix TDS 520D 

digital oscilloscope, which was triggered by the DS 345. To calibrate the laser 

absorption spectra, the scanning ECDL I was beat against ECDL 2 on a New Focus 

1811 photo detector, and the beat signal between both lasers displayed on the 

oscilloscope as a separate trace in addition to the laser absorption scan. The narrow 

feature of the beat signal, limited by the band pass of the 1811 photo detector, served 

as a marker and was tuned to each absorption line center by manually tuning
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ECDL 2. Marker frequencies, and therefore line center "frequencies, could be 

measured with the Burleigh wavemeter to ±100 MHz by blocking the scanning 

ECDL I.

The Zeeman Effect

Figure 5.11 (a) shows typical laser absorption spectra of line a and line b for site 

I in a 0.001 % Er3+IYaSiOs crystal and illustrates the outstanding resolution 

available. Here, B H Dj, k  // b, and T= 10 K; the magnetic field was varied for each 

subplot. The subplots have been arranged for better visibility. As the magnetic field 

was increased, the spectral line splitting increased linearly; the decrease of intensity 

for the c-line is due to depopulation of the upper Zeeman level g+  with increased 

field. Transition energies (in wavenumbers) are given in Fig. 5.11 (b) for site I and 

Fig. 5.11 (c) for site 2. The straight lines are linear least squares fits to the data 

between B = OT and B = 2 T, showing good agreement and validating the use of the 

linear Zeeman Hamiltonian of equation (5.5). For higher magnetic fields* a slight 

deviation from the linear behavior can be seen due to mixing with other crystal field

components.
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Figure 5.11 Laser absorption Zeeman spectra for 0.001 % Er3"1": YaSiOs as a 
function of magnetic field for B H D1 and & // £ at T = 10 K. (a) Sample Laser 
absorption scans across site I as the magnetic field is varied, subplots have been 
shifted for better visibility, (b) Zeeman transitions for site I with linear fits to the 
data between B = OT and B = 2 T. (c) Zeeman transitions for site 2 with linear 
fits to the data between B = OT and B = 2 T.
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Zeeman Experiments as a Function of Field Orientation

Because the Zeeman level splitting is a key variable in achieving slow 

dephasing, we needed to determine the g values for both crystallographic sites as a 

function of applied magnetic field direction. The goal was to find a magnetic field 

direction where the g values of both crystallographic sites are simultaneously 

maximized in the ground as well as excited state. A splitting, large compared to the 

thermal energy, kT, reduces thermal populations in the upper Zeeman level and 

suppresses spectral diffusion by Er3"1" spin-flips.

As stressed earlier, the situation in Er3+-iY2SiO5 is complex due to two 

crystallographic sites with both exhibiting a low Q  site symmetry. Each 

crystallographic Er3"1" site has multiple orientations in the unit cell. When a 

distinction between individual site orientations is impossible without an applied 

magnetic field, the Crystallographic site orientations are equivalent. However, 

applying an external magnetic field to the crystal along an arbitrary direction 

removes the orientational equivalence because the magnetic field makes different 

angles with the two different sets of local site axes. Even if the field is parallel to a 

local axis of symmetry for one ion, in general, it will not be parallel for the others 

and the crystallographic site breaks up into two magnetically inequivalent 

orientations. Each of these orientations allows observation of four transitions 

according to Fig. 5.7. Magnetic inequivalency was observed when the magnetic field 

was oriented in the b-Di or A-D2 plane. Eight lines for each crystallographic site 

were observed corresponding to transitions within two magnetically inequivalent
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orientations. When the magnetic field was applied in the optical Di-D2 plane, both 

crystallographic sites were magnetically equivalent, leading to 4 transitions for each 

crystallographic site. Identifying and tracking up to 16 individual transitions as the 

magnetic field direction (angle <P) was varied proved to be a challenging experiment.

Results. Figure 5.12 shows a subset of field-orientation dependent Zeeman laser 

absorption scans for site 2 in a 0.005% Er3+CY2SiO5 crystal at 5 K. The laser fc-vector 

was along D2 and the B = 0.5 T magnetic field direction was varied in the B-D2 plane 

between subplots. The subplots were shifted vertically for better visibility. The 

abscissa angle, 0, referenced the 5-field direction to the crystal 6-axis. Note that for 

angles of O0 and 90°, the B field was along b and D2, respectively, and the 

orientations became magnetically equivalent. Measuring the line intensities as a 

function of temperature clarified the identification of individual transitions because 

of change in thermal population. Subscripts I and 2 label transitions for the two 

magnetically inequivalent orientations of site 2. Cataloging all transition frequencies 

as a function of angle, 0, between the magnetic field direction and the crystal 6-axis 

yielded the full rotational Zeeman pattern of Fig. 5.13 (b) for both orientations I and 

2 of site 2. The g-factors of ground and excited states were determined using 

relations (5.1) and (5.2) and are shown in Fig. 5.13 (a). The label g lg denotes the g 

value for the ground state of orientation I and g 2e labels the g value for the excited 

state of orientation 2, etc. Solid lines are least squares fits to the data using relation 

5:7 and show good agreement.
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Figures 5.13 through 5.18 summarize the results obtained for all three optical 

polarization extinction planes with excellent fits for the respective g factors. Small 

deviations between data and fit were attributed to a slight misalignment of the crystal 

with respect to the magnetic field direction and the axis of rotation. A slight 

deviation between the crystals’ optical axes and the actual crystal facets during 

fabrication can also account for small discrepancies. As mentioned earlier 

misalignments were minimized during sample mounting by reflecting a He-Ne laser 

beam off the optical crystal plane of interest. Observation of the back-reflected light 

while the crystal was rotated, was used to make adjustments to the crystals’ 

alignment until incoming and reflected beams would coincide. Table 3 catalogues 

the fitting parameters, providing full knowledge of the energy level structure for 

arbitrary B field direction in all three optical planes using equations (5.1) through 

(5.4).
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g value for the ground state of site 2, g2e the g value for the excited state site 2 ; solid lines are fits to the data, 
(b) Transition frequencies for all possible transitions of site 2 in the D1-D2 plane.
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Table 3 Fitted g-tensdr values for ground and excited state of site I and 2 with 
respective orientations I and 2 in the three optical planes. The angle a  relates the gx 
axis to the Di direction in the D1-D2 plane and the 6-axis for the other two planes.

D 1- D 2 plane Site I Site 2

gx 8.02087+0.01679 12.50702+0.02792
Excited state gy 0.63631+0.04346 0.37974±0'08772

a 127.91085+0.12078 3.69466+0.13137

' gx 11.36172+0.02133 14.72756±0.02762
Ground state g y 1.58247±0.03991 1.58987+0.04473

OC 121.22867+0.11391 177.14338+0.12814

b - D i  plane Site I, orientation I Site I, orientation 2

gx 10.77633±0.02695 0.5617+0.10311
Excited state g y 0.18749+0.14968 10.44485+0.02783

CX 23.77973+0.13288 64.96061+0.16932

gx 10.20545+0.03386 9.76289+0.03396
Ground state g y 0.95419+0.04925 0.91461+0.09283

a 30.12807+0.20677 147.70026±0.2373

I - D 1 plane Site 2, orientation I Site 2, orientation 2

gx 13.24994+0.02409 13.25454±0.02479
Excited state g y 0 0 ■

a 110.89307+0.09246 69.11306+0.09457

gx 14.66311+0:0287 14.66543+0:02902
Ground state g y 0.45709+0.08159 0.45755±0.08194

a 100.3587+0.10145 79.651+0.10175

b -D 2 plane Site I, orientation I Site I, orientation 2

gx 11.92098+0.02848 11.85994+0.02978
Excited, state g y 0.84016+0.07614 0.58302+0.10822

a 144.98347+0.15381 36.12247+0.19583

gx 13.57912+0:03406 13.43397+0.03006
Ground state g y 1 .12107+0.06126 1.13615+0.06416

a 129.86064+0.13694 51.63984+0.15022

b -D 2 plane Site 2, orientation I Site 2, orientation 2

gx 4.73102+0.03652 0
Excited state g y O,10618±0.15422 4.78587+0.04752

a 168.62619+0:4303 101.12957+0.57926

gx 4.01533+0.04217 0.91328+0:08725
Ground state ■ g y 0.82658+0.0692 3.9852+0.04421

a 129.51862+0.67863 139.0495+0.82981
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Discussion. The goal of these experiments was to find a magnetic field direction 

that minimizes optical dephasing and suppresses spin-flips of environment ions that 

lead to spectral diffusion. Primary mechanisms to consider for spectral diffusion are 

electronic spin flip-flop transitions and the direct phonon process driving spin-flip 

transitions. In addition, nuclear spin flip-flops and higher order phonon processes' 

contribute to spectral diffusion. Figure 5.19 illustrates the spin-flip broadening 

mechanism caused by mutual Er3+-Er3+ spin flip-flops. Erbium environment ions in 

the ground state surround an optical Er3+-Ion center. An Er3+-Er3+ spin flip-flop 

occurs, if an environment ion, initially in the upper Zeeman level of the ground state, 

undergoes a spin-flip transition that, via magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, 

simultaneously drives a spin-flop transition of another nearby environment ion. The 

spin flip-flop process alters the local magnetic field at the optically activated center 

causing an energy level shift, depicted by dotted lines in Fig. 5.19, and consequently 

leads to dephasing. Because the mutual spin flip-flop interaction has a magnetic 

dipole-dipole character, it decreases with the inverse 6th power of the distance 

between neighboring Er3+ ions.
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Optical Er3+- ion center

ti
■13/2

^15/2:

Figure 5.19 Schematic of the spin flip broadening mechanism in Er3+̂ SiO s- 
An optically activated Er3+-Ion center is shown with an optical transition 
between the 4Ii5/2:Zi —> 4Iisz2: Yi crystal field levels. The optical Er3Non center is 
surrounded by neighboring Er3+ environment ions in the ground state. Mutual 
spin flip-flop transitions and even more severe single spin-flip transitions of 
environment ions will cause a shift of the crystal field levels at the location of 
the Er3Non optical center resulting in dephasing of the optical center ion.

To investigate the likelihood of the mutual spin flip-flop interaction, it is 

worthwhile to estimate the average Er3+-JEr3+ ion distance, the corresponding 

magnetic dipole field strength, and the resulting frequency shift experienced at the 

optical center when a neighboring ion flips. The magnetic field magnitude in 

spherical coordinates from a magnetic dipole is given by [15]

5  = - ^ y ("2cos© r+ s in 0  © ,
Anr L -I

(5.8)
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with the magnetic dipole moment, m, the permeability of the material, //, and the 

distance to the origin, r. The maximum field strength is along r when 0  = 0 with a 

value

_ /nm 
~ In rz ‘ (5.9)

The average magnetic field, 5  , for a fixed distance, r, can be calculated by taking

the absolute value and averaging over the angle, 0 , from 0 to 7t/2. This calculation 

involves a complete elliptical integral that is tabulated. The result is

|B| = 0.771x£max. (5.10)

Using m = — gpB, with the g-value for the Er3"1" 
2

ion in the ground state, g, and the

Bohr mageton, equation (5.10) becomes

LB| = 0 .357x4lT -A ], (5.11)
r

where r is in units of Angstroms [A] and the field, Bmax, is in units of Tesla [7], 

Assuming g = 6.1 (as measured for B H D 1), the magnetic field at a distance of 

r = I A from an Er3+-ion becomes B = 2.18 T. However, due to the low Er3"1" 

concentration used in our crystals, neighboring Er3+ ions will be much further apart. 

To estimate the average distance between neighboring Erbium ions in a dilute 0.005 

atomic percent Er3+: Y2SiOs crystal, consider the monoclinic unit cell of Y2SiOg with 

dimension a = 10.419. A, b = 6.726 A, c = 12.495 A, and (3 = 102.63° [11], where (3 

defines the angle between a and c, giving a unit cell volume of V = 854.44 A3. The
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unit cell contains 16 Y3+ ions giving a Y3+ ion density of 1.87x 1022cm"3 . Assuming 

each Y3+ ion occupies the center of a cube with side-length, /, the Y3+ ion-ion 

distance will be given by the dimension, I, of the cube. In general, the average 

distance can be estimated using 

\

(5.12)I = y
^N vcJ

with Nv, the number of sites in the volume, V, and c, the percentage of occupation of 

these sites. The unit cell contains 16 Y3+ ions, so that the average Y3+ ion-ion

distance will be approximately/ = (854A3 /16)1/3 =3.11 k . For a 0.005 atomic

percent Er3̂ Y2SiO5 crystal, the Y3+ site is only 0.005 % occupied by Er3+ions. The 

Er3+ ions substitute for Y3+ ions with equal site occupation into two crystallographic 

Er3"1" sites. Assuming that only ions belonging to the same crystallographic site

16contribute to dephasing gives Nv = — = 8. This assumption is justified, as we will
2

see later, for the preferred magnetic field direction and the average distances 

between neighboring Er3+Tons according to (5.12) will be 129A. Hence using 

relation (5.11), a neighboring Er3"1" ion causes a magnetic field of B -LOxlO-6T at 

the location of the optical center, and a single environment ion spin-flip in the 

ground state induces a frequency shift, k v  = pi-kB /h, at the optical center of 

Ay s  43 kHz . Indeed, stimulated photon echo spectroscopy at small magnetic fields 

in the long waiting time limit, described later, measures homogeneous linewidths of 

this magnitude. Because neighboring ions are -129 A apart and the magnetic dipole-
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dipole interaction falls off with I / r6, mutual spin flip-flops are not expected to be 

significant for this concentration. Even for the higher erbium concentrations used in 

our experiments, such as 0.02 % and 0.1 %, the spin flip-flop process is expected to 

. be weak.

Figure 5.20 shows the “direct” phonon scattering process. The direct process 

gives rise to single phonon emission or absorption with phonon energies equal to the 

ground state Zeeman splitting. [16] Absorption of a phonon promotes a spin from the 

lower Zeeman level into the upper Zeeman level, and spontaneous emission of a 

phonon causes a spin in the upper level to relax to the lower Zeeman level. Due to 

the low cryogenic temperatures, the direct phonon process is expected to be the 

dominant interaction that can cause spin-flips of Er3+ environmerit ions. The two- 

phonon processes involve higher-energy phonons. Stimulated photon echo 

spectroscopy, described later in the chapter, supported this argument.

Optical Er3+- ion

Figure 5.20 Schematic of the direct phonon process in the Zeeman split Er3"1" 
ground state, (a) Phonon absorption with energy of the Zeeman splitting raises a 
spin to the upper Zeeman level, (b) Spontaneous phonon emission relaxes a spin 
to the lower Zeeman level.
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The g values measured describe the magnetic field strength and directional 

dependence of ground state splitting, AE5,, and excited state splitting, AE„. In our 

optimization strategy to suppress dephasing’ we required the energy splittings, AE1, to 

be as large as possible with respect to the thermal energy, kT, available to the ions. 

In addition to maximizing the level splittings, a magnetic field orientation that 

ensures magnetic equivalence of Er3+ ions is important. In general, all Er3+ ions play 

a role in dephasing optically excited Er3+ ions. However, for a device application 

only those ions that are resonant with the laser are useful. In the best case, all ions 

are in resonance with the laser, which makes them magnetically equivalent. 

Magnetic equivalence minimizes the overall doping concentration required for 

optical absorption and increases the overall Er3+-Er3+ inter-ion distance, thereby 

reducing interactions. In addition, a reduced number of site orientations simplifies 

the anisotropic g value-patterns providing an easier guide for a “good” magnetic 

field orientation. Of course, in a real material system, these optimization strategies 

are often mutually incompatible.

Following these optimization strategies, the magnetic field should be applied in 

the D1-D2 plane of the crystal because both crystallographic sites remain 

magnetically equivalent upon rotation of the magnetic field in that plane. Site I is 

the preferred site in this plane because it exhibits higher optical absorption (see 

Fig. 5.2) and longer excited state lifetime (see Fig. 5.6 (a)). From the orientationally 

dependent g-values of the ground and excited states shown for site I in Fig. 5.17 (a), 

it is clear that maximum splitting occurs for both ground and excited state when the
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magnetic field is at an angle <P~ 120° with respect to the D1 axis. Comparing this 

■region with Fig. 5.18 (a) for ground and excited state g-values of site 2 reveals that 

its maximum splitting for ground and excited state also occurs simultaneously, but 

offset from the 120° to ~ 180° (near D1). Because spin flips due to ions residing in 

crystallographic site 2 will also influence dephasing of optical center ions of site I, 

both directions have to be considered. In Fig. 5.17 (a) a textured area between 140° 

and 160° marked the region that held the most promise for orienting the magnetic 

field in the D1-D2 plane. The ground state g value of site I was large and varies in 

this region with angle 0  between 7.85 and 6.8, whereas the excited state g value was 

even larger, varying between 10.73 and 8.9. In addition, the ground state g value of 

site 2 was large, having values between 9.1 and 11.45 and thus indicates a “frozen- 

out” population of the upper Zeeman component. The excited state g-values of site 2 

should not have an influence because optical excitation occurred at the energy of 

site I.

In conclusion, the energy level structure for both crystallographic sites was 

completely mapped out as a function of external magnetic field orientation in three 

optical extinction planes of the crystal. These experiments identified a magnetic field 

orientation that maximizes the overall energy splittings for all Er3+ sites. The most 

promising configuration orients the magnetic field, B, at an angle, <P, between 140 

and 160 degrees to the crystal ZVaxis in the D1-D1 plane.
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Nonlinear Spectroscopy

To confirm Er3+spin-flip broadening as the dominant mechanism for spectral 

diffusion and to validate the suggested magnetic field orientation for SHB device 

applications, further characterization of the material was pursued. Coherent 

nonlinear spectroscopy gave access to material parameters hidden to conventional 

methods because of limited spectral resolution. Two-pulse photon echo spectroscopy 

was used to determine the homogeneous Iinewidthi while the evolution of the 

spectral hole width due to spectral diffusion was studied with stimulated photon echo 

spectroscopy. Spectral diffusion in Er3+IY2SiO5 was characterized and controlled by 

exploiting the parameters of magnetic field strength, erbium concentration, and 

operational temperature. In addition, experimental results on spectral diffusion 

provided insight into the microscopic spin dynamics and improved our fundamental 

understanding of the material. Experimental results were successfully described with 

a theoretical model for the effect of spin flips oh the linewidth that explicitly 

included the direct phonon process. [18] The theoretical framework is presented in 

appendix C.

Methods and Apparatus

Figure 5.21. displays a schematic of the experimental apparatus used to measure 

two-pulse photon echo decays and stimulated echo decays with a laser that was, for 

some experiments, stabilized to a spectral hole burning frequency reference.
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Figure 5.21 Experimental setup to measure two pulse photon echoes and stimulated echoes with a laser stabilized to 
spectral hole frequency reference in a separate region of the same or different crystal.
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The Er3+: Y2SiO5 crystal was placed in an Oxford Instruments, SpectroMag cryostat 

that allowed measurements as a function of magnetic field and temperature. For 

angle-dependent measurements, the sample was mounted on the rotating sample rod 

described earlier. The ECDL output power of ~ 1.8 mW saturated an Erbium doped 

ILX Model FOA-8100 fiber amplifier at 35 mW. For most experiments, the laser 

beam was focused inside the crystal to a waist of radius ~ 25 pm using a lens of 

f = 125 mm (not shown), and a 125 mm lens collimated the beam exiting the 

cryostat. A Crystal Technology model 3165-1 acousto optic modulator (AOM) gated 

the photon echo pulse sequence at a IO Hz repetition rate from the amplified 

continuous wave ECDL laser beam. A X/2-plate (not shown) in front of the cryostat 

controlled the linear polarization of the exciting pulse. The AOM was driven with a 

165 MHz RF signal, that was generated by a PTS-500 synthesizer (RF-source), 

switched with a Watkins-Johnson SI RF-switch, and amplified by a 40 dB 

Minicircuits ZHL-5W-1 amplifier. The pulse sequence was programmed with a 

Stanford Research model DG 535 delay generator interfaced by GPIB to the data 

acquisition computer. The pulse sequence was produced by up to three Hewlett 

Packard model 8013 B pulse generators whose outputs were summed with a 

summing amplifier (not shown).

For experiments with a laser stabilized to a spectral hole frequency reference, 

part of the laser beam was split off before the AOM and used to lock to a spectral 

hole located either at a different location in the same crystal or in another crystal that 

was spatially separated from the photon echo beam. A complete description of the
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locking apparatus was given in Chapter 4. Initial experiments were performed with 

the laser stabilized. However, choosing typical 7t/2-pulse widths to be of ~ 500 ns 

length, led to a ~ 2 MHz spectral width. That value was . large compared to the 

homogeneous broadening observed and relaxed the requirement for an ultra-sharp 

laser linewidth, so that most experiments were carried out without the stabilization 

engaged.

To improve the on / off contrast ratio for the echo excitation pulses, and to cancel 

any net shift in the laser frequency due to the AOM, a second AOM (not shown) was 

used in the photon echo beam. The observed photon echo signals were strong 

enough for direct detection with a New Focus 1811 photodiode. The signal was 

displayed on a Tektronix TDS 520D digital oscilloscope that was interfaced by 

GPIB with the data acquisition computer. To enhance the separation of weak echoes, 

the photon echo signal from weak echoes was gated from the transmitted beam by a 

third AOM (not shown) to discriminate against the excitation pulses. The absolute 

frequency of the laser was monitored with a Burleigh WA 1500 wavemeter. All 

photon echo experiments were fully computer controlled using data acquisition 

routines developed by previous Students and refined by C. W. Thiel.

Two-Pulse Photon Echo Spectroscopy as a Function of Field Orientation

The previous section on rotational optical Zeeman spectroscopy determined the 

magnetic field direction in the Di-D2 plane that should minimize optical dephasing
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in Er3+:Y2Si0 5  due to Er3+ interactions and therefore minimize the homogeneous 

linewidth. To confirm those predictions, two-pulse echoes were used to measure 

optical dephasing as a function of magnetic field orientation in the D1-D2 and the b- 

D2 plane. Slow dephasing, i.e. narrow homogeneous linewidths, should be expected 

along the magnetic field direction that simultaneously maximizes the g-values of 

ground and excited state for both crystallographic sites. In contrast, faster dephasing, 

i.e. large homogeneous linewidths, should be expected along magnetic field 

orientations with small g-values for both sites. Furthermore, due to the magnetic 

inequivalency of ions in the b-D2 plane, the lack of a distinct magnetic field 

orientation that simultaneously maximizes the g-values for. all site orientations 

should result in larger homogeneous linewidths for this plane.

Experiments were carried out at B = 3 T and T = 1.6 K with the magnetic field 

orientation adjustable in two optical extinction planes. For the D1-D2 plane, a 

0.001 % Er3"1": Y2SiOs crystal was used and two-pulse photon echoes were measured 

on site I. In the 6-Z)2 plane, a 0.005 % Er3+̂ Y2SiOs crystal was used and two-pulse 

echo experiments were performed on orientation 2 of site I, as specified from the 

Zeeman experiments.

Results

Figure 5.22 (a) summarizes the rotational g-value pattern for site I and 2 in the 

D1-D1 plane in order to facilitate comparison to the orientation dependent 

homogeneous linewidth shown in Fig. 5.22 (b).
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Figure 5.22 (a) Orientation-dependent g values of site I and site 2 in the D1-D2 plane, gig denotes the g value for the 
ground state of site I1 g2e the g value for the excited state of site 2, etc.; solid lines are fits to the data, (b) Correlation 
with the homogeneous linewidth of site I measured with two pulse echoes in the D1-D2 plane as a function of magnetic 
field orientation.
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Figure 5.23 (a) Orientational dependent g values of site I and 2 orientations in the b-D2 plane, glg denotes the g value for 
the ground state of orientation I, git the g value for the excited state of orientation 2, etc.; solid lines are fits to the data, 
(b) Correlation with the homogeneous linewidth of site I orientation 2 measured with two-pulse photon echoes in Iheb-D2 
plane as a function of magnetic field orientation.
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Results for the b-Di plane are given in Fig. 5.23. Figure 5.23 (a) presents 

orientation dependent g values of the two magnetically inequivalent orientations of 

site I and 2 and Fig. 5.23 (b) correlates the homogeneous linewidth with the 

rotational g-value pattern in (a).

Discussion

A 5-field orientation of <P ~o140° -  160° With respect to the Di-axis in the Di-D2 

plane indeed produced the narrowest homogeneous linewidths of ~ 400 Hz over the 

entire angular region as shown in Fig. 5.22. This was the main feature we were 

looking for, and the significant variation of linewidth with angle emphasizes the 

leading role of Er3+Spin flips in causing optical dephasing. In addition, narrow 

homogeneous linewidths were consistently measured over a larger angular range of 

<£-120° -  180°, greatly simplifying crystal alignment in a real system.

Two other prominent features in Fig. 5.22 are the spike in the homogeneous 

linewidth observed in the angular region of 0 -3 8 °  and the additional structure in 

the region of 0 -  80° and 0  ~ 95°. The spike of the homogeneous linewidth at 

0 ~ 38° can be explained with the ground and excited state g-values of site I. The g- 

factor minima are gig = 1.58 and gie = 0.64 at angles of 0  = 31.2° and 0 =  38.2° 

respectively. The small ground state gig factor gives a Boltzmann population factor

SMpB
_  Q  kT  _
n =------ of n lg+ =0.11 and allowed thermal population to reside in the upper l

l + e ~ ^
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level of the ground state leading to spin flip activity from these ions. The excited 

state of site I played a role as well. The 11.4 ms excited state lifetime in combination 

with a Boltzmann population factor of n le+ = 0.31 suggest, that optically excited

ions can also populate the upper Zeeman component and can undergo spin-flips 

themselves. An influence of site 2 ions in this region was unlikely due to the large g- 

factor of g2g = 10.7 at 35°, indicating a “frozen-out” spin population in the upper 

Zeeman component. The excited state of site 2 did not play a role because it was not 

optically excited.

A contribution of site 2 ions to dephasing of site I ions was evidenced by the 

bump at 80°. Here, the site 2 ground state g-value reached a minimum value of 

g 2g = 1.59 at 87°, corresponding to a Boltzmann population factor of n 2g+ =0.12.

Spin flips of environment ions in the ground state of site 2 therefore influenced 

dephasing of site I ions.

Further influence of site 2 ions was suggested by the bump at 95°, which can 

be explained by resonant energy transfer from site I to site 2 ions. Figure 5.24 

displays the energy level structure for both sites at an angle 0 =  95° at B = 3 T. 

Because transition energies between both sites matched up nearly perfectly, laser 

excitation at 6510.82 cm'1 (b-line) of site I caused resonant energy transfer between 

site 1’s c-line at 6496.52 cm'1 and site 2’s c-line at 6496.68 cm'1 and d-line at 

6496.02 cm'1. Because the small g factor of site 2’s ground state of gg2 = 2.56 

allowed 4% of the population to reside in the upper Zeeman level of the ground
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state, photons originating at site I could be absorbed. The small excited state g factor 

of g 2e = 0.47 of site two indicated that both excited state Zeeman levels of site 2 

became populated. This, in addition to the long site 2 lifetime of 9.4 ms could cause 

a spin-flip background influencing dephasing of site I ions in this angular region.

D

Er3+:Y?Si05, B = 3 1 
angle <Z>(B j Dj) = QSpi k l l b

6520-
L ,■ Y 9.44 cm"6515-

6510-

6505-

6500- L-: Y 0.66 cm"

resonant
energy
transfer

14.31 cm"L ,: Z

L - :  Z. 3.58 cm"

Sitel Site 2

Figure 5.24 Energy level structure of Er3̂ Y2SiO5 at a magnetic field of B = 3 T 
with angle (P= 95° between B and Di. Laser excitation of the b-line at 
6510.82 cm'1 of site I will cause a resonant energy transfer between site l ’s c-line 
at 6496.52 cm"1 and site 2’s c-line at 6496.68 cm'1 and d-line at 6496.02 cm"1.
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Two-pulse photon echo decay measurements were also used to determine the 

homogeneous linewidth for orientation 2 of site I in the b-D2 plane summarized in 

Fig. 5.23. The observed echo strengths for the field in this plane were considerably 

weaker and dephasing times shorter due to the higher Er3+-Concentration of 0.005% 

along with the magnetic inequivalency of the ions and the consequent lack of a 

distinct magnetic field orientation to optimize dephasing. The structured linewidth 

versus magnetic field direction behavior, compared to the D1-D2 plane, was due to 

the different angular g-value dependences of the magnetically inequivalent ions. 

However, even in this complex picture, a clear correlation could be verified between 

g-values and homogeneous linewidth. The narrowest homogeneous linewidth of 

4.4 kHz was measured for B along b where g-factors of all orientations were 

relatively large. In contrast, no echo signal was detectable when the g 2g and g 26- 

values of orientation 2 of site I were at their minima and the site 2 g-values were 

also small. Site 2 ions also contributed to dephasing as the local maximum of 

linewidth at <P~ 85° suggests.

In conclusion, the rotational g-value pattern of both crystallographic sites 

provided a reliable guide for choosing the external magnetic field orientation in 

reducing optical dephasing. The experimental results confirmed our hypothesis to 

suppress dephasing by requiring large energy splittings, AE, with respect to the 

thermal energy, kT, available to the ions as well as magnetic equivalency of the ions. 

As the experimental results showed, environment ions residing in both 

crystallographic sites contributed to dephasing and have to be considered in the
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selection of the preferred external magnetic field orientation. The narrowest 

linewidths were measured in the optical D1-D2 crystal plane along a magnetic field 

direction offset from the D r axis by an angle of & -120° -  180°. This direction gave 

overall maxima of g-values for both crystallographic sites that, in addition, were 

magnetically equivalent.

Orientational dependent linewidth measurements in the b-D2 plane strongly 

supported these results. Due to the multitude of magnetically inequivalent erbium 

ions that inhibited the ability to find simultaneous g value maxima, observed echo 

strengths were weaker and dephasing times significantly shorter. In summary, two- 

pulse photon echo measurements as a function of field orientation emphasized the 

role of Er3+-Spin flips in causing dephasing.

Stimulated Photon Echo Spectroscopy and Spectral Diffusion

Stimulated photon echo spectroscopy gave direct access to the microscopic 

dynamics causing spectral diffusion in this material at low temperatures. The goals 

of these experiments were to characterize the effect of erbium ion concentration, 

magnetic field strength, and temperature on spectral diffusion and to understand and

overcome the limitations imposed by spectral diffusion in the material.
' 3+

The dephasing of the Er ion optical center is induced by time-dependent 

perturbations of the energy levels involved in the optical transitions. These time- 

dependent perturbations are primarily produced by spin-flips of localized
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neighboring Er3+ ions. Orientational dependent Zeeman spectroscopy and two-pulse 

photon echo decay experiments identified a preferred direction for the magnetic 

field, which minimized dephasing induced from neighboring ions of site I and site 2. 

In this preferred field orientation, information on the dynamics occurring in the 

medium was extracted by studying the dephasing of the optical center with 

stimulated photon echo spectroscopy. This method provided the ideal tool to 

investigate the effect of spectral diffusion on the linewidth over the time scales of 

interest for practical SHB device applications. It also guided the choice of erbium 

concentration, magnetic field strength and operational temperature for optimizing the 

material,

The first two pulses in a stimulated echo experiment, separated by a delay, tn, 

set up a population grating between the ground and excited state with a grating 

spacing of I / 112. This grating can be thought of as a modulation in the population of 

the excited state as a function of frequency, with a corresponding depletion in the 

ground state. Environment erbium ion spin-flips cause frequency shifts in the levels 

of the individual ions that make up the population grating. These frequency shifts 

tend to smear out the grating and therefore lead to a loss of the stored coherence. 

Hence, ions that experienced a frequency shift during the echo pulse sequence 

cannot be exactly rephased by pulse 3 that probes the grating after a waiting time, T, 

and the stimulated photon echo suffers a corresponding loss in amplitude. In 

addition, population relaxation of the optically excited electronic state causes the
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grating to decay. Thus, the decay of the stimulated echo can be used as a measure of 

spectral diffusion and population decay during the time interval, T.

Systematic measurements of the stimulated echo strength were made as tn  was 

swept at various waiting times, T. The observed decays were fitted to the Mims 

equation (2.5) that allowed the effective homogeneous linewidth to be determined 

from the phase memory time, Tm, using relation (2.6). [17] Crystals used in these 

experiments were aligned With the 6-axis along the laser ^-vector and B along D1, 

which is a preferred direction for minimizing dephasing as shown. by angle 

dependent measurements reported in the previous section.

Results

Figure 5.25 shows typical stimulated photon echo decays in 0.02 % Er3+IY2SiO5 

in a magnetic field of B = 1.75 T and 1.6 K as the waiting time, T, was varied from 

0 ps (equivalent to a two-pulse photon echo decay) to 5000 ps. Stimulated photon 

echo decays for short waiting times were non-exponential, indicating the existence 

of spectral diffusion on a time scale of the echo sequence. Longer waiting times 

yielded exponential decays, and the observed decay constants saturated at a fixed 

value. Solid lines are fits to the data points using relation (2.5), they showed 

excellent agreement, allowing the time evolution of the linewidth to be extracted as 

the waiting time, T, was varied. Results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 5.26, 

where the evolution of the homogeneous linewidth is mapped as a function of the
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waiting time, T, for a variety of magnetic fields from B = 0.8 T up to 3 T at 

T = 1.6 K. Solid lines in the figure are least squares fits to the data using 

relation (5.13), presented below. Each case shows excellent agreement. The overall 

behavior is discussed below. '
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Figure 5.25 Stimulated photon echo decays in 0.02 % Er3̂ Y2SiOs at a 
magnetic field of B = 1.75 T at 1.6 K as the waiting time T is varied between 
0 jjs (equivalent to a two-pulse photon echo decay) and 5000 (is. Echo 
decays for short waiting times are non-exponential indicating the existence of 
spectral diffusion,. longer waiting times yield exponential decays and 
observed decay constants don’t change anymore. Solid lines are “Mims” fits 
using relation (2.5) and show excellent agreement with the data;
homogeneous linewidths were extracted from the decay constants using 
relation (2.6).
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0.02 % Er IY2SiO, 
T = 1.6 K

o B = 0.8 I  
A B = 1.5 T 
v B = 1.75 I  
o B = 2 T 
< B = 2.25 T 
> B = 3 TZr 20
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Figure 5.26 Evolution of the homogeneous linewidth of site I in 0.02 % 
En3+YaSiOs at 1.6 K as the waiting time, T, between pulses two and three is 
varied in a stimulated photon echo measurement. The magnetic field has been 
changed from B = 0.8 T to B = 3 T between subplots. Increasing the magnetic 
field strength suppresses spectral diffusion. Solid lines are least square fits to 
the data using expression (5.13) to be discussed in the text; each case shows 
excellent agreement.
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FVkHz FVkHz RVkHz
T = 2.1 K

19.0 ± 1 .27.9 ±0.1 <P  Q 1 ■e—e
20.1 ±  0.820.1 ± 0.2
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X  40

0.02 % Er : Y2SiO 
B = 2.25 T

T = 1.6 K

10000

Figure 5.27 Evolution of the homogeneous linewidth of site I in 0.02 % 
Er .¥ 2 8 1 0 5  at B = 2.25 T as the waiting time, T, between pulses two and three is 
varied in a stimulated photon echo measurement. The temperature has been 
varied between subplots. Decreasing the temperature suppresses spectral 
diffusion. Solid lines are least square fits to the data using relation (5.13), fitting 
parameters are listed in the figure.
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O B = 0.8 T0.1 % Er : Y0SiO,
A B = 1.5 T

3  O B = 2.1251
> B =2.25 T
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Figure 5.28 Evolution of the homogeneous linewidth of site I in 0.1 % 
E r+IYaSiOs at 1.6 K as the waiting time, T, between pulses two and three is 
varied in a stimulated photon echo measurement. The magnetic field has 
been changed from B = 0.8 T to B = 3 T between subplots. Increasing the 
magnetic field strength suppresses spectral diffusion. Solid lines are least 
square fits to the data using relation (5.13); each case shows good agreement.
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O B = 0.8 T
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o B = 1.5 T
> B = 1.75 T
□ B = 2 T

v B = 3 T
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Figure 5,29 Evolution of the homogeneous linewidth of site I in 0.001 % 
E r+:Y2SiOs at 1.6 K as the waiting time, T, between pulses two and three is 
varied in a stimulated photon echo measurement. The magnetic field has been 
changed from B =0.8 T to B = 3 T between subplots. Increasing the magnetic 
field strength suppresses spectral diffusion. Solid lines are least square fits to 
the data using relation (5.13); each case shows excellent agreement.
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Figure 5.27 shows spectral diffusion in the same 0.02% sample at a fixed 

magnetic field as the temperature was varied between T = 1.6 K and T = 2.1 K. Solid 

lines in both figures are least squares fits to the data using relation (5.10). Each case 

shows excellent agreement.

Measurements were also carried out in 0.1% and 0.001% Er3+̂ Y2SiO5 crystals 

and are summarized in Fig. 5.28 and 5.29. Solid lines in both figures are least 

squares fits to the data using relation (5.10). Each case shows excellent agreement.

Discussion Cf Spectral Diffusion in 0.02%
Er3+: Y2SiO5 as a Function of Magnetic Field

Significant broadening of the homogeneous linewidth, as the waiting time, T,
J

was lengthened beyond 10 jis, as shown in Fig. 5.26, is an indication of spectral 

diffusion. Clearly, a larger magnetic field suppressed homogeneous linewidth 

broadening and a plateau was reached after more than 100 Lis, where the 

homogeneous linewidth saturated. Solid lines in Fig. 5.26 represent least squares fits 

to a variation of the model proposed by Bai and Payer [18] with the functional form 

F(F) = F0+F1 [l-ex p (-l? r)] . (5.13)

The parameter, Fq, is the homogeneous linewidth as measured by two-pulse photon 

echoes. Fitted parameters include Fi, the saturation value of the linewidth for large 

waiting times, T, and R, the rate of perturbations experienced by the ions due to the 

environment; each case shows good agreement. Expression (5.13) was derived under
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the simplifying assumption that dephasing only occurs during the waiting time, T. 

The data of Fig. 5.26 justify this assumption. A detailed step-by-step derivation of 

the model relevant to our particular system is given in appendix C.

The Bai-Fayer model is based on dephasing induced by localized two-level 

perturbers, which can undergo, sudden jumps between the levels. This model was 

directly applicable to our situation. Neighboring Er3+ ions in the ground state 

represent the localized perturbers and sudden jumps between the levels correspond 

to spin-flip transitions. The sudden jumps were treated with coupled two-level rate 

equations, whose solution provided an expression for the population deviation from 

thermal equilibrium. In thermal equilibrium, the number of spin-up transitions equals 

the number of spin-down transitions and, hence, does not affect the energy levels of 

the optical center. In the model, it is the deviation of the population from thermal 

equilibrium that causes dephasing. If the spin population deviates from thermal 

equilibrium, there will be an excess of spins that produce a deviation from the 

equilibrium field experienced by the Er3"1" ions.

In the present model, the population between the two levels at thermal 

equilibrium was treated with the Boltzmann distribution according to relations 

(C.13) and (C.14) in. appendix C. The model predicts saturation of the linewidth 

when all spins deviating from thermal equilibrium have flipped. The saturated 

linewidth value, F1(B1T ), for long waiting times, T, was derived in equation (C.19) 

of appendix C and is related to the size of the average deviation of the population 

from equilibrium (variance) as
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F1CBT) = F maxSech2
IkT  1’ (5.14)

where g is the g value of the ground state, the Bohr magneton, B the magnetic 

field, k the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and Fmax an empirical constant 

that relates spin, flips to average frequency shifts, The ratio between the ground state 

energy level splitting, BJEg -  g/uBB , and the thermal energy available to the ions,

k T , determines the saturation level of the homogeneous linewidth, F1. If the 

splitting is large compared to the thermal energy, deviations of the spin population 

from the thermal equilibrium will be small and therefore only contribute to a small 

spin-flip background at the optical center.

The rate, R, in (5.13), is the sum of the spin-up and spin-down transition rates 

and describes how fast the spin population returns to thermal equilibrium. No 

assumptions about the rate, R, were made in the original Bai-Fayer model This 

information had to be explicitly incorporated into the present model taking into 

account the mechanism driving the spin-flip transitions. From the previous 

discussion, the one-phorion (direct) process was a likely candidate. The relaxation 

rate for a direct process applied to Kramers ions as a function of magnetic field and 

temperature is given by [16]

R ( B , T )  =  R  (gjUB)3B 5 coth
I  t r  )

(5.15)
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This rate increases rapidly with increasing applied magnetic field due to an increase 

of the accessible density of phonon states degenerate with the splitting of the 

Zeeman levels.

Field dependent linewidth saturation values, Fi(B), and relaxation rates, B(B), 

could be obtained from the fits shown in Fig 5.26 and have been plotted with the 

respective error bars in Fig. 5.30. Figure 5.30(a) depicts the rate, B, as a function of 

magnetic field. The solid line is a least squares fit to the magnetic field dependent 

rate, B(B), using equation (5.15) with an added offset, Bo; it shows excellent 

agreement. Fitting parameters are given in the figure. It should be noted that the 

exact measured g-value of g = 6.1 for B H D1 was used in the fit. The constant offset 

rate, Ro = 2 kHz, physically corresponds to an additional less significant mechanism 

driving spin flips, independent of the applied magnetic field strength. Several 

interpretations are possible. So far, the nuclear spin fluctuations due to the Y3+ host 

ions have not been taken into consideration. It can be verified that a nuclear spin flip 

of a neighboring Y3+ ion produces a frequency shift of the optical center ion 

comparable with an Er3+Spin flip for these concentrations. The Y3+ nuclear spin-flip 

rates, however, are on the order of 10-20 Hz [19], values too slow to be measured 

over the time scale of our stimulated photon echo experiment, and they cannot 

account for the observed offset, Rq. The Y3+ spin-flips are expected to make 

significant contributions only at times longer than our longest waiting time, T. Two- 

phonon processes that depend only weakly on the magnetic field, such as the Raman 

and Orbach processes, could contribute to the offset.
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0.02 % Er :Y SiO

R (B) = R0 + R(g(iB)3B5 coth(gnBB/2kT)

Two-Parameter Fit
R0= (2.35 ± 0.44) kHz 

g = 6.1 (fixed)

Magnetic Field B (T)

0.02 % Er : Y SiO

r I (B) = r maxSeCh2(9ftB/2kT)

One-Parameter Fit5  150
Fma= (704 ±60) kHz 

g = 6.1 (fixed)^ 1 0 0

Magnetic Field B (T)

Figure. 5.30 (a) Relaxation rate, R, as a function of magnetic field as measured in
0.02 % Er3+:¥ 2 8 1 0 5  at 1.6 K. Solid lines are least square fits using the expression 
(5.15) and show excellent agreement; fitting parameters are given in the figure, 
(b) Saturated spectral diffusion linewidth, F1, for long waiting times, T, as a 
function of magnetic field in 0.02 % Er3"1":Y2SiOs at 1.6 K. Data points Were 
fitted to expression (5.14) and show good agreement. Fitting parameters are 
given in the figure.
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The temperature dependence of these processes predicts that they should be very 

weak at T = 1.6 K. [20, 21, 22] Since only a few data points are available at low 

fields, additional measurements giving supplemental data points would be desirable, 

along with independent measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation rate, for example 

by electron paramagnetic resonance, to resolve this issue.

Figure 5.30(b) shows the corresponding saturation value, Ti, as a function of 

magnetic field strength, B. The solid line is a least squares fit to the data using 

relation (5.14) showing good agreement. Error bars on the data points for small 

magnetic fields are large because the onset of saturation was not clearly observed for 

those fields. Note that the exact measured g-value for this magnetic field orientation 

was used in the fit. Clearly, as discussed above, a Zeeman, splitting large compared 

to the thermal energy “freezes-out” thermal populations in the upper Zeeman level of 

the ground state; deviations of the spin population from the thermal equilibrium 

become small and therefore only contribute to a small spin-flip background at the 

optical center.

Discussion of Spectral Diffusion in 0.02%
Er3*: Y7SiOs as a Function of Temperature

'

The dependence of spectral diffusion on temperature was investigated in 0.02 % 

Er3+IY2SiOs at a fixed magnetic field strength of B = 2.25 T, with the results shown 

in Fig. 5.27. Solid lines are fits to equation (5.13), showing excellent agreement with 

the data. Fitting parameters are shown in the figure. Raising the temperature clearly
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counteracts the magnetic field effect on the saturated spectral diffusion according to

the ratio ~
kT

in equation (5.14). The larger thermal energy available to the ions

causes the upper Zeeman level of the ground state to populate, which leads to larger 

deviations of the spin population from thermal equilibrium and consequently to line 

broadening. The rate, R, for the spin population to return to thermal equilibrium was 

not measurably affected by the small temperature range, AT-0 .5  K , and is 

consistent with a direct phonon process, which according to equation (5.15) is linear 

in temperature at these low temperatures.

Discussion of Spectral Diffusion in Er3+: Y?SiOs as 
a Function of Erbium Concentration

The erbium concentration dependence on spectral diffusion was investigated 

using distinctly higher (0.1%) and lower (0.001%) concentration Crystals under 

otherwise identical experimental conditions. The results of. these measurements are 

summarized in Fig. 5.28 and Fig. 5.29. Solid lines in the figures correspond to least 

squares fits to expression (5.13). In both cases, larger magnetic fields clearly 

suppressed homogeneous IineWidth broadening. The data was successfully described 

with the Bai-Fayer model as the excellent fits demonstrate. In particular, choosing a 

lower Erbium concentration emphasizes the leading role of Er3+ spin-flips in spectral 

diffusion. Whereas at a magnetic field of B = 2.25 T spectral diffusion in the 0.1% 

and 0.02% sample is quite significant, it is almost negligible in 0.001% Er3+IY2SiOs.
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In conclusion^ stimulated photon echo spectroscopy was performed to study the 

effect of spectral diffusion on the homogeneous linewidth in dilute Er3"1": Y2SiOs. The 

origin of spectral diffusion was attributed to direct one-phonon induced Er3"1" 

environment ion spin-flips perturbing the energy levels of the optical Center. The 

experimental results were successfully described in the framework of Bai-Fayer 

theory by including the direct one-phonon process. It was shown that spectral 

diffusion can be well-controlled with increasing magnetic field strength, lower 

operating temperature, and lower .erbium doping concentration. Of course, trade offs 

in the choice of these parameters must be made since they are often mutually 

incompatible in a real system. Together, these are important results showing how to 

optimize the Er3̂ Y2SiOs material for laser frequency references and SHB-based 

signal processing applications.

Stimulated Photon Echo T-Decavs

The rationale behind these measurements was to explore the material storage and 

integration time for practical SHB applications, given by the lifetime of the transient 

spectral hole. An upper limit for achievable storage times has been set by 

fluorescence lifetime measurements, yielding 11.4 ms and 9.4 ms for site I and 2 

respectively. Using the stimulated photon echo technique, the storage time can be 

measured under practical conditions, i.e. in the presence of Spectral diffusion.
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For an ideal two-level system, without the presence of spectral diffusion the echo 

amplitude depends on the separation between the first two pulses and the waiting 

time, T, the separation between the second and third pulse, as [23]

Thus, for an ideal system stimulated photon echo 7-decays allow the relaxation time, 

Ti, to be determined by varying the waiting time, 7, and keeping T2 fixed.

diffusion over a timescale of 10’s to 100’s of (is alters T2 as discussed in the 

previous sections. Hence, stimulated echo 7-decays in the presence of spectral 

diffusion are expected to be non-exponential and relation (5.16) does not provide an 

adequate description of the behavior. However, stimulated echo 7-decays will 

indicate the “practical” storage time that can be exploited in a SHB device. In the 

limit of completely quenched.spectral diffusion, these decays represent a lower limit 

for the excited state population relaxation time, 7/.

The experimental apparatus and conditions were identical to the ones described 

in the previous section. Measurements were carried out in 0.001% Er3+̂ S iO 5 at 

T = 1.6 K with B HDi and k l l b  as a function of time delay, 7, with >12 fixed to

f  T l  f (5.16)
v -zI y  v 12 J

In Er3"1": YaSiOs the situation is more complicated because the presence of spectral

50 (is.
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Results and Discussion

Figure 5.31 shows the stimulated echo T-decays. The magnetic field strength was 

varied between subplots from B = 0.8 T to B = 7 T. Individual decay curves are 

normalized to I for a time delay, T = 0. Solid lines represent single exponential fits 

to the exponential part of the decay with time constants given in the figure. Each 

case shows good agreement with the data.

At low magnetic fields, the stimulated echo decays displayed a strong deviation 

from exponential behavior. A rapid decay dominated the initial I ms part of the 

curve, and then the decay became single-exponential. Spectral diffusion, being faster 

than population decay, dominated the rapid initial part. The population grating stored 

was being “smeared out” by frequency shifting interactions caused by direct phonon- 

induced environment Er3"1" ion spin-flips. As we learned from the previous section, 

these interactions take place on a timescale of 10’s to 100’s of (is with a rate, 

determined by the direct phonon relaxation rate. After all environment ion spins had 

flipped, the stored population grating could not smear out any further. At this time, 

the homogeneous linewidth broadening reached the spectral diffusion saturation 

value, Ti, and the observed decays became single exponential. Increasing the 

magnetic field clearly suppressed the fast initial decay, that is caused by spectral 

diffusion, and time constants for the exponential part increased from 2.9 ms at 

B = 1.75 T to 4.9 ms at B = 7 T. At a magnetic field of B = 7 T, stimulated echo T- 

decays were single exponential, consistent with the complete suppression of the
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spectral diffusion seen earlier in Fig. 5.29. The observed time constant at B = 7 t  

approached the theoretical limit set by population decay 2r < ZJ =11 ms very closely 

with 2r=  9.8 ms according to equation (5.16). The value of 9.8 ms sets a lower limit 

on the population decay time. Hence, under appropriate conditions, the storage time 

for an optical memory based on Er3"1": YaSiOs can reach the lifetime limit.

T = (4.87 ± 0.02) ms

a B = 2 T, T = (3.99 ± 0.07) ms 
o B = 1.75 T, T =(2.89 ±0.19) ms 
< B = 0.8 T

0.001 % Er IY2SiO5, T = 1.6 K 
B H Dj i IcIIb , T12 = 50 ps,

12.5

T - Delay (ms)
Figure 5.31 Stimulated echo T-decays in 0.001% Er3+IYaSiOs at T = 1.6 K, 
B H D ii fc // 6 as a function of time delay, Ti between pulse two and three. The 
time delay, tn, between pulse one and two was kept fixed at tn  = 50 (is. The 
magnetic field strength was varied from B = 0.8 T to B =7 T between subplots. 
Solid lines represent single exponential fits with time constants given in the 
figure.
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The single exponential behavior of the decays after the rapid initial part also 

indicates that no electronic Zeeman sublevel storage occurs in the ground state for 

Er3+-iY2SiOs. In electronic Zeeman sublevel storage, the population grating persists 

in the ground state, due to a long spin lattice relaxation time, often much longer than 

the population lifetime of the excited state. For the material Nd3+=LaF2, for example, 

electronic Zeeman sublevel storage was reported with storage times of 100 ms [24], 

and in Tb3+=LiYF4 the sublevel storage lasted for minutes [25]. The absence of a 

grating component with a different decay rate indicates that rapid spin-lattice 

relaxation prevents Zeeman sublevel storage in Er3+=Y2SiOs. In fact, this supports the 

earlier determination that the direct one-phonon process induces Er3"1" spin flips in 

spectral diffusion. The measured spin relaxation rates (see Fig. 5.30) in the 10’s of 

kHz range indicate a rapid spin-lattice relaxation preventing Zeeman sublevel 

storage on the time scale of Ti in this material.

In conclusion, stimulated echo T-decays were used to measure the material 

storage time. Spectral diffusion, taking place on a faster timescale than population 

decay, dominated the decays for short T-delays and small magnetic fields. Higher 

magnetic fields suppressed spectral diffusion and stimulated echo T-decay tim es 

became population lifetime limited.
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Ultraslow Dephasing

The stimulated echo T-decay experiments showed that the material storage time 

can become lifetime limited. Utilizing the material optimization strategy, it seemed 

worthwhile to investigate the material coherence time, T2 (or homogenous linewidth, 

Th), under similar operating conditions. ■

For this purpose, the most diluted crystal was chosen with 0.001 atomic percent 

Er3+ concentration, Dephasing of site I was investigated using two-pulse photon 

echo measurements. The experimental apparatus was identical to the one described 

earlier. In order to. approach the homogeneous linewidth limit and to reduce 

contributions from Tsr-Er and Tphonon, a magnetic field of B = 7 T was applied in the 

D1-D2 plane. The field was oriented along the preferred direction, where B takes on 

an angle of 0  -  140° with respect to the Di crystal axis. This angle gave the longest 

dephasing time (narrowest homogeneous linewidth) in two pulse echo experiments 

as a function of field orientation. In order to “freeze out” the thermal population in 

the upper Zeeman level of the ground state, the sample was immersed in a liquid 

helium bath held at T = 1.5 K with the laser k  vector along b.

Results and Discussion ,

Figure 5.32 displays a two-pulse photon echo decay in 0.001% Er3+IY2SiO5 at 

B = 7 T, and T = 1.5 K. The observed decay was fitted to a single exponential.
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represented by the solid line, and shows good agreement. From the fit, a dephasing 

time of T2 = 4.38 ms was determined, corresponding to a homogeneous linewidth of 

73 Hz. This dephasing time is the longest dephasing time ever measured in any 

solid-state material, with the corresponding linewidth being the narrowest optical 

resonance. Previous measurements of Equall et al. [6] in Eu3+--Y2SiOs yielded 

T2 = 2.6 ms corresponding to Fhom = 122 Hz as . the narrowest known optical 

resonance thus far in a solid.

*=L
(Z)
C
CD
C

I
LU

0.001 % Er -Y2SiO5 1-544-Top

Angle 0 ( B 3 D1) = 140'

exponential fit:

T2 = (4.38 ± 0.08) ms

= (72.6 ± 1,3) Hz

Figure 5.32 Two-pulse photon echo decay in 0.001% Er3+:Y2SiOs at B = 7 T, 
T = 1.5 K, the lasers k  vector is along b and B is in the D1-D2 plane at an angle 
of 0  -  140° to the Di axis. The solid line is an exponential least square fit to the 
data yielding a dephasing time T2 = 4.38 ms and a homogeneous linewidth of 
73 Hz.
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Major contributions to this narrow linewidth are population decay, Fpop, 

instantaneous spectral diffusion, Fbo, and contributions from the 89Y nuclear spin 

fluctuations, Fgr-Host- The lifetime of Ti = 11.4 ms contributes Fpop = 14 Hz to the 

homogeneous linewidth. Further measurements are required to separate the other 

individual contributions. Fluctuations of the earth’s magnetic field as well as stray 

electro-magnetic fields in the laboratory may influence the linewidth as well, as the 

results by Equall et. al. [26] suggest. Equall et. al. shielded the sample from 

alternating magnetic fields to obtain the longest decays.

In conclusion, the intrinsic homogeneous 4Ii5z2: Zi(I) —> 4Ii3/2:Yi(l) linewidth 

limit for site I in Er3+: Y2SiO5 has been closely approached by eliminating the effects 

of Er3+ spin flips, Fgr-Er, and phonon contributions, Tphonon. The measured 

homogeneous linewidth of Fhom = 73 Hz contains contributions from population 

decay, Fpop ~ 14 Hz, instantaneous spectral diffusion, Fz5s, and spin fluctuations of 

the 89Y nucleus, Fgr-Host- To the best of our knowledge, it is the narrowest optical 

resonance measured in any solid.

Operation of Er3+: Y2SiOs at Elevated Temperatures

Motivated by the encouraging results achieved using the optimized material, 

two-pulse photon echoes at B = 2 T were measured as a function of temperature to 

quantify practical operational temperatures for SHB applications. In addition, 

stimulated photon echo spectroscopy characterized the spectral diffusion at elevated
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temperature and revealed important material information. The experimental setup 

was identical to the one described earlier.

Results and Discussion

The 0.005 % Er3̂ YaSiOs crystal was oriented With Dj along the magnetic field 

B and the 6-axis along the laser ^-vector. Figure 5..33(a) shows two-pulse photon 

echo decays for a fixed magnetic field strength of B = 2 T as the temperature was 

varied from T =1.5 K to T = 5 K. Solid lines in Fig. 5.33(a) are least squares fits 

using expression (2.5) that allowed extracting the homogeneous linewidth using 

relation (2.6); each case shows excellent agreement. Figure 5.33(b) plots the 

homogeneous linewidth as a function of temperature. The homogeneous linewidth 

was observed to increase from ~ 3 kHz at T = 1.5 K to ~ 160 kHz at T = 5 K. At a . 

temperature of T = 4.2 K, a homogeneous linewidth of 38 KHz was obtained. This is 

the first report of photon echoes in Er3+-doped materials at 1.5 pm at a temperature 

ofT = 4.2 K and an important result for practical SHB applications since mechanical 

closed-cycle cryo-coolers can readily cool to these temperatures.
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o T= 1.5 K 
D T = 1.8 K 
a T = 2.0 K 
v T = 2.4 K 
O T = 2.8 K 
< T = 3.2 K 
> T = 3,8 K 
o T = 4.4 K 
o T = 5.0 K

0.005 % E r:Y 2SiO, 
B = 2 T , site 1

45.0

t12 - Delay (ns)

0.005 0ZoEr=Y2SiO, 
B = 2 1 ,  site 1

5.0 5.5

Temperature (K)
Figure 5.33(a) Two-pulse photon echo decays measured in 0.005% Er3+̂ Y2SiOs 
as a function of temperature for a fixed magnetic field strength of B = 2 T, // 6, 
B H Dj. Solid lines are fits to expression (2.5) to extract the homogeneous 
linewidth; each case shows excellent agreement, (b) Homogeneous line widths as 
a function of temperature obtained from (a), the solid line serves to guide the 

' eye.
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Next, stimulated photon echo spectroscopy was used to investigate the time 

evolution of the homogeneous line width. by spectral diffusion in the 0.005% 

Er3+IY2SiO5 crystal at a temperature of T = 4,2 K and magnetic field of B = 3 T. 

Stimulated photon echoes were measured as the time delay, t12, between pulse I and 

2 was stepped for fixed waiting times, T. The observed decays were fitted to 

expression (2.5) that allowed extracting the homogeneous linewidth using equation 

(2.6). Figure 5.34 shows the result of this analysis.
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Figure 5.34 Evolution of the linewidth of site 1 in 0.005% Er3+=Y2SiO5 at 
T = 4.2 K and B = 3 T as the waiting time, T, between pulses two and three is 
varied in a stimulated photon echo measurement.
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Spectral diffusion was evident as the homogeneous linewidth broadened from 

31 KHz to 108 kHz within the first 20 ps and then saturated. Stimulated echoes were 

consistently measurable over the entire lifetime of the excited state for waiting times 

up to T =10 ms.

Together with the stable laser technology, these important results enabled high 

bandwidth (500 MHz) signal processing using a 0.005% Er3+̂ S iO s  crystal 

operated at a temperature of T = 4.2 K. The results of that demonstration will be 

reported elsewhere. [10]

In conclusion, photon echoes are reported for the first time at elevated 

temperatures up to T = 5 K, which allows practical application of Er3̂ YzSiOg with 

closed cycle cryo-coolers. The homogeneous linewidth at a magnetic field of 

B = 2 T and temperature T = 4.2 K was determined to be Th = 38 kHz. Spectral 

diffusion at T = 4.2 K and B = 3 T was measured to broaden the homogeneous 

linewidth from Th = 31 kHz to Th = 108 kHz within 20 ps. Together these are 

important results that will enable practical SHB device applications in the important 

1.5 (im communication band.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY

In this thesis, I presented the development of a frequency-stabilized diode laser 

system in the important 1.5 pm communication band using spectral holes in Er3+ 

doped crystals as frequency references. Regenerative, several-kHz wide, spectral 

hole frequency references in Er3+IY2SiO5 at 1536 nm and Er3+=KTP at 1537 nm 

resulted in laser frequency stability as low as 200 Hz Allan deviation over 10 ms 

integration time. The regenerative nature of the spectral hole acts like ah “optical 

flywheel” that damps out fast frequency fluctuations. A hybrid locking method that 

incorporated the inhomogeneous absorption line as a fixed reference controlled long

term frequency drift to several-kHz/minute without impacting the excellent short

term stability. This method was based on an intermediate phase setting between the 

local oscillator and the mixer, and simultaneously exploited error signal 

contributions from the narrow hole and Wider inhomogeneous absorption profile.

Frequency modulation Spectroscopy was implemented as a very sensitive, 

background-free method to measure the Spectral hole center. The dispersive 

component of the FM-signal provided an error signal that was processed by the servo 

loop to make frequency corrections to the laser.. Calculations using FM-spectroscopy 

theory facilitated error-signal slope optimization.
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Laser sources stabilized using this method improve both spectroscopic capability 

and the performance of optical coherent transient SHB devices. Moreover, by 

stabilizing the laser source to the same SHB material already employed in the SHB 

device, system Complexity was significantly reduced. A substantial improvement in 

stimulated photon-echo reproducibility was demonstrated, showing the impact of the 

technique for SHB spectroscopy and device applications.

In contrast to regenerative hole burning, the material Er3+:D":CaF2, although not 

ideal, provided ~ 40 MHz persistent spectral holes at 1523 nm with hole lifetimes of 

several weeks. These persistent holes were effective in improving the lasers’ long

term frequency stability. Sub-kilohertz stability over several seconds and 6 kHz 

stability over I.OxlO3S were demonstrated with this material. In addition, it was 

shown that Er3+:D":Cap2 can serve as a programmable secondary frequency reference 

allowing the preparation of reference frequencies at any frequency within the broad 

inhomogeneous profile (10 GHz in the material demonstrated here). ■

The Er3+CYzSiOs material recently received considerable attention for its 

application in spectral hole burning frequency references, correlators, memories, and 

other information processing devices based on optical coherent transients operating 

in the 1.5 pm communication band. Operation of this material was limited thus far 

by the presence of spectral diffusion leading to dephasing and associated 

homogeneous line broadening. To characterize, understand, and overcome the 

limitations imposed by spectral diffusion, a fundamental study was carried out to 

obtain longer coherence lifetimes crucial for SHB device applications. The
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continuously tunable external cavity diode lasers enabled site-selective spectroscopy 

experiments, which were used to map out the 4Iisz2 ground state and 4Ii3z2 excited 

state crystal field levels for both Er3"1" sites and to identify relevant spectral hole 

burning transitions at 1.5 pm. The excited state lifetimes were measured to be 

11.4 ms for site I and 9.2 ms for site 2, establishing an upper limit for the material 

coherence time, T2. Zeeman experiments as a function of magnetic field orientation 

were performed in the three separate optical planes of the crystal using laser 

absorption. These experiments determined the ground state and excited state g values 

for both sites and hence revealed the relevant energy level structure for arbitrary 

field orientation. These results provided the guide to identify a preferred direction for 

the external magnetic field orientation that maximizes coherence lifetime. Based on 

an overall g-value maximization and magnetic equivalence of erbium ions, the 

magnetic field should be applied in the D2-B2 plane with the magnetic field direction 

offset from the Dl direction by -140° for optimal performance.

Coherent nonlinear spectroscopy determined material properties, such as the 

coherence lifetime, T2, and its spectral domain counterpart, the homogeneous 

linewidth, Ihom- Two-pulse photon echoes confirmed that the longest times are 

observed for the direction determined by Zeeman experiments. In addition, these 

two-pulse echo experiments also suggested that dephasing was influenced by spin- 

flips in the excited state as well as by spin-flips occurring in the other 

crystallographic site. These observations were important factors in optimizing the

material.
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The time evolution of the homogeneous linewidth due to spectral diffusion was 

studied with stimulated photon echo-spectroscopy as a function of magnetic field, 

erbium concentration, temperature, and crystal orientation. Experimental results 

were successfully described by the theory of Bai and Payer applied to our system. In 

the model, spectral diffusion was treated by sudden spin-flips of the environment 

erbium ions perturbing the energy levels of the optical center. Dephasing was 

modeled as occurring from, deviations of the spin population from thermal 

equilibrium. The resulting spin excess produces a deviation from the equilibrium 

field normally experienced by the optically activated Er3+ ions. A one-phonon 

process successfully describes the rate at which the spin population returns to 

thermal equilibrium. This process drives the spin population between adjacent 

Zeeman levels of the ground state by resonant phonon absorption and emission. The 

saturation level of the homogeneous linewidth was found to be determined by the 

ratio between the ground state energy level splitting, and the thermal energy 

available to the ions. If the splitting is large compared to the thermal energy, 

deviations of the spin population from thermal equilibrium will be small and 

therefore only produce a small spin-flip background at the optical center.

Based on the experimental evidence, an optimization strategy was developed, 

that is also applicable to similar Er3+ materials. To minimize dephasing, the magnetic 

field must be oriented so that a minimum of magnetically inequivalent site 

orientations are present in the crystal. Among these sites, the g-values should be 

maximized in the ground as well as excited state. In addition, the site exhibiting the
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longest Ti lifetime and strongest absorption should be used for SHB applications. 

Magnetic field strength and operating temperature can then be employed to “freeze 

out” the thermal spin population in upper Zeeman levels. The erbium ion 

concentration can be adjusted to increase Er3"1" - Ef3+ ion distances while ensuring 

sufficient optical absorption. The spectroscopic studies led to significant material 

optimization for SHB applications while improving our fundamental understanding 

of these materials. This has enabled (to the best of our knowledge) the measurement 

of the narrowest optical resonance in a solid with a homogeneous linewidth of 

Ehoin = 73 Hz. In addition, the optimized material allowed photon echo measurement 

at elevated temperatures of up to 5 K, which is particularly important to facilitate 

operation with mechanical cryo-coolers to eliminate the requirement for liquid 

Helium. The SHB device potential of Er3"1":YzSiOs, in combination with the 

developed stable laser system, allowed demonstration of high bandwidth (500 MHz) 

optical signal processing at T = 4.2 K, to be reported elsewhere.

Two external cavity diode lasers in the Littman-Metcalf configuration were 

constructed and characterized. Both lasers were equipped with InGaAsPZInP 

quantum well diodes that had one angled facet to eliminate intra-cavity optical 

feedback. The center wavelength of these lasers was 1535 nm, and ±33 nfn coarse 

tuning (@ 70 mA injection current) was possible by tilting the feedback prism plate. 

Continuous, mode-hop free tuning over ~ 47 GHz enabled spectroscopic application 

in spectral hole burning material optimization. A side-mode suppression ratio of 

51 dB was achieved, confirming a very high spectral purity. Measurements of the
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spectral noise density of these lasers revealed 1/f-noise at low frequencies, 

mechanical resonances at ~ I kHz caused by the feedback prism-plate, and the white 

frequency noise floor at ~ 100 kHz. The frequency stability of the free-running lasers 

with Allan deviations of ~ 30 kHz over 10 ms was found to be sufficient for many 

applications in spectroscopy and comparable or even better than similar 

commercially available products. To suppress the inherent laser noise, I constructed 

an active feedback loop consisting of a ~ I MHz high-bandwidth current servo for 

rapid modulation of the diode laser’s injection current and a slow ~ 100 kHz 

bandwidth PZT-servo loop. The slow servo loop made corrections to the piezo- 

driven feedback prism-plate to keep the high bandwidth loop in the center of its 

dynamic range. Other crucial components constructed for the loop were a low noise 

laser diode driver with modulation capability of up to 10 MHz, a phase-shifter 

capable of continuous 360° phase-shifts, an EOM resonant tank, a post-mixer 

amplifier, and a variety of electronic filters. In addition, a high-finesse reference 

cavity with a 100 kHz resonance linewidth was built and characterized allowing the 

locking circuitry to be tested and optimized.
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APPENDIX A

ELECTRONIC FEEDBACK
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Introduction

The following sections describe the electronic servo feedback system that has 

been built and refined by the author and used throughout this thesis. Many of the 

components were initially developed in Prof. John L. Carlsten’s lab by Dr. Kevin S'. 

Repasky, Dr. Pete B. Sellin, Jason K. Brasseur and Dr. C. Michael Jefferson of IBM 

Almaden Research Center.

Figure A. I shows the schematic block diagram of laser frequency stabilization as 

treated in control theory. [I, 2, 3] The laser’s output frequency, v, is monitored with 

the error signal slope (or gain), D(f), in units of V / Hz from the frequency reference, 

a discriminator converting the frequency fluctuations into voltage fluctuations. The 

electronic feedback system shapes and amplifies the error Signal with a frequency 

dependent gain coefficient, G(f), with units of V / V. The shaped and amplified error 

signal is then fed back negatively to the frequency transducer elements of the laser, 

converting them into frequency corrections with frequency dependent transducer 

gain, K(f), in units of V I Hz. The control loop thus monitors the frequency noise on 

the laser and actively suppresses it over the bandwidth of the loop. The spectral noise 

density of the laser under closed loop conditions, S yjCiosed, can be related to the 

spectral noise density of the free running laser, S v(f), the spectral noise density of 

the frequency reference, S v,ref(f), and the spectral noise density of the servo 

electronics, S v,ref(f) by the gain of the servo, G(J) in units of V / V, the gain of the
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reference, D(f) in units of V / Hz and the gain of the transducers, K(f) in units of 

Hz / V in the following way

3 v,dosed I s ; +
2

^-^v.Servo +

\l + KGD\ (A.1)

Laser

S  v, Servo (f) —

Electronic'
Feedback
G(/)(V/V)

Frequency
Reference

D(Z)(VZHz)

Figure A. I Conceptual block diagram of the laser frequency stabilization system 
(adapted from Ref. 2.). The laser is characterized by its frequency v. The 
frequency reference translates laser frequency fluctuations in Hz into voltage 
fluctuations with frequency dependent discriminator gain D . in units VZHz to 
create the error signal, the error signal is shaped and amplified by the electronic 
feedback system with a frequency dependent gain G in units of VZV. The 
processed error signal is fed back to the transducer elements of the laser, 
correcting the laser frequency with the frequency dependent transducer gain K in 
units of VZHz. Noise is introduced at each stage of the control loop described by 
the spectral noise densities of the frequency reference, S K ref  (f), the electronic 
feedback, S Vi servo (f), and the transducer element, S v (f).
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This relation has profound consequences, because in the limit of very large servo 

gain, G, the closed loop spectral noise density becomes

and hence the spectral noise density depends only on the properties of the frequency 

reference itself. A basic requirement is that the control loop and transducer elements 

must have Significantly greater bandwidth and shorter time delay than the frequency 

fluctuations that drive the laser away from the lock point. A properly designed 

feedback loop system is crucial in achieving this ideal limit.

The frequency spectrum of the laser noise (see the section on spectral noise 

density of the free running laser in Chapter 3) essentially dictates the frequency 

response, G(f), of the servo system. The frequency response G(f) has to simulate the 

spectral noise density of the free running laser, Sv(f) in order to correct for it. For the 

ECDL, I //no ise  is the primary noise source, so high servo gain at low frequencies 

is needed. This can be obtained using the integrating behavior of the servo gain, that 

is G(f) can be made proportional to I /  /; however, the slope of the servo gain is fixed 

by the loop stability requirement especially near the unity gain frequency, where the 

accumulated phase shift has to be securely below 180° in order to have negative 

feedback to the laser. The unity gain frequency,/c, is the frequency at which the gain 

of the open loop becomes unity:

(A.2)v,closed,min

IXDG(Z1)I = I. (A.3)
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One would like to set the unity gain frequency as high as possible since this 

determines how fast a given frequency deviation can be corrected. That is, it 

establishes the bandwidth of the servo loop over which laser noise. can be 

suppressed. At fluctuation frequencies /  / c, the frequency deviation will be 

reduced approximately by a factor of/ /  f c. [3] The limit for the unity gain frequency, 

fc, is theoretically given by the system time delay. A simple technique to provide 

high servo gain at low frequencies and to avoid phase shifts and time delays at high 

frequencies is to have decreasing gain with increasing frequency. A negative slope of 

the gain Of 20 dB / decade around the unity gain point and a slope of 40 dB / decade 

at lower frequencies is feasible. An additional integration in the servo loop fulfills 

this task; however, the servo stability requires that this “double integration” be 

attenuated well below the unity gain frequency/c.

Figure A.2 shows a block diagram of the major electronic components 

implemented in the ECDL frequency locking along with diagnostic tools 

(oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer) used to evaluate the error signal. The hearts of 

the electronic feedback to the ECDL were two servo loops with low and high 

bandwidth, respectively. At low frequencies, a PZT-servo controlled the piezo

electric element of the feedback prism plate. At high frequencies, a current servo 

controlled the injection current of the laser diode. The low bandwidth PZT-Ioop kept 

the second high bandwidth loop to the injection current of the laser diode in the 

center of its dynamic range.
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Figure A.2 Block diagram of the diode laser frequency stabilization apparatus.
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A' description and rationale for individual’ components of the control loop is 

given including electronic schematics. The signal flow in electronic schematics, is. 

from left to right unless noted otherwise. Technical detail, such as noise reduction 

techniques, circuit board layout and design, as well as choice of components goes 

beyond the scope of this appendix and is omitted.

Diode Laser Injection Current Servo

Figure A.3 shows the electronic schematic for the current servo, which was 

adapted from designs by I. L. Hall. As shown in the schematic, Ceramic and tantalum 

bypass capacitors provided power supply filtering for the various op-amps on the 

board placed as close to the power supply pins of each individual component as 

possible. A 50 £2 resistor properly terminated the error signal at the PC board. A 

unity gain buffer isolated the servo. The DC offset stage, engaged by switch I 

(SW I), compensated voltage offsets in the error signal baseline caused by other 

components upstream (RAM, mixer, etc.). The DC offset stage was based on a 

temperature stabilized Zener diode (LM 399) as a precision, low noise reference; 

offsets can be varied between -2.5 V and +2.5 V by adjusting the 20k trimpot. In 

practice, the post-mixer amplifier stage (see section post mixer amplifier below) 

accomplished DC-offset compensation. The second op-amp stage was the first 

integrator with its comer frequency determined by the feedback resistor and 

capacitor.



Figure A.3 Electronic schematic of the diode laser injection current servo (I MHz bandwidth).

Error Signal 
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Socketing, those components, as well as the input resistor, allowed adjustments and 

changes during locking experiments; variable components optimized the settings, 

and components of fixed value were substituted afterwards. Switch 2 (SW 2) in the 

feedback path of integrator I changed the feedback between integrating and DC- 

limiting mode. Initially, when the laser was unlocked, the integrator was in DC- 

limiting mode. After achieving a weak lock, the integrating mode with higher gain at 

DC was used. The third op-amp stage of the current servo was an inverter, and 

switch 3 (SW 3) determined its gain to be either +1 or - I . That allowed changing the 

error signal phase by 180° in order to choose between negative or positive error 

signal slopes (the phase shifter also accomplished this task). The fourth opramp stage 

on the PC board was the second integrator. As for integrator I, socketing the 

feedback resistor and feedback capacitor allowed for adjustments since both 

determine the specific comer frequency needed when using different frequency 

references, Switch 4 (SW 4) in the feedback path allowed a choice between DC-gain 

and integrating mode of operation. The rotary switch dialed in the input resistance, 

chosen from a bank of resistors, to change the overall gain setting of the second 

integrator Stage. Fine gain adjustment was provided by the voltage divider, just 

before the error signal left the current servo board. The error signal output from the 

current servo board was connected via BNC-cable to the modulation input port of the 

low-noise laser diode driver to be described later.

Typical current servo bandwidths were on the order of ~ I MHz as measured 

during active stabilization with the spectrum analyzer (Fig. A.2); servo response
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bumps (oscillations) occured at frequencies of positive feedback indicating the servo 

bandwidth. Before a locking experiment, the comer frequencies of the two 

integrators were adjusted roughly to match the spectral hole linewidth, and fine 

adjustments were made during active stabilization by observing the diagnostic 

instruments, displaying the error signal (oscilloscope) and spectrum of the error 

signal (spectrum analyzer) as shown in Fig. A.2. Real time display of the spectral ■ 

hole transmission as well as monitoring the Allan deviation of the beat signal 

between the two independently stabilized lasers was also used to tweak the 

electronic feedback system for optimum performance.

PZT Servo

The main functions of the PZT servo were to keep the current servo within its 

operating limits and to tune the ECDL to the lock point. Since the PZT transducer 

frequency response (see section on ECDL transducer response in Chapter 3) showed 

significant resonances at ~ I kHz, which were are also manifest in the spectral noise 

density of the free running laser, the PZT servo bandwidth was deliberately rolled 

off to less than 100 Hz. Figure A.4 shows the electronic circuit schematic. As for the 

current servo, the input of the PZT servo was buffered and followed by the 

integrator. The 100 Ohm trimpot at the input buffer stage served as gain adjustment. 

Integrator feedback can be switched (SW I) between DC-limiting and integrating 

mode; the feedback capacitor and resistor determined the integrator comer 

frequency.



Figure A.4 Electronic schematics of the PZT servo (low bandwidth).
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The Zener and signal diodes served to clamp the op-amp output at the Zener reverse 

breakdown voltage in order to prevent railing of the op-amp at the supply voltages. 

The DC-offset compensation of the integrator corrected for error signal baseline 

shifts caused at upstream stages of the locking setup (EOM, mixer, op-amps, etc.). 

An optional inverter following the integrator served to adjust for the right error 

signal slope (SW 2). A low noise DC bias stage provided continuous manual tuning 

to the spectral locking region (Cavity resonance or spectral hole). Based on the stable 

MAX 6250 voltage reference followed by a non-inverting; amplifier of gain 2, the 

low noise DC bias stage tuned between 0 V and +10 V with the Ik trimpot, before 

summation with the error signal at the difference amplifier stage. The error signal 

then entered the high voltage stage of the board. The high voltage stage consisted of 

two op-amps in tandem, the low noise LT 1007 and the high voltage PA 85. The 

rationale of this combination was to transfer the low noise characteristics of the 

LT 1007 to the PA 85 by feeding the output of the PA 85 back to the LT 1007. The 

JFET’ s (Q1-Q4) connected as diodes provided external input over-voltage protection 

of the PA 85 clamping the differential input voltage to ± 1.4 V and Zener diode 

transient suppressors (P6KE18AMSCT-ND) on the power supply pins protected the 

PA 85 power amplifier. The high voltage signal was ■ low pass filtered to below 

100 Hz before leaving the PZT-servo. The PZT servo exhibits excellent low noise 

characteristics of< 20 M-Vrms. A BNC-SMA cable connected the output error signal to 

the PZT stack of the feedback prism plate of the ECDL.
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2 ox,, Notch Filter

Since even order phase modulation sidebands will lead to a systematic frequency 

shift of the lock point [4] a notch filter, was used to remove the dangerous 2nd 

harmonic. Figure A.5. shows a schematic of the constructed bridged-T notch filter

following [5]. The frequency to be filtered can be calculated using coQ —j =  • ThisVl c

design achieved high Q values of about 100. A shielded metal box (Pomona 

Electronics) with two BNC connectors for input and output provided the housing of 

the circuit.

Figure A.5. Electronic schematic of the bridged-T notch filter.
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Resonant Tank

Flexibility in locking to different material systems with different homogeneous 

linewidths dictated modulation frequencies between ~ 15 MHz and ~ 115 MHz for 

error signal Slope optimization (see section on maximizing the slope of the error 

signal in Chapter 3). Resonant tank circuits with a variety of different resonant 

frequencies maximized the power transfer (impedance match) from the local 

oscillator to the broadband electro-optic phase modulator (New Focus model 4004). 

The resonant tank lowered the required drive voltage by a factor of ~ 10 and gave the , 

user the freedom to choose arbitrary modulation frequencies without using expensive 

high voltage RF amplifiers. Practical information on EOM’s can be found in 

Reference 6. The constructed resonant tank circuit consisted of bulk, off-the-shelf 

components, had high RF power handling capability, and was made compact by 

incorporating it into a shielded inline box (Pomona Electronics) that could be 

directly connected to the SMA port of the EOM. Figure A.6 shows the basic 

schematic of the resonant tanks. The EOM crystal LiNbOs was measured to have a 

capacitance of C ~ 20 pF and together with the variable inductor L formed a series 

LC-circuit. Varying the inductance changed the resonant frequency according to

-y==-, where C is the capacitance of the crystal. On resonance, this circuit

looked like a small resistor given by the resistive losses of the inductor. An 

impedance matching transformer matched this resistance to the 50 Q  impedance of 

the source; transformers with a variety of impedance ratios can be obtained, for
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instance from Minicircuits. If the desired ratio was slightly off, adding extra 

capacitance to the LC-circuit often made the circuit work. This design achieved 

Quality factors of Q > 50. A note of caution is in order. BNC connectors and cables 

have stray capacitance that can modify the resonant frequency and the EOM crystal 

has piezo resonances that the user should avoid. To verify proper construction, the 

reflected RF power from the resonant tank when connected to the EOM should be 

measured with a directional coupler and network analyzer.

■Impedance matching 
Transformer L

off the board

Figure A.6. Electronic schematic of the resonant EOM-tank circuit.
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Post-Mixer Amplifier

The Post-Mixer Amplifier’s purpose in the feedback loop was threefold, to 

amplify the error signal amplitude, to provide monitoring of the error signal for 

locking quality diagnostics, and to allow to adjust the error signal baseline. Figure 

A.7 shows the schematic. The first stage is a non-inverting amplifier providing a 

gain of 30; the voltage-offset compensation adjusted the baseline of the error signal. 

A voltage follower op-amp sampled the amplified error signal, without disturbing 

the circuit operation, for display on an Oscilloscope; a 50 Q impedance provided the 

output to the current servo. The post-mixer amplifier was assembled into a shielded 

metal box (Pomona Electronics) with BNC connectors for input and output.

Phase Shifter

Chapter 2 (FM spectroscopy) and chapter 4 (Incorporating the inhomogeneous 

line as a fixed reference) provide a rationale for the presence of the phase shifter. 

The phase shifter design exploited the trigonometric identity

sin cot sin <p + coscot cos (p -  cos(cot -  (p) (A.4)

to accomplish a phase shift by (p that can be varied through 360°.
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Figure A.7 Electronic schematic of the post-mixer amplifer.
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Figures AS and A9 show the schematics adapted from a design by C. M. 

Jefferson. The two AD 639 chips provided the sin (9 and cos (9 term, respectively. An 

adjustable voltage between -5 V and 5 V connected to pin I and 2 of the two AD 639 

chips, respectively, changed the value of qr, the adjustable voltage offset stage was 

realized using the stable voltage reference Ref 01, the OP 27 inverting amplifier of 

gain - I  and the ten turn tiimpot. A ten-turn dial mounted on the trimpot allowed 

reproducible adjustment of phase shifts-

The local oscillator signal entered the board through a BNC connector. To 

provide a reference signal at the mixer, the non-inverting amplifier CLC 401 with a 

gain of 15 amplified an adjustable portion of this local oscillator signal. To provide 

input to the phase shifter, an identical amplifier stage amplified an adjustable portion 

of the local oscillator signal, which is sent to a Minicircuits power splitter PSCQ-2- 

50, producing two output signals 90° Out of phase with each other. Those correspond 

to the sintyr and coscot components in the trigonometric identity. The two AD 835 

chips did the multiplication with the sin (9 and cos (9 component, respectively. A 

CLC 400 summed their output and provided the phase-shifted signal with respect to 

the reference signal at the mixer. This circuit accomplished phase shifts through 360° 

with a minimum of signal distortion. The 100 Q trimpots at the inputs of the 

CLC 401’s adjusted both, output signal amplitudes. The 100 Q trimpot close to the 

input of the CLC 400 (summer) balanced both signals before summation. Low pass 

filters PLP-30 isolated the first sideband.
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Figure A.8 Electronic schematic of the RF phaseshifter (first part).
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Figure A.9 Electronic schematic of the RF phase shifter (second part).
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Laser Diode Driver

Since injection current noise at the laser diode translates into laser frequency noise, a 

low noise current driver that simultaneously allows wide bandwidth (up to 10 MHz) 

current modulation for a stable lock to an optical resonance is needed. A circuit 

presented by Libbrecht and Half [7] has been adapted for this purpose. Figure A. 10 

shows the schematic; note the signal flows are indicated by arrows in the schematic. 

The laser diode driven by this circuit was referenced to ground instead of floating, 

which reduces the danger of destroying the laser diode when drivers are exchanged.

A high quality power supply (Acopian VTD15-160 or similar) should provide 

the ±15V external supply voltage; I pF ceramic, 47 pF tantalum Capacitors and 

100 pH inductors provided on board power supply filtering. A double pole double 

throw toggle switch (not shown) switched the power supplied to the board. All 

capacitors on the supply rails de-energized when turning the circuit off. The 5 kfi 

trimpot at the LM 317 voltage regulator adjustment pin set the current limit. 

Following the LM 317 was a slow-tum-on circuit providing a slow start protection 

for the laser diode; the application notes for the LM 317 display this part of this 

circuit. A pnp transistor (Motorola 2N2905) biased with an RC network at the base 

realized this slow turn on protection^ Initially the transistor was on and clamped the 

voltage across the voltage regulator set trimpot, limiting the output voltage of the 

LM 317 to about 1.2 V. This output voltage rose as the I pF capacitor at the base of 

the transistor was slowly charged, gradually turning the transistor off.
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Figure A. 10 Electronic schematic of the low noise diode laser driver; arrows indicate the Signal flow.
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The current was then diverted into the circuit. The output of the LM 317 was further 

filtered (R = 5 O, C = 22pF).

Comparing the voltage across the Vishay 50 0  current sense resistor to the 

voltage provided by a stable reference (LM 399) determined the injection current. 

The LM 399 is a temperature stabilized low noise Zener diode with a reverse 

breakdown voltage of ~ 7 V. The 10 kO trimpot found at the LM 399 adjusted the 

set point. The output voltage of the LM 399 was heavily filtered to reduce noise and 

provided the non-inverting input of the LT 1028, wheras the inverting input of the 

LT 1028 sensed the voltage across the 50 & current sense resistor. The 68 pF (16V) 

tantalum capacitors filtered the power supply for the LT 1028. The RC network of 

the 8.6 nF capacitor in series with the 100 Q resistor has been included for op-amp 

stability; leaving these components out resulted in oscillatory behavior. The LT 1028 

driving a p-channel mosfet regulated the injection current to the laser diode. The. 

100 pH inductor connected to the drain of the mosfet isolated the mosfet DC-current 

from the modulation current. A dual compensating circuit allowed low-level current 

modulation to servo the injection current. In this configuration, modulating the diode 

current did not change the operating current set point even if grounding the 

modulation input. Libbrecht and Hall [7] provide a detailed analysis of this part of 

the circuit. The laser protection diode has to be placed as close as possible to the 

actual laser diode and is not included on the driver board. We are currently using a 

1N4148 signal diode for this purpose.
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APPENDIX B

REFERENCE CAVITY
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To Ieam how to frequency stabilize the ECDL, a reference cavity was 

constructed. It provides an ideal diagnostic tool for laser frequency stabilization 

Without needing the use of liquid Helium required for spectral hole burning 

references.

A cavity spacer of 10 cm length, made of ultra low expansion glass in the shape 

of an American football, was used; ultra low expansion glass has a thermal 

expansion coefficient of a ~ 4 x IO"8 / K at room temperature. The shape was chosen 

to relieve mechanical stress and strain. [8] The spacer length of 10 cm translated into 

a free spectral range of ~ 1.5 GHz for the longitudinal cavity modes. Super-reflective 

dielectric mirrors from Newport, Inc. with radius of curvature of I m were mounted 

using custom made jigs and Vacuum compatible Torrseal glue made by Varian with 

3 dots equally spaced on the mirror circumference. G. C. Dodge, an undergraduate in 

mechanical engineering, designed and machined the jigs. The jigs adjusted the 

mirror positions while monitoring the mode matching of the cavity in real time; the 

mirrors were finally glued down when no more than two higher order modes of the 

cavity were measurably excited. After the glue was cured for 2-3 days, the spacer 

was placed on viton pads on a v-shaped aluminum block without mechanical tip or 

tilt adjustments. The transmission pass, band of the cavity (cavity linewidth), Svr, 

was measured using the cavity ring down method, [9] where Svc is calculated from 

the cavity lifetime, Tc, since frequency and time domain are related by a Fourier

transform
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Svc =
2m-, (B-I)

In order to measure the cavity lifetime, Tc, a laser field needs to built up inside the 

cavity, and the laser frequency has to match the cavity resonance for this to occur. 

When the field reaches a preset threshold value, it must be switched off with a time 

constant much faster than the expected cavity decay time. The transmitted intensity, 

J-mns(t), through the cavity is measured, and fit to an exponential to obtain the cavity 

decay time Tc from

4™ (0 = 4  exp
r t ^

v r cy
(B.2)

This method allows very precise measurement of the mirror reflectivity, R, using

R = exp
 ̂ dn ^

(B3)

where n is the refractive index of the medium between the mirrors, c the speed of 

light and d the mirror spacing. The cavity finesse,

Tt-^R
I - R

(B.4)

may also be calculated.

A custom made circuit adapted from schematics provided by C. M. Jefferson was 

constructed by the author and can be found in Fig. B.l. The Voltage comparator 

LM 311 compared the voltage from the cavity transmission detector (Input) with the 

threshold voltage set by the tiimpot (Threshold level). If the input voltage exceeded
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the threshold voltage, the LM 311 swung its output from +15 V to 0 V. The mosfet 

VN IOKM transistor amplified the signal in order to trigger the oscilloscope and 

served as an input for the 74LS74APC SR flip-flop and to drive a green status LED. 

The table insert in Fig. B.l shows the truth table for the SR flip-flop. Initially, the 

transmission detector output was below the preset threshold value, the LM 311 

output voltage was +15 V, giving +5 V at the R pin of the flip-flop because the 

voltage is clamped by the Zener diode. Pushing the “arm” button pulled the S input 

of the flip-flop to ground, Q became low (0 V), and the red LED went on. Since the 

Q output of the flip-flop was high (5 V), the effective base-emitter voltage, Vbe, at 

the 2N3906 transistor was low and all the current went through the laser diode 

causing it to lase. A Wavelength Electronics LDD 100-1P chip provided the diode 

laser injection current but that is replaceable by any other current source. If the 

intensity in the cavity built up to the preset threshold value, the LM 311 swung its 

output to 0 V; this signal triggered the oscilloscope monitoring the transmitted 

intensity through the cavity. The R port of the flip-flop now being low (0 V) forced 

Q to go high (5 V), Q to go low (0 V) and the red LED to go off. In turn the 

effective base-emitter voltage, Vbe, being high switched the transistor on and a high 

collector current flowed, bypassing the laser diode and forcing the diode laser 

injection current below lasing threshold. The diode laser switched off and the cavity 

ringdown was captured on the oscilloscope. Typical laser shutoff response times 

were ~ 10’s of nanoseconds, well below the cavity decay times to.be measured.
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This circuit can be modified for other laser systems by using alternative laser 

switches such as an acoustic-optical modulator or Pockels cell rather than the 

injection current of a laser diode.

Figure B.2 (a) shows a cavity ririgdown measurement; a straight line depicts a 

least square fit to an exponential yielding a cavity lifetime of

Tc = (1.605 ± 0.008) ps. This translates into a Cavity linewidth of

Svc = (99.2 ± 0.2) kHz and a mirror reflectivity of R = 0.999792 ± I ppm of the 

reference Cavity. Figure B.2 (b) shows one free Spectral range of the mode matched 

reference cavity.

Due to the lack of thermal and vibration isolation, the reference cavity was 

exposed to ambient acoustic noise, as well pressure and temperature changes in the 

laboratory causing its resonance frequency to change. Therefore, the cavity couldn’t 

be used as an absolute reference at that time but may be later with sufficient

isolation.
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(1.605 ± 0.008) vs

5vc = (99.2 ± 0.2) kHz

R = 0.999792 ± I ppm

F= 15100
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Figure B.2 (a) Cavity-ringdown (lifetime) measurement, straight line is a least 
square fit exponential fit to the data, (b) Transmission spectrum of the TEM00 
mode matched cavity showing one full free spectral range (FSR).
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APPENDIX C

BAI-FAYER THEORY OF SPECTRAL DIFFUSION
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Bai-Faver Theory

Consider a two level system describing sudden jumps by a localized perturber.

+ --------------

P -

AE = juB

> f

Figure C.l Two-level system with energy splitting, AE = (J.B, and populations in the 
upper (lower) state, yO++(/?__) employed in the Bai-Fayer theory.

The rate equations describing the jumps can be written as

^  = - A A - + A - R h. ,  .■
f  ( C l )

at

where /?++(/?__) is the population in the upper (lower) state, and 2?_+ (i?+_)is the up 

(down) transition rate. The coupled equations can be solved as

Ap{t) = Ap(eq) + [AyO(O) -  Ap(eq)] exp(-ifr) (C.2)

with

R = K - + R.+ , (C.3)

AyO = yO++ -  p__, (C.4)

P++ + P— ~ I (C.5)
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where t±p{eq) is the population difference at equilibrium and the term in square 

brackets in (C.2) describes the deviation from thermal equilibrium. The rate, R, is the 

relaxation rate of the two levels toward equilibrium. From (C.4) and (C.5) it follows 

that

AyO = 1 -2 /7 ,. (C 6)

Making the assumption that dephasing occurs only during the waiting time, T, of the 

echo sequence, the probability of a spin-flip from up to down occurring during this 

time can be obtained from

4 -  = F ( ^ ( 0 )  =  l ) f ( y O _ ( r )  =  1 1 y O + + (0 )  =  1 )  ( C . 7 )

with P+_ the probability for a spin flip from up to down, which is given, by the 

conditional probability of finding the perturber in its lower state after r = 7, given 

that it was initially in the upper state. In thermal equilibrium, the probability of a 

spin-flip up is equal to the probability of a splin-flip down, so that we only need to 

investigate one case.

The probability for finding the perturber initially in the upper state is given by the 

percentage of the population in the upper state at thermal equilibrium. Hence,

P (/Th. (0) = l) = /9++ (eq) (C.8)

and the conditional probability of a spin flip to occur during the waiting time, 7, 

given that the spin was initially up state is given by the percentage of population in 

the lower state after the time, t -  T

f  (/?__(;) = 1 1 /7^(0) = 1 )  =  / 7 _ ( f )  ( C . 9 )
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Hence (C.7) becomes

P+-= P ++(eq)p__(t) ■

Usingp++ (O)=I, p__(t) can be found from (C.2) using (C.6) to be 

P -  (0 = p -  (eq) (I -  exp(-to)).

Plugging (C .ll) into (C.10) yields

P+_ = p ++(eq)p__ (eq) [I -  exp(-Pt)].

(C.10)

(C.ll)

(C.12)

From the Boltzmann distribution, the populations in the upper level, p++ (eq) , and
. ' '  ■ '

lower level, p__(eq) , at thermal equilibrium can be found as

exp
p^{eq) = -

pB
2kT

exp
IkT

+ exp
\2A:Ty

(C.13)

exp
p _ _ ( e q ) = -

exp z p B ''
/ 2 ^ r y

/  ,,n X
+ exp pB

(C.14)

Inserting (C.13) and (C.14) into (C.12) yields

P+_ = —sec Zi2r p B } [ l—exp(-Pt)];. (C.15)

In thermal equilibrium, the probability of a spin-flip up is equal to the probability of 

a splin-flip' down. Hence,

P+_ = P  + . (C.16)
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Each up or down spin-flip of a perturber will cause an average frequency shift, 

2Afavg , at the optical center. The total number of spin flips (up or down) occurring, 

Nfiip, is given by

Ww = (P ._ + ^ ) iV , (C.17)

where N  is the total number of ions. The total linewidth, F ro (T) , of the optical center 

due to spectral diffusion (SD) after the waiting time, T, is given by the total number 

of flips times the average frequency shift of each spin flip (assuming Lorentzian 

broadening), so that

T^(T) = 2AL,A%. (C.18)

Plugging (C.15)-(C.17) into (C.18) yields the final result

Z , , D  x
Tgg(T) = NAf sech JL lB

^2&T/ [l-exp(-RO]- (C.19)

Expression .(C. 19) was used to fit the experimental data of the linewidth as a function 

of waiting time, T, where a constant offset, To, has been included to account for the 

initial linewidth as measured with a two-pulse photon echo. The saturated linewidth 

after long waiting times was fit to

r i (5 ) = TmaxSech2 SMbb
2kT

(C.20)

with M = SMb -
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